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FOREWORD 
 
The Agricultural Science and Technology Curriculum Guides are the product of 

many years of careful planning and development.  In 1987, an Agricultural Education 
Technical Committee was assembled to determine the competencies necessary to prepare 
students for careers in agriculture.  In 1989, a committee of secondary agriculture 
instructors, state supervisory staff and University of Idaho Agricultural and Extension 
Education faculty arranged the competencies into an outline of courses appropriate for 
secondary agriculture programs in Idaho.  These curriculum guides have been written to 
provide the secondary agriculture instructor with up-to-date instructional materials to be 
used in developing lessons for the student interested in pursuing a career in agriculture. 
 

The arrangement of the guide follows the courses outlined in the Agricultural 
Science and Technology Curriculum Outline - The Guide to the 90's (Vo. Ed. #240) 
published in 1989.  The format used in this guide was adapted from the curriculum guides 
developed for Idaho secondary agriculture instructors during the period of 1981-1985. 
 

The original Idaho Agricultural Curriculum Guides used in the development of these 
materials were:   

 
  1981   -   Livestock Production 
  1981   -   Agricultural Mechanics 
  1982   -   Farm Business Management 
  1985   -   Crop and Soil Science 
 
Many individuals made the original guides possible.  The format used was adapted 

from curriculum developed by the Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center of the 
Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education.  Selected 
information and many of the transparency masters used in the guides were provided by 
the Vocational Instructional Services, Texas A & M University.  Additional information 
and transparency masters were provided by the Department of Agricultural 
Communications and Education, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the 
Agricultural Education Program, Department of Applied Behavioral Sciences, University 
of California, Davis. 

 
Laboratory exercises incorporated into the units of instruction were used from the 

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. book, Modern Biology, Biology Investigations and the 
Scott, Foresman, and Company Lab Manual for Biology.  Credit appears on the first page 
of the materials used from these two sources. 
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION 
 
Introduction 

 
This material must be taught.  It does not replace the teacher, nor the teacher's 

expertise.  The teacher needs to adapt the material to the local area and individual 
students.  The teacher must also provide the necessary motivating techniques to help the 
students learn the material. 

 
The pages in the guide are color coded to assist in identifying and locating the 

desired pages.  The colors used are: 
 

Table of Contents  Ivory 
Semester Course Title Page Green 
Foreword Yellow 
Use of Publication Salmon 
Divider Page Between Units Tan 
Refer to Another Unit Page Grey 
Unit Objectives/Specific Competencies White 
Suggested Activities Blue 
Information Sheets White 
Transparency Masters White 
Assignment Sheets White 
Answers to Assignment Sheets Gold 
Instructors Notes for Laboratory Exercises Blue 
Laboratory Exercises White 
Answers to Laboratory Exercises Gold 
Unit Test White 
Answers to Test Gold 

 
Instructional Units 

 
These units are not geared to a particular age level and must be adapted for the 

students with whom they are used.  Units include objectives and competencies, suggested 
activities for the instructor and students, information sheet, transparency masters, 
assignment sheets, laboratory exercises, instructor notes for laboratory exercises, answers 
to assignment sheets and laboratory exercises, test and answers to test.  Units are planned 
for more than one lesson or class period. 

 
The teacher should carefully study each instructional unit to determine: 

   
A. The appropriateness of the material for the age level 
 
B. The amount of material that can be covered during a class period 
 
C. Additional objectives and/or assignments, which could be developed 



D. The skills that must be demonstrated 
  
  1.  Supplies needed 
 
 2. Equipment needed 
 
 3. Amount of practice needed 
 
 4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations 
 
E. Supplementary materials, such as pamphlets, filmstrips and slides that must 

be ordered 
 
F. Resource people who must be contacted 
 
Objectives and Competencies 
 
 Each unit of instruction is based on stated objectives.  These objectives state 
the goals of the unit, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for 
the student. 
 
 The objectives are stated in two forms:  unit objectives, stating the subject 
matter to be covered in a unit of instruction; and specific objectives, stating the 
student performances necessary to reach the unit objective. 
 
 Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning 
process, it is important for the teacher and students to have a common 
understanding of the intent of the objectives.  A limited number of performance 
terms have been used in the objectives for this curriculum to assist in promoting the 
effectiveness of the communication among all individuals using the materials. 
 
 Following is a list of performance terms and their synonyms that may have 
been used in this material: 
 
Name   Identify  State a Rule  Apply a Rule 
 
Label   Select  Calculate 
List in writing Mark 
List orally  Point out 
Letter   Pick out 
Record  Choose 
Repeat  Locate 
Give   Match 
 
Describe    Order     Distinguish 
 
Define    Arrange    Discriminate 
Discuss in writing  Sequence 
Discuss orally   List in order 
Interpret    Classify 
Tell how    Divide 
Tell what    Isolate 
Explain    Sort 
 



Construct      Demonstrate 
 
Draw   Transcribe  Show your work   Replace 
Make   Reduce  Show procedure   Turn on/off 
Build   Increase  Perform an experiment  (Dis) assemble 
Design  Figure  Perform the steps   (Dis) connect 
Formulate  Conduct  Operate 
Reproduce  Compare  Remove 
 
 Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class 
discussion to answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each 
instructional unit. 
 
 Teachers should feel free to add objectives, which will fit the material to the 
needs of the students and community.  When a teacher adds objectives, he/she 
should remember to supply the needed information, assignment sheets and/or 
laboratory exercises and criterion tests. 
 
Suggested Activities 
 
 Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to 
follow in accomplishing specific objectives.  Duties of the instructor will vary 
according to the particular unit.  However, for best use of the material they should 
include the following:  provide students with objective sheet, information sheet, 
assignment sheets, and laboratory exercises; preview filmstrips, make 
transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit and 
specific objectives and information sheet; give test.  Teachers are encouraged to use 
any additional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students in 
accomplishing the objectives. 
 
Information Sheet 
 
 The information sheet provides content essential for meeting the cognitive 
(knowledge) requirements of the unit.  The teacher will find that the information 
sheet serves as an excellent guide for presenting the background knowledge 
necessary to develop the skills specified in the unit objective. 
 
 Students should read the information sheet before the information is 
discussed in class.  Students may take additional notes on the information sheet. 
 
Transparency Masters 
 
 Transparency masters provide information in a special way.  The students 
may see as well as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning 
process.  Transparencies may present new information or they may reinforce 
information presented in the information sheet.  They are particularly effective 
when identification is necessary. 
 



 
 Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will 
be immediately available for use.  Transparencies direct the class's attention to the 
topic of discussion.  They should be left on the screen only when topics shown are 
under discussion.  (NOTE:  Stand away from the overhead projector when 
discussing transparency material.  The noise of the projector may cause the teacher 
to speak too loudly.) 

 
Assignment Sheets 
 
 Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and 
pencil activities to develop the knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to skill 
development.  These may be given to the student for completion in class or used for 
homework assignments.  Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the 
student and/or teacher for checking student progress. 
 
Laboratory Exercises 
 
 Laboratory exercises are found in selected units.  The laboratory exercises 
include both science and agricultural mechanics activities.  The science laboratory 
exercises often have instructions to the instructor prior to the actual laboratory.  
Procedures outlined in the laboratory exercise for agricultural mechanics give 
direction to the skill being taught and allow both student and teacher to check 
student program toward the accomplishment of the skill. 
 
Test and Evaluation 
 
 Paper-pencil and performance tests have been constructed to measure student 
achievement of each objective listed in the unit of instruction.  Individual test items 
may be pulled out and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a 
particular objective.  This kind of testing may be used as a daily quiz and can help 
the teacher spot difficulties being encountered by students in their efforts to 
accomplish the unit objective.  Test items for objectives added by the teachers 
should be constructed and added to the test. 

 
Test Answers 
 
 Test answers are provided for each unit.  These may be used by the teacher 
and/or student for checking student achievement of the objectives. 
 
Care of Materials 
 
 The cost of reproduction of this guide prohibits the replacement of these 
materials.  Therefore, please be extremely careful in handling originals.  Make the 
necessary copies of the information sheets, transparencies, assignments and tests 
and replace originals in the curriculum guide notebook.  Take extra care in keeping 
originals clear for future reproduction. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 

After completion of this unit students will be able to identify the importance and scope of the livestock 
industry in the United States, Idaho and the community.  This knowledge will be demonstrated by 
completion of assignment sheets and a unit test with a minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 
After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 

1. Match terms associated with an introduction to the livestock industry to their correct 
definitions. 

 
 2. Name ten types of livestock. 
 
 3. Name four products and three services livestock provide. 
 
 4. Identify the sources of Idaho cash farm receipts. 
 

5. Identify Idaho's rank in the nation's agriculture for crops, livestock and livestock 
products. 

 
 6. Distinguish between primary and secondary food sources. 
 
 7. Describe reasons for and against using livestock as a food source. 
 
 8. List three specific careers in each of the seven areas of livestock industry employment.   
 
 9. Develop an opinion on the future of livestock production. 
 
 10. Conduct a community survey on the types of livestock raised in the area. 
 
 11. Be familiar with current employment information in the livestock industry. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of material. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives and discuss. 
 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets and discuss. 
 
  E. Obtain background information on the local livestock industry. 
 

F. Invite a local rancher to come in and talk about the livestock industry in the 
local community. 

 
  G. Have students collect articles on the livestock industry and share them in class. 
 

H. Divide class into groups to conduct the community survey and have them report 
their results in class. 

 
  I. Review and give test. 
 
  J. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheet 
 
  D. Transparency masters 
 
   1. TM 1--Food Chains 
 
   2. TM 2--Manure as a Fertilizer 
 
  E. Assignment sheets 
 
   1. AS 1--Develop an Opinion on the Future of Livestock Production 
 

2. AS 2--Conduct a Community Survey on the Types of Livestock Raised 
in the Area 

 
   3. AS 3--Conduct a Survey of Current Employment in Livestock Industry 
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  F. Test 
 
  G. Answers to test 
 
 

III. Unit references 
 

A. Badger, Daniel D.,  Economics of Substitution and the Demand for Beef Feedlot 
Wastes:  One Alternative for Solving Environmental Quality Problems.  
Managing Livestock Wastes:  The Proceedings of the 3rd International 
Symposium on Livestock Wastes, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 
1975. 

 
B. Ensminger, M.E.  Animal Science.  The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,  

Danville, Illinois, 1977. 
 

C. Harper, Judson M., and Seckler, David.  Engineering and Economic Overview of 
Alternative Livestock and Waste Utilization Techniques.  Managing Livestock 
Wastes:  The Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium on Livestock 
Wastes, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1975. 

 
D. Idaho Agricultural Statistics.  United States Department of Agriculture, 

Washington, D.C., 1989. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

I. Terms and definitions 
 

A. Product--An actual material provided by an animal that can be eaten, worn or 
used 

 
  B. Service--A benefit provided by an animal 
 
  C. Receipt--Money coming in or received for a product or service 
 
  D. Concentrate--Feed high in energy and low in fiber 
   Example:  grain 
 

E. Roughage--Feed that is bulky, contains more than 18% crude fiber and is low in 
energy 

   Example:  pasture 
 
  F. Cultivate--Working land to produce a crop 
 
  G. By-products--Products left after the main products have been extracted 
 
  H. Flexibility--Capacity for change 
 

I. Elasticity--Ability of a farm operation to withstand changes in the supply or 
demand 

 
II. Types of livestock 

 
  A. Beef 
 
  B. Dairy 
 
  C. Sheep 
 
  D. Swine 
 
  E. Dairy goats 
 
  F. Horses 
 
  G. Rabbits 
 
  H. Fish 
 
  I. Fur-bearing animals 
 
  J. Poultry 
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III. Products and services livestock provide 
 
  A. Products 
 
   1. Meat 
 
   2. Eggs 
 
   3. Milk 
 
   4. Clothing 
 
   5. Medicine 
 
   6. Fertilizer 
 
   7. Miscellaneous products 
    Example:  Shoe polish, photographic film, soap, glue, lubricants 
 
  B. Services 
 
   1. Power 

(Note:  Animals used for power are found primarily in developing 
nations.) 

 
   2. Recreation 
 
    a. Horseback riding 
 
    b. Racing 
 
    c. Rodeos 
 
    d. Back-packing 
 
   3. Transportation--mainly used for large range operations in the West 
 

IV. Sources of Idaho cash farm receipts - 1987 
 
  A. Cattle and calves -- 27.8% 
 
  B. Dairy products -- 13.1% 
 
  C. Hogs -- .6% 
 
  D. Sheep, lambs and wool -- 1.2% 
 
  E. Other livestock -- 2.1% 
 
  F. Total livestock -- 45.2% 
 
  G. Total crops -- 54.8% 
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V. Idaho's rank in the nation's agriculture - 1988 
 
  A. Livestock and livestock products 
 
   1. American cheese - 5 
 
   2. Honey - 11 
 
   3. Sheep, lambs and wool - 11 
 
   4. Milk production - 13 
 
   5. Milk cows - 18 
 
   6. All cattle and calves - 22 
 
  B. Crops 
 
   1. Potatoes - 1 
 
   2. Barley - 1 
 
   3. Sugarbeets - 3 
 
   4. Hops - 3 
 
   5. Mint (all) - 3 
 
   6. Onions (summer storage) - 3 
 
   7. Prunes and plums (fresh) - 4 
 
   8. Dry edible beans - 5 
 
   9. Sweet corn (for processing) - 5 
 
   10. Sweet cherries - 6 
 
   11. Alfalfa hay - 6 
 
   12. Wheat (all) - 8 
 
   13. Apples - 10 
  

VI. Primary and secondary food sources  (Transparency 1) 
 
  A. Primary -- Food source deriving energy directly from sun 
 
  B. Secondary -- Food source deriving energy from plants or animals 
 

(Note:  A secondary food source requires energy from the primary source for 
maintenance.  Therefore, energy is lost as it is transferred through secondary 
sources.) 
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VII. Livestock as a food source 
 

A. Factors against using livestock--Livestock provide a secondary food source and 
therefore use more energy to produce the same amount of food 

 
Example: 400 pounds of grain will feed one man for one year.  2,000 pounds 

of concentrates are needed to produce enough meat and livestock 
products to feed one man for one year 

 
  B. Factors for using livestock 
 
   1. Usable plant energy would otherwise be wasted 
 

a. Much of the world's land is not cultivated--46.8% of the land 
in the United States is pasture or grazing land, not including 
Alaska or Hawaii 

 
    b. Forages provide a high percentage of animal food 
 

c. 95% of all energy fixed by plants is unusable by man, but can 
be used by ruminants 

 
    d. Animals can use otherwise wasted by-products 
 

Example: Cottonseed hulls, corncobs, beet pulp, rice bran  
and hulls, wood by-products 

 
   2. Animals provide higher quality food 
 
    a. Higher in protein content 
 
    b. Better quality protein -- more amino acids 
 
    c. More digestible protein 
 
    d. More preferred by consumers 
 

3. Animals provide other needed products such as medicine, power and 
fertilizer  (Transparency 2) 

 
Example: Medicine -- Twenty-six steer pancreas are needed to 

produce enough insulin to keep one diabetic alive for one 
year.  There are 1.25 million people in the United States 
who require insulin regularly 

 
Fertilizer -- One ton of manure contains 500 pounds of 
organic matter, 10-30 pounds of nitrogen, 5-20 pounds of 
phosphoric acid and 10-30 pounds of potassium.  The 
United States' livestock industry currently produces 1.6 
billion tons of manure annually 
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   4. Animals increase flexibility of farm operations 
 
    a. Stimulate grain production 
 
    b. Provide elasticity to grain production 
 

Example: In high grain production years the excess can be 
 fed to livestock, while in low production years 
 forage can be substituted and grain can be 
 marketed as cash crop 

 
VIII. Careers in the livestock industry 

 
  A. Farming/Ranching 
 
   1. Manager 
 
   2. Foreman 
 
   3. Herdsman 
 
  B. Research 
 
   1. Production 
 
   2. Processing 
 
   3. Marketing 
 
   4. New equipment and use 
 
  C. Industry 
 
   1. Food processing 
 
   2. Pesticides and herbicides 
 
   3. Feed manufacturing 
 
   4. Dairy processing 
 
  D. Business 
 
   1. Agricultural banking 
 
   2. Farm management 
 
   3. Grading and packaging 
 
   4. Marketing 
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  E. Education 
 
   1. Agricultural extension specialist 
 
   2. Vocational agriculture instructor 
 
   3. College instructor 
 
   4. Governmental agencies 
 
  F. Communications 
 
   1. Farm reporting 
 
   2. Market reporting 
 
   3. Radio 
 
   4. Television 
 
  G. Service 
 
   1. Inspection and regulation 
 
   2. Plant and animal quarantine 
 
   3. Foreign service 
 
   4. Agricultural consultant 
 
   5. Veterinary 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--DEVELOP AN OPINION ON THE FUTURE OF 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 

 
 
Name_____________________________________ Score__________________________________ 
 
The world food situation is getting more critical every day.  The role livestock will play in providing the 
world's food supply will depend on public opinion and political decisions as well as technological 
developments. 
 
Write a few paragraphs outlining your views on the future of livestock production and the role livestock 
should play in providing the world's food supply. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--CONDUCT A COMMUNITY SURVEY ON THE TYPES 
OF LIVESTOCK RAISED IN THE AREA 

 
Name___________________________________ Score__________________________________ 
 
You have looked at the livestock industry on a national and state level.  This assignment is designed to help 
you get an idea of the type and importance of livestock in your community. 
 
Take an informal survey of your community to find out the types and approximate numbers of different 
livestock raised in the area.  People to ask would be farmers, ranchers, agribusiness people, bankers and 
state extension people.  Use at least three sources. 
 
 

Sources Types Numbers 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

3. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--CONDUCT A SURVEY OF CURRENT EMPLOYMENT IN LIVESTOCK 
INDUSTRY 

 
Name___________________________________ Score__________________________________ 
 
There are many employment opportunities available in the livestock industry.  For this assignment, you 
may either survey people in your community working in the livestock industry, or use available resources 
from the library, agriculture classroom or other written materials. 
 
List at least 15 careers/jobs available in the livestock industry.  For each job, list the required education, 
training or experience needed, the responsibilities (job description), and an average starting salary range. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 

Name_______________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
 
   1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions by placing the appropriate numbers in the 
 blanks provided. 
 
 _____a.   An actual material provided by an animal that  
    can be eaten, worn or used    1. Product 
 
 _____b.   Feed, such as pasture, that is bulky, contains 
    more than 18% crude fiber and is low in energy  2. Cultivate 
 
 _____c.   Capacity for change     3. By-products 
 
 _____d.   Working land to produce a crop    4. Elasticity 
 
 _____e.   Money coming in or received for a product or  
    service       5. Concentrate 
 
 _____f.   A benefit provided by an animal    6. Flexibility 
 
 _____g.   Feed, such as grain, high in energy and low in  
    fiber       7. Receipt 
 
 _____h.   Ability of a farm operation to withstand changes 
    in the supply or demand     8. Service 
 
 _____i.   Products left after the main products have been  
    extracted      9. Roughage 
 
 
   2. Name ten types of livestock. 
 
 ____________________________, __________________________, ______________________ 
 
 ____________________________, __________________________, ______________________ 
 
 ____________________________, __________________________, ______________________ 
 
 ____________________________ 
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   3. Name four products and three services livestock provide. 
 
 Products 
 
 a.___________________________________ c._________________________________ 
 
 b.___________________________________ d._________________________________ 
 
 Services 
 
 a.___________________________________ c._________________________________ 
 
 b.___________________________________ 
 
 
   4. Identify the sources of Idaho cash farm receipts by writing the source by the appropriate 

percentage: 
 
 a. 13.1% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 b. 1.2% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 c. .6% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. 27.8% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 e. 2.1% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 f. 54.8% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 g. 45.2% _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   5. Identify Idaho's rank in the nation's agriculture for the following crops, livestock and livestock 

products. 
 
 a. Honey _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b. All cattle and calves ______________________________________________________ 
 
 c. Milk production _________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. American cheese _________________________________________________________ 
 
 e. Milk cows ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 f. Sheep, lambs, wool _______________________________________________________ 
 
 g. Barley _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 h. Potatoes ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 i. Sugarbeets ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 j. Hops __________________________________________________________________ 
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 k. All mint ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 l. Wheat _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 m. Apples _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
   6. Distinguish between primary and secondary food sources by placing a one (1) by the primary 

sources and a two (2) by the secondary sources. 
 
 ____a. Food source deriving energy from plants or animals 
 
 ____b. Food source deriving energy directly from the sun 
 
 
   7. Describe reasons for and against using livestock as a food source. 
 
 a. Arguments for using livestock as a food source. 
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. Arguments against using livestock as a food source. 
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 
   8. List three specific careers in each of the following areas of livestock industry employment. 

 a. Farming/Ranching   (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
 
 
 b. Research    (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
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 c. Industry     (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
 
 
 d. Business     (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
 
 
 e. Education    (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
 
 
 f. Communications    (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
 
 
 g. Service     (1)_________________________________ 
 
       (2)_________________________________ 
 
       (3)_________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY 
 

AG 140-A 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
1. a. 1   e.  7   i. 3 
 b. 9   f. 8 
 c. 6   g. 5 
 d. 2   h. 4 
 
2. Beef, dairy, sheep, swine, dairy goats, horses, rabbits, fish, fur-bearing animals, poultry 
 
3. Answers should include four products and three services from the following lists: 
 

Products -- Meat, eggs, milk, clothing, medicine, fertilizer, miscellaneous products (shoe polish, 
photographic film, soap, glue, lubricants) 

 Services -- Power, recreation, transportation 
 
4. a. Dairy products    e. Other livestock 
 b. Sheep, lambs, wool   f. Total crops 
 c. Hogs     g. Total livestock 
 d. Cattle and calves 
 
5. a. 11   h. 1 
 b. 22   i. 3 
 c. 13   j. 3 
 d. 5   k. 3 
 e. 18   l. 8 
 f. 11   m. 10 
 g. 1 
 
6. a. 2   b. 1 
 
7. a. Answers should include information from the following: 
 

Usable plant energy would otherwise be wasted:  Much of the world's land is not 
cultivated; Forages provide a high percentage of livestock feed; 95% of all energy fixed 
by plants cannot be used by man, but can be used by ruminants;  Animals use otherwise 
wasted by-products 

 
Animals provide higher quality food:  Higher in protein content; Better quality protein 
(more amino acids); More digestible protein; More preferred by consumers 

 
  Animals provide other needed products such as medicine, fertilizer and power 
 

Animals increase flexibility of farm operations:  Stimulate grain production; Provide 
elasticity to grain production 

 
b. Livestock provide a secondary food source and therefore use more energy to produce the 

same amount of food 
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8. Answer should include three careers in each area.  Possible answers are included in the following: 
 
 a. Farming/Ranching:  Manager; Foreman; Herdsman 
 b. Research:  Production; Processing; Marketing; New equipment and use 
 c. Industry:  Food processing; Pesticides and herbicides; Feed manufacturing; Dairy 

processing 
 d. Business:  Agricultural banking; Farm management; Grading and packaging; Marketing 
 e. Education:  Agricultural extension specialist; Vocational agriculture instructor; College 

instructor; Governmental agencies 
 f. Communications:  Farm reporting; Market reporting; Radio; Television  
 g. Service:  Inspection and regulation; Plant and animal quarantine; Foreign service; 

Agricultural consultant; Veterinary 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 

After completion of this unit, students should be able to identify the different breeds of beef and be 
able to distinguish between desirable and undesirable beef animals based on production records and 
visual characteristics.  This knowledge will be demonstrated by completion of assignment sheets 
and unit test with a minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 

 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 

 
After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 

 
  1. Match terms associated with beef selection and evaluation to their correct 

definitions. 
 
  2. Label the three main types of cattle operations in Idaho. 
  
  3. Describe five major breeds of beef cattle, including origin and characteristics. 
 
  4. Label the parts of a beef animal. 
 
  5. Name four factors to consider when selecting a beef breed or breeds. 
 
  6. Name two factors that determine the most important traits to select for in beef 

cattle. 
 
  7. Identify the four basic methods of beef animal selection. 
 
  8. Match traits of beef animals to their respective heritability percentages. 
 
  9. Calculate estimated annual progress from genetic selection. 
 
  10. Name the most important factor in determining weaning weight. 
 
  11. Name the trait having the greatest influence on net income. 
 

12. Describe the desirable and undesirable characteristics to look for when 
evaluating breeding stock. 

 
  13. Describe four indicators of finish and four indicators of muscling in market 

animals. 
 
  14. Describe the ideal market steer. 
 
  15. Describe the characteristics of three types of market steers. 
 
  16. List and describe the two scores used in determining quality grades. 
 
  17. Identify the six quality grades when given a description of each. 
 
  18. Distinguish among slaughter steers representing the top five quality grades. 
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  19. List the four measurements used in determining yield grades. 
 
  20. Identify the five yield grades when given a description of each. 

  21. Distinguish among slaughter steers representing the five yield grades. 
 
  22. Evaluate and place a class of four market steers. 
 
  23. Give oral reasons on placings of a class of four steers. 
 
  24. Evaluate live market steers for quality and yield grade. 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of materials. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives and discuss. 
 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets. 
 

E. Have a local rancher talk to the class about what he looks for when buying 
 beef animals. 

 
  F. Have students write different breed associations for information. 
 
  G. Obtain and show slides of beef animals for judging. 
 
  H. Arrange a field trip to a judge beef animals. 
 

I. Arrange a field trip to a slaughterhouse to compare live animals with carcasses 
 for yield and quality grading. 

 
  J. Design game for teaching parts of the beef animal. 
 
   (Note: A transparency projected onto the chalkboard makes a good learning  
   device.) 
 
  K. Review and give test. 
 
  L. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheet 
 
  D. Handout 
 
   1. HO 1--Beef Yield Grades 
 
  E. Transparency masters 
 
   1. TM 1--Parts of a Beef Animal 
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   2. TM 2--Desirable Characteristics of a Bull 
 
   3. TM 3--Desirable Characteristics of a Cow 
     

4. TM 4--Structural Characteristics of Feet and Legs 
 
   5. TM 5--Indicators of Finish 
 
   6. TM 6--Indicators of Muscling 
 
   7. TM 7--Ideal Market Animal 
 
   8. TM 8--Market Steers 
 
   9. TM 9--Slaughter Steers/U.S. Quality Grades 
 
   10. TM 10--Guidelines for Quality Grading Live Market Steers 
 
   11. TM 11--Slaughter Steers/U.S. Yield Grades 
 
  F. Assignment sheets 
 
   1. AS 1--Calculate Estimated Annual Progress From Genetic Selection 
 
   2. AS 2--Evaluate and Place a Class of Four Market Steers 
 
   3. AS 3--Give Oral Reasons on Placings of a Class of Four Steers 
 
   4. AS 4--Evaluate Live Market Steers for Quality and Yield Grade 
 
  G. Answers to assignment sheets 
 
  H. Test 
 
  I. Answers to test 
 

III. Unit references 
 
A. Ensminger, M.E.,  Beef Cattle Science.  The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 

Inc., Danville, Illinois, 1976. 
 
B. Jacobs, J.A. and Dahmen, J.J.,  Meat Animal Evaluation.  Department of Animal 

Sciences, College of Agriculture, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.  
 
C. Model Agricultural Core Curriculum.  State Department of Education, 

University of California, Davis, August, 1989. 
 
D. Thomas, Verl, M.,  Beef Cattle Science Manual.  Department of Animal 

Sciences, College of Agriculture, University of Idaho,  Moscow, Idaho. 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

I. Terms and definitions 
 
  A. Well-turned top--Rounded over the top; not flat 
 
  B. Trimness--Freedom from excess finish 
 
  C. Finish--Fat on an animal 
 
  D. Symmetry--Balance of animal parts 
 

E. Type--Combination of characteristics which make an animal most useful for a 
specific purpose 

 
  F. Soundness--Having a correct skeletal structure; may also refer to ability to  
   reproduce 
 
  G. Growthiness--Having good size and weight for age of animal 
 
  H. Scale--Size of the animal as determined by skeletal structure 
 
  I. Ruggedness--Quality of having large bones and frame 
 
  J. Broodiness--Characteristics which indicate female will be a good mother; 

femininity 
 
  K. Sex characteristics--Traits distinguishing females from males 
 
  L. Crossbreeding--Mating an animal of one breed to an animal of another breed 
 
  M. Polled--Naturally without horns 
 

N. Crest--Part of the topline of a beef animal where the neck joins the body; 
secondary male sex characteristic 

 
  O. Switch--Lower part of tail consisting of long hair 
  
  P. Lean--Muscle without the fat 
 
  Q. Reproductive efficiency--Ability of an animal to produce offspring 
 

R. Selection differential--Difference between a trait of a particular animal and the 
average of all the animals from which it was chosen 

 
S. Heritability--Percentage of differences in a trait that can be explained by 

inheritance as opposed to environment 
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T. Yield grade--Numerical indicator of cutability which is defined as the percent of 

closely trimmed, boneless meat from the round, loin, rib and chuck 
 
  U. Quality grade--Evaluation of the tenderness and flavor of the meat 
 
  V. Marbling--Fat dispersed within the meat 
 
  W. Scrotum--External sac containing the testicles 
 
  X. Cod--Part of scrotum left on a steer after castration 
 
  Y. Twist--Area between rear quarters 
 

II. Types of cattle operations 
 
  A. Cow-calf--Main products are weaner calves or yearling calves 
 

B. Stocker-feeder--Utilize low quality roughages to raise animals from weaning to 
the feedlot or for herd replacement 

 
  C. Feedlot--Utilize a high energy ration to produce animals for slaughter 
 

III. Major breeds of beef cattle 
 
  A. Hereford 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Hereford Association, 715 Hereford Drive, 
Kansas City, Missouri  64105.) 

 
   1. Origin--England 
 

2. Characteristics--Red with white face, underline, crest and switch; 
 horned; excellent forage ability--good range cattle 

 
  B. Polled Hereford 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Polled Hereford Association, 4700 E. 63rd 
Street, Kansas City, Missouri  64130.) 

 
   1. Origin--Iowa 
 
   2. Characteristics--Same as Hereford except for being polled 

  C. Angus 
 

(Note:  Breed Association--American Angus Association, 3201 Fredrick Blvd., 
St. Joseph, Missouri  64501.) 

 
   1. Origin--Scotland 
 

2. Characteristics--Black; (white is not permitted on the body, except on 
underline behind navel); polled; resistant to eye diseases; excellent 
carcass yield; small birth weight, but good weaning weight 
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  D. Shorthorn 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Shorthorn Association, 8288 Hascall 
Street, Omaha, Nebraska  68124.) 

 
   1. Origin--England 
 
   2. Characteristics--Red, roan or white; polled or horned; heavy milkers 
 
  E. Charolais 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American-International Charolais Association, 1610 
Old Spanish Trail, Houston, Texas  77054.) 

 
   1. Origin--France 
 
   2. Characteristics--White to cream color; horned; large; heavily muscled 
 
  F. Limousin 
 

(Note:  Breed association--North American Limousin Foundation, 100 
Livestock Exchange Building, Denver, Colorado  80216.) 

 
   1. Origin--France 
 

2. Characteristics--Red to gold color over back, shading to light buckskin 
or straw color under belly, around legs and muzzle; horned; large; 
heavily muscled; good carcass yield 

 
  G. Simmental 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Simmental Association, One Simmental 
Way, Bozeman, Montana  59715.) 

 
  1. Origin--Switzerland 

 
2. Characteristics--Light red or cream with white face (much like 
 Herefords), usually have white spots or band on shoulders; large; 
 excellent milkers 

 
  H. Brahman 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Brahman Breeder's Association, 1313 La 
Concha Lane, Houston, Texas  77054.) 

 
   1. Origin--India 
 

2. Characteristics--Light gray to dark red; drooping ears; long face; 
prominent hump over shoulders; loose skin; tolerant to parasites and 
insects; excellent foragers; resistant to eye diseases; adapted to hot, arid 
climates 
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  I. Brangus 
 

(Note:  Breed association--International Brangus Breeder's Association, 9500 
Tioga Drive, San Antonio, Texas  78230.) 

 
   1. Origin--Oklahoma (Welch) 
 

2. Characteristics--Large; black; polled; slight crest over neck; slick hair; 
developed by crossing Angus bulls to Brahman cows; tolerance of 
Brahman to insects, heat and poor grazing conditions; fast gaining 

 
  J. Santa Gertrudis 

 
(Note:  Breed association--Santa Gertrudis Breeder's International, P.O. Box 
1257, Kingsville, Texas  78363.) 

 
   1. Origin--Texas (King Ranch) 
 

2. Characteristics--Large; red; short hair; loose hide; cross between 
Shorthorn and Brahman; tolerant to heat and insects 

 
  K. Beefmaster 
 

(Note:  Breed association--Beefmaster Breeder's Universal, Suite 720 GPM 
South Tower, 800 NW Loop 410, San Antonio, Texas  78216.) 

 
  1. Origin--Texas 

 
2. Characteristics--No specific color, may be red, brown, dun or red with 

white extensions and spots; large; horned; cross between Brahman bulls 
and Hereford cows, then cross with Shorthorn bulls; adapted to wide 
range in climate 

 
(Note:  Many new breeds have been developed.  Some gained 
popularity, then lost in popularity as other new breeds were introduced.  
Some other cattle breeds are:  Murray Grey, Charbray, Braford, 
Chianina, Blonde d'Aquitane, Fleckvich, Gelbvich, Hays Converter, 
Lincoln Red, Maine Anjou, Pie Rouge, South Devon and Welch 
Black.) 

 
IV. Parts of beef cattle  (Transparency 1) 

 
  Poll   Shank (cannon bone)   Knee 
 
  Neck   Hoof     Elbow 
 
  Crops   Flank     Forearm 
 
  Back   Last rib (13th)    Brisket 
 
  Loin   Ribs     Shoulder 
 
  Hook   Sheath     Dewlap 
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  Rump   Underline    Shoulder vein 
  
  Tailhead   Fore flank    Muzzle 
 
  Quarter   Shank     Face 
 
  Stifle   Dewclaw    Forehead 
 
  Hock   Pastern     Body 
 

V. Factors in selecting a beef breed 
 
  A. Availability of breeding stock 
 
  B. Market for animals 
 
   (Note:  Some areas react unfavorably to certain breeds.) 
 
  C. Environmental conditions 
 

(Note:  Animals should be selected from the same conditions they will be 
expected to perform in.) 

 
  D. Weaknesses in present stock 
 

Example: A beef herd has mostly small framed females, so a larger 
framed breed bull is chosen to produce a medium framed calf 

 
VI. Two factors that determine which traits to select for 

 
  A. Economic importance of trait 
 

Example: Choosing an animal that has a long rump over an animal with 
a short and wide head, even though both characteristics are 
desirable 

 
  B. Heritability of trait 
 

Example: Choosing a bull with a superior rib-eye (70% heritability) over 
a comparable bull with a smaller rib-eye, but a little better 
feedlot gain (45% heritability) 

 
VII. Methods of selection 

 
(Note:  Using more than one of the following is very common.) 

 
  A. Appearance--Rating of visual traits 
 

(Note:  This method is the oldest and most common, but is only as good as the 
person making the evaluation.) 

 
  B. Show-ring winnings 
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(Note:  This method is only practical for purebred animals because of the cost 
involved.  Show ring credentials must be tempered with a producer's own 
knowledge of what will be best for his or her operation.) 

 
  C. Pedigree--Selection based on ancestors 
 

(Note:  This method must be used with caution and be based primarily on the 
closest ancestors.  Ancestors far removed have little effect on the offspring.) 

 
  D. Production testing--Selection based on records kept of performance and/or 

progeny 
 

(Note:  These records have been kept primarily on weaning weights.  Additional 
records on desirable carcass characteristics would make them more sensitive to 
consumer demand.) 

 
VIII. Heritability percentages for economically important traits 

 
(Note:  The higher the percentage, the faster a herd can be improved by genetic selection 
for that trait.) 

 
(CAUTION:  These are estimates only.  Actual percentages will vary.) 

 
  A. Calving interval (fertility) 10% 
 

(Note:  This percentage is somewhat misleading as animals with poor fertility 
are automatically eliminated from the calculations since they have no offspring 
in which to measure differences.) 

 
  B. Birth weight  40% 
 
  C. Weaning weight  30% 
 
  D. Final feedlot weight 60% 
 

(Note:  This in generally figured at one year of age or at the end of the testing 
period.) 

 
  E. Feedlot gain  45% 
 
  F. Feed efficiency  40% 
 
  G. Carcass grade  40% 
 
  H. Rib-eye area  70% 
 
  I. Retail product (lb) 65% 
 

(Note:  Carcass traits are the most heritable.) 
 

IX. Calculate annual progress based on genetic selection--progress is calculated by 
multiplying heritability by the selection differential and then multiplying by the amount 
contributed from the animal selected  (Assignment Sheet #1) 
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(Note:  Selection differential can be much higher in bulls than heifers because fewer bulls 
need to be kept and therefore selection can be more rigid.) 

 
  Example: Goal--improvement in final feedlot weights 
    Procedure--select heifers weighing 50 pounds more than the herd 

average 
     --select bulls weighing 200 pounds more than the herd average 
  
   Selection differential for heifers     50  lb 
   Heritability estimate (60%)   x .6 
   Expected increase from females     30  lb 
   Contribute 1/2 to offspring    x .5 
   Heifer contribution      15  lb 
  
   Selection differential for bulls    200  lb 
   Heritability estimate (60%)   x .6 
   Expected increase from males    120  lb 
   Contribute 1/2 to offspring    x .5 
   Bull contribution       60   lb 
   Heifer contribution      15  lb 

Expected increase in final feedlot weights of progeny   75  lb 
 

(Note:  While selection for heredity is important, overall genetic improvement 
only accounts for about 30% compared to an overall of 70% for environmental 
and management factors.  This is why it is also important to select among 
animals in the same environmental conditions.) 

 
X. Most important factor in determining weaning weight--milking ability of the cow 

 
XI. Trait having the greatest influence on net income--calving interval or ability of a cow to 

produce a calf every year 
 

XII. Desirable and undesirable characteristics in breeding stock  (Transparencies 2, 3) 
 
  (Note:  The two extremes are presented.  There is a lot of area in between.) 
 
  A. Characteristics indicating reproduction efficiency 
 
   1. Bull 
 

a. Desirable--Masculine, alert head; well-developed crest, 
muscling and genitalia; deep, wide chest 

 
b. Undesirable--Sleepy; poorly muscled and poorly developed; 

unbalanced or small testicles 
 
   2. Cow 
 

a. Desirable--Long and lean with smooth muscling; feminine 
head and body; good functional udder; normal genitalia 

 
b. Undesirable--Coarse, heavy front; masculine characteristics; 

excess fat deposits; infantile vulva 
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  B. Characteristics indicating muscling, freedom from waste and size 
 

(Note:  Too much muscling in heifers and even in bulls can cause poor 
reproductive performance.) 

 
1. Desirable--Long body; reasonable height; well muscled with prominent 

forearms; wide rear-quarters; thick loins; long rump; trim through the 
brisket, flank and twist; well-turned top; correctly balanced from front 
to rear 

 
2. Undesirable--Short coupled, compact and close to the ground; full 

flanks, brisket and twist; blocky from all points of view; narrow 
hindquarters; wide, flat back 

 
C. Characteristics indicating structural soundness  (Transparency 4) 

 
1. Desirable--Straight, squarely set legs with sufficient set in hock to 

provide a cushion; large and wide feet with deep heels 
 
2. Undesirable--Legs that are sickle-hocked, postlegged or cowhocked; 

toes that point out or in; knees that allow legs to go over center; legs 
that won't completely straighten; too straight of pasterns; any other 
deformity of skeletal structure 

 
XIII. Indicators of finish and muscling 

 
  A. Finish  (Transparency 5) 
 

(Note:  Degree of finish can best be determined by looking at those areas where 
there is little or no muscle development.) 

 
   1. Deep, full brisket 
 
   2. Fat over ribs behind shoulder 
 
   3. Wide, flat top 
 
   4. Rolls of fat around tailhead 
 
   5. Full flank 
 
   6. Deep body and full middle 
 
   7. Square rump 
 
   8. Full cod 
 
   9. Deep twist 
 
   10. Narrow stance 
 
    (Note:  This indicates a lack of muscling.) 
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  B. Muscling  (Transparency 6) 
 

(Note:  Muscling is best determined by looking at those areas where little fat is 
deposited.) 

 
   1. Bulging forearms 
 
   2. Sharp turn over loin area 
 
   3. Long rump 
 
   4. Wide stance 
 
   5. Rounded top 
 
   6. Wide through the stifle region 
 

XIV. Ideal market steer  (Transparency 7) 
 

The ideal market steer shows good size and scale by being relatively long and tall.  The 
animal shows good muscling with bulging forearms, a sharp turn over the loin, a long 
rump, width through the stifle region and a wide stance.  He is also correctly finished and 
trim through the brisket, middle, flank, cod and over the tailhead 

 
XV. Three types of market steers  (Transparency 8) 

 
A. Steer number 1 is very light framed and shallow bodied with a lack of adequate 

muscling and finish throughout; he is very lightly muscled in the forearms and 
in the rear quarters 

 
B. Steer number 2 is a more ideal animal with more size and scale than either 1 or 

3; he has bulging forearms, a long, well-developed rump and is trim in the 
brisket and through the middle 

 
C. Steer number 3 is short, fat and wasty and showing a lack of size and scale; he is 

carrying excess finish with a heavy front and a wasty brisket and flank; he is 
only exhibiting an average amount of muscle 

  
XVI. Quality grades  (Transparencies 9, 10) 

 
  A. Quality grades reflect the difference in the eating quality of meat based on 
 
   1. Marbling scores--The amount of fat interspersed in the muscle 
 
   2. Maturity scores--Reflects the age of the animal at slaughter 
 
  B. Types of quality grades  (Transparencies 9, 10) 
 

1. Prime--This carcass has superior marbling, proper carcass 
conformation and adequate maturity.  This grade of meat is found in 
fine restaurants and gourmet stores 
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a. Beef of this grade is not economical for the meat packer 
because the cattle are required to get very fat to obtain enough 
marbling and only a small percentage of cattle meet the 
conformation standards 

 
   2. Choice--This is the most economical and most desirable carcass grade 
 
    a. Adequate marbling and carcass conformation are required 
 

3. Select--(used to be called "Good")  This beef may be referred to as "no-
roll" since it isn't stamped with the USDA grade 

 
    a. Must have slight marbling 
 

b. This meat is inspected but not marked with a stamp as Prime 
or Choice, so it can be sold under store names such as Five 
Star Beef, etc. 

 
   4. Standard--Usually older animals and thin animals 
 

a. Minimum marbling or below average carcass conformation fit 
into this category 

 
   5. Commercial--Includes the designations of:  cutter, canner and utility 
 

a. This meat is usually processed into lunch meats, soup and 
canned meat products 

 
b. Aged cattle 

 
   6. Cull--Not acceptable for human consumption  (Here Fido...) 
 

XVII. Yield grades  (Transparency 11) 
 

A. Identify carcasses for differences in "cutability" or yield of boneless, trimmed 
retail cuts. Yield grade is determined by the following measurements: 

 
   1. Hot carcass weight 
 
   2. External fat (measured as back fat over the 13th rib) 
 
   3. Percent heart, kidney and pelvic fat 
 

4. Rib eye area 
 
  B. Types of yield grades:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
 

(Note:  Yield grade 1 being the leanest, heaviest muscled carcass and yield grade 
5 being the lightest muscled, fattest.) 

 
  C. See handout #1 
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Handout #1 
 

BEEF YIELD GRADES 
 

 
Yield Grade 1.  A carcass in this group has only a thin layer of external fat over the ribs, loin and rump, 

and slight deposits of fat in the flanks and the cod or udder region.  Muscles are 
usually visible through the fat in many areas. 

 
Yield Grade 2.  A carcass in this group is nearly completely covered with fat, but the lean is plainly 

visible through the fat over the round, the top of the shoulder and the neck. 
 
Yield Grade 3.  A carcass in this group is completely covered with fat.  The lean is visible through the fat 

only on the neck and the lower part of the outside round.  There usually is a thick 
layer of fat over the loin, rib and the inside round. 

 
Yield Grade 4.  These carcasses are completely covered with fat.  The only muscles visible are those on 

the shanks and over the outside of the plates and flanks.  There usually is a 
moderately thick layer of fat over the loins, rib and the inside round. 

 
Yield Grade 5.  These carcasses have more fat on all the various parts, they have a smaller rib eye area 

and more kidney, pelvic and heart fat than carcasses that will meet the standards for 
the higher grades. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HO 1 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL PROGRESS FROM GENETIC SELECTION 

 
Name______________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
Beef herd improvement is accomplished by providing the proper environment and by selecting animals 
with superior genetic potential. 
 
Calculate the expected increase in weaning weight of the offspring of a bull that weighed 300 pounds more 
than the herd average at weaning and heifers that weighed 90 pounds more than the herd average at 
weaning. 
 
 
 
Calculations for heifer contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Heifer contribution __________________________________________________ 
 
 
Calculations for bull contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Bull contribution _________________________________________________________ 
 
 
  Expected increased in weaning weights ____________________________________ 
 
 
If the herd weaning weight average was 500 lb, what 
would the new expected average be?   ____________________________________ 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--EVALUATE AND PLACE 
A CLASS OF FOUR MARKET STEERS 

 
Name______________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
Based on your evaluation of four steers (either on slides or live) place them in order from most to least 
desirable.  Mark your placing on the official scorecard below. 
 
Example: You have decided No. 4 is the best, with No. 2 being the next best and No. 3 being the 

third best, with No. 1 being the least desirable.  You would mark the card as follows:  
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--GIVE ORAL REASONS ON 
PLACINGS OF A CLASS OF FOUR STEERS 

 
Name______________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
The ability to critically evaluate animals is greatly improved when a person is able to explain exactly why 
the animals were placed as they were.  Look again at the four steers and review the specific reference 
points for muscling and finish.  Then write specific reasons for your placings before sharing them with the 
class. 
 
Example: I place 1 over 2 because of one's superior scale and muscling.  One has a heavier quarter 

with a more bulging stifle.  One stands wider in the rear and is trimmer in the cod, brisket 
and over the tailhead.  One also has a trimmer middle than the number 2 steer.  I grant 2 
has a stronger top and is better balanced than number 1. 

 
 
Write reasons for placings: 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4--EVALUATE LIVE MARKET 
STEERS FOR QUALITY AND YIELD GRADE 

 
Name______________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
Using the grading sheet below, estimate the quality and yield grades of market steers. 
 
(Note:  A packing plant would be the best place to do this since the actual yield and quality grades could 
then be determined after slaughter.) 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS 
 

Assignment Sheet #1 
 
Heifer contribution    13.5 lb 
Bull contribution     45.0 lb 
Expected increase in weaning weights  58.5 lb 
 
New herd average    558.5 lb 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #2 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #3 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #4 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 

Name______________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
   1. Match terms on the right to the correct definitions. 
 
 ____a. Percentage of differences in a trait that   1. Well-turned top 
  can be explained by inheritance as opposed 
  to environment      2. Heritability 
 
 ____b. Fat dispersed within the meat    3. Trimness 
 
 ____c. Traits distinguishing females from males   4. Finish 
 
 ____d. Size of the animal as determined by skeletal   5. Symmetry 
  structure 
         6. Type 

____e. Part of the topline of a beef animal where the neck   
  joins the body; secondary male sex characteristic  7. Soundness 
    

____f. Having good size and weight for age of animal  8. Growthiness 
 
 ____g. Combination of characteristics which make an   9. Scale 
  animal most useful for a specific purpose 
         10. Ruggedness 

____h. Numerical indicator of cutability which is  
  defined as the percent of closely trimmed,   11. Broodiness 
  boneless meat from the round, loin, rib and chuck 
         12. Sex characteristics 

____i. Naturally without horns 
         13. Crossbreeding 

____j. Mating an animal of one breed to an animal 
  of another breed      14. Polled 
   

____k. Freedom from excess finish    15. Crest 
 
 ____l. External sac containing the testicles    16. Switch 
 
 ____m. Ability of an animal to produce offspring   17. Lean 
   

____n. Fat on an animal      18. Reproductive 
          efficiency 

____o. Characteristics which indicate a female will   
  be a good mother; femininity    19. Selection 
          differential 
 ____p. Quality of having large bones and frame 
         20. Yield grade 
 ____q. Muscle without the fat  
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____r. Balance of animal parts     21. Quality grade 
   
 ____s. Difference between a trait of a particular    22. Marbling 
  animal and the average of all the animals from  
  which it was chosen     23. Twist 
 
 ____t. Having a correct skeletal structure; may    24. Cod 
  also refer to ability to reproduce 
         25. Scrotum 
 ____u. Evaluation of the tenderness and flavor of 
  the meat 
 
 ____v. Rounded over the top; not flat 
 
 ____w. Lower part of tail consisting of long hair 
 
 ____x. Part of scrotum left on a steer after castration 
 
 ____y. Area between rear quarters 
 
   2. Label the three main types of cattle operations in Idaho.  Write the correct answer in the blank 

provided. 
 
 a. __________________________  Main products are weaner calves or yearling calves 
 
 
 b. __________________________  Utilize a high energy ration to produce animals for  

  slaughter 
 

c. __________________________  Utilize low quality roughages to raise animals from   
  weaning to the feedlot or for herd replacement 

 
   3. a. Breed: ___________________________ Origin:  ____________________________  
 
 Characteristics:  _________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. Breed: ___________________________ Origin:  ____________________________  
 
 Characteristics:  _________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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 c. Breed: ___________________________ Origin:  ____________________________  
 
 Characteristics:  _________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. Breed: ___________________________ Origin:  ____________________________  
 
 Characteristics:  _________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e. Breed: ___________________________ Origin:  ____________________________  
 
 Characteristics:  _________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   4. Label the parts of the beef animal. 
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a._______________________ l.______________________ w.___________________ 
 
 b._______________________ m._____________________ x.____________________ 
 
 c._______________________ n.______________________ y.____________________ 
 
 d._______________________ o.______________________ z.____________________ 
 
 e._______________________ p.______________________ aa.___________________ 
 
 f._______________________ q.______________________ bb.___________________ 
 
 g._______________________ r._______________________ cc.___________________ 
 
 h._______________________ s._______________________ dd.___________________ 
 
 i._______________________ t._______________________ ee.___________________ 
 
 j.______________________ u.______________________ ff.___________________ 
 
 k._____________________ v.______________________ 
 
   5. Name four factors to consider when selecting a beef breed or breeds. 
 
 a. __________________________________ c.  _________________________________  
 
 b. __________________________________ d.  _________________________________  
 
   6. Name two factors that determine the most important traits to select for in beef cattle. 
 
 a. ___________________________________ b.  _________________________________  
 
   7. Identify the four basic methods of beef animal selection.  Write the correct method in the blank 

provided. 
 
 a. ___________________________________ Selection based on placing at a regional fair 
 
 b. ___________________________________ Selection based on ancestors 
 
 c. ___________________________________ Selection based on records kept of performance  
         and/or progeny 
 
 d. ___________________________________ Selection based on rating of visual traits 
 
   8. Match the traits of beef animals to their respective heritability percentages.  Write the correct 

number in the blank provided.  (Note:  Some percentages will be used more than once.) 
 
 ____a. Rib-eye area    1. 30% 
 
 ____b. Weaning weight    2. 40% 
 
 ____c. Birth weight    3. 45% 
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 ____d. Calving interval    4. 60% 
 
 ____e. Retail product    5. 65% 
  
 ____f. Carcass grade    6. 70% 
 
 ____g. Feedlot gain    7. 10% 
 
 ____h. Feed efficiency 
 
 ____i. Final feedlot weight 
 
   9. Calculate the estimated increase in pasture gain due to genetic selection in the following problem.  

Show your work in the space provided. 
 

Data: Select heifers that gain .25 lb per day more than the herd average 
  Select bulls that gain .5 lb per day more than the herd average 
  Pasture gain has a heritability of 30% 
 
 
 
 
 

Answer________________________________ 
 
   10. Name the most important factor in determining weaning weight. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   11. Name the trait having the greatest influence on net income. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   12. Describe two desirable and two undesirable characteristics in each of the following areas to look 

for when evaluating breeding stock. 
 
                Desirable   Undesirable 
 
 a. Characteristics indicating  _________________   _________________  
  reproduction efficiency of 
  a bull  _________________   _________________  
 
 b. Characteristics indicating  _________________   _________________  
  reproduction efficiency of 
  a cow  _________________   _________________  
 
 c. Characteristics indicating  _________________   _________________  
  muscling, freedom from 
  waste and size  _________________   _________________  
 
 d. Characteristics indicating  _________________   _________________  
  structural soundness 
    _________________   _________________  
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   13. Describe four indicators of muscling and four indicators of finish in market animals. 
 
 a.  Muscling    b.   Finish 
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
   14. Describe the ideal market steer. 
 

______________________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
______________________________________________________________________________  

 
   15. Describe the three steers pictured. 

 
 

 
 

 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________ 
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   16. List and describe the two scores used in determining quality grades. 
 
 a.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   17. Identify the six quality grades for each of the following descriptions.  Write the correct quality 

grade In the blank provided. 
 

a.  ________________________________ This meat is usually processed into lunch meats, soup 
and canned meat products 

 
b.  ________________________________ This is the most economical and most desirable 

carcass grade; Adequate marbling and carcass 
conformation are required 

 
c.  ________________________________ Usually older animals and thin animals;   Minimum 

marbling or below average carcass conformation fit 
into this category 

 
d.  ________________________________ This meat is not acceptable for human consumption 
 
e.  ________________________________ This carcass has superior marbling, proper carcass 

conformation, and adequate maturity; This grade of 
meat is found in fine restaurants and gourmet stores 

 
f.  ________________________________ This beef may be referred to as "no-roll" since it isn't 

stamped with the USDA grade; Must have slight 
marbling 

 
 

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________ 
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   19. List the four measurements used in determining yield grades. 
 
 a. _______________________________________ 
 
 b._______________________________________ 
 
 c._______________________________________ 
 
 d._______________________________________ 
 
   20. Identify the five yield grades when given a description of each.  Write the correct grade in the 

blank provided. 
 

a.  __________________________ A carcass in this group is completely covered with fat.  The 
lean is visible through the fat only on the neck and the lower 
part of the outside round.  There usually is a thick layer of fat 
over the loin, rib and the inside round. 

 
b.  __________________________ These carcasses have more fat on all the various parts, they 

have a smaller rib eye area and more kidney, pelvic and heart 
fat than carcasses that will meet the standards for the higher 
grades. 

 
c.  __________________________ A carcass in this group has only a thin layer of external fat 

over the ribs, loin and rump, and slight deposits of fat in the 
flanks and the cod or udder region.  Muscles are usually 
visible through the fat in many areas. 

 
d.  __________________________ These carcasses are completely covered with fat.  The only 

muscles visible are those on the shanks and over the outside of 
the plates and flanks.  There usually is a moderately thick 
layer of fat over the loins, rib and the inside round. 

 
e.  __________________________ A carcass in this group is nearly completely covered with fat, 

but the lean is plainly visible through the fat over the round, 
the top of the shoulder and the neck. 
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BEEF EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-B 
 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
1. a. 2  h. 20  n. 4  t. 7 
 b. 22  i. 14  o. 11  u. 21 
 c. 12  j. 13  p. 10  v. 1 
 d. 9  k. 3  q. 17  w. 16 
 e. 15  l. 25  r. 5  x. 24 
 f. 8  m. 18  s. 19  y. 23 
 g. 6 
 
2. a. cow-calf  b. feedlot   c. stocker-feeder 
 
3. Answer should include information from five of the following breeds: 
 

Breed   Origin  Characteristics 
 

a. Hereford  England  Red with white face, underline, crest and  
switch; horned; excellent forage ability— 
good range cattle 

 
b. Polled   Iowa  Same as Hereford except for being Hereford 
      polled 

 
c. Angus   Scotland  Black; polled; resistant to eye diseases;  

excellent carcass yield; small birth weight,  
but good weaning weight 

 
d. Shorthorn  England  Red, roan or white; polled or horned; heavy  

milkers 
 

e. Charolais  France  White to cream color; horned; large; heavily 
       muscled 
 

f. Limousin  France  Red to gold color over back, shading to light  
buckskin or straw color under belly, around 
legs and muzzle; horned; large; heavily 
muscled; good carcass yield 

 
g. Simmental  Switzerland Light red or cream with white face, usually 

have white spots or band on shoulders; 
large; excellent milkers 

 
h. Brahman  India   Light gray to dark red; drooping ears; long 

face; prominent hump over shoulders; loose 
skin; tolerant to parasites and insects; 
excellent foragers; resistant to eye diseases; 
adapted to hot, arid climates 
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Breed   Origin  Characteristics 
 

i. Brangus   Oklahoma Large; black; polled; slight crest over neck; 
slick  hair; tolerance of Brahman to insects, 
heat and poor grazing conditions; fast 
gaining 

 
j. Santa   Texas  Large; red; short hair; Gertrudis loose hide;  

tolerant to heat and insects 
 

k. Beefmaster  Texas  No specific color (may be red, brown, dun, 
or red with white extensions and spots); 
large; horned; adapted to wide range in 
climate 

 
4. a. Flank   l. Crops   w. Knee 
 b. Hoof   m. Neck   x. Pastern 
 c. Shank   n. Poll   y. Dewclaw 
 d. Hock   o. Forehead  z. Elbow 
 e. Stifle   p. Face   aa. Underline 
 f. Quarter   q. Muzzle   bb. Sheath 
 g. Hooks   r. Shoulder vein  cc. Fore flank 
 h. Tailhead   s. Dewlap   dd. Ribs 
 i. Rump   t. Shoulder  ee. Last rib (13th) 
 j. Loin   u. Brisket   ff. Body 
 k. Back   v. Forearm 
 
5. Availability of breeding stock; Market for animals; Environmental conditions; Weaknesses in 

present stock 
 
6. Economic importance of trait; Heritability of trait 
 
7. a. Show-ring winnings  c. Production testing 
 b. Pedigree    d. Appearance 
 
8. a. 6   d. 7   g. 3 
 b. 1   e. 5   h. 2 
 c. 2   f. 2   i. 4 
 
9.  Heifer contribution = .0375 lb 
  Bull contribution  = .075  lb 

Answer   = .1125 lb 
 
10. Milking ability of cow 
 
11. Calving interval or ability of a cow to produce a calf every year 
 
12. Answers should include two of the following in each area. 
 
   Desirable      Undesirable 
 
 a. Masculine, alert head; well-developed crest, Sleepy; Poorly muscled and developed;  
  muscling and genitalia; Deep, wide chest  Unbalanced or small testicles 
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 b. Long, lean with smooth muscling; Feminine  Coarse, heavy front; Masculine  
  head, body; Good functional udder; Normal  characteristics; Excess fat deposits;  
  genitalia infantile vulva 
 
 c. Long body; Reasonable height; Well muscled Short coupled, compact and close to  
  with prominent forearms; Wide rear quarters; ground; Full flanks, brisket and twist; 
  Long rump; Thick loins; Trim through brisket, Blocky from all points of view; Narrow  
  flank and twist; Well-turned top; Correctly hindquarters; Wide, flat back 
  balanced from front to rear 
 
 d. Straight, squarely set legs; Correct set to hock; Sickle-hocked, postlegged or cowhocked 

Large and wide feet with deep heels legs; Toes that point out or in; Knees 
that allow legs to go over center; Legs 
that won't completely straighten; Too 
straight of pasterns; Any other skeletal 
deformity 

 
13. Answer should include four of the following under each section: 
 

a. Muscling:  Bulging forearms; Sharp turn over loin area; Long rump; Wide stance; 
Rounded top; Wide through the stifle region 

 
b. Finish:  Deep, full brisket; Fat over ribs behind shoulder; Wide, flat top; Rolls of fat 

around tailhead; Full flank; Deep body and full middle; Square rump; Full cod; Deep 
twist; Narrow stance 

 
14. The ideal market steer shows good size and scale by being relatively long and tall.  The animal 

shows good muscling with bulging forearms, a sharp turn over the loin, a long rump, width 
through the stifle region and a wide stance.  He is also correctly finished and trim through the 
brisket, middle, flank, cod and over the tailhead 

 
15. a. Steer number 1 is an ideal animal with more size and scale than either 2 or 3.  He has 

bulging forearms, a long, well-developed rump and is trim in the brisket and through the 
middle 

 
b. Steer number 2 is short, fat and wasty and also is showing a lack of size and scale.  He is 

carrying excess finish with a heavy front and a wasty brisket and flank.  He is only 
exhibiting an average amount of muscle 

 
c. Steer number 3 is very light framed and shallow-bodied with a lack of adequate muscling 

and finish throughout.  He is very lightly muscled in the forearms and in the rear quarters 
 
16. a. Marbling scores--The amount of fat interspersed in the muscle 
 b. Maturity scores--Reflects the age of the animal at slaughter 
 
17. a. Commercial 
 b. Choice 
 c. Standard 
 d. Cull 
 e. Prime 
 f. Select 
 
18. a. Choice   d. Select 
 b. Commercial  e. Standard 
 c. Prime 
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19. Hot carcass weight; External fat; Percent heart, kidney and pelvic fat; Rib eye area 
 
20. a. Yield Grade 3 
 b. Yield Grade 5 
 c. Yield Grade 1 
 d. Yield Grade 4 
 e. Yield Grade 2 
 
21. a. 4   d. 2 
 b. 1   e. 5 
 c. 3 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 

After completion of this unit, students should be able to describe different breeds of dairy animals and the 
different methods available for selection.  Students should also be able to distinguish between desirable and 
undesirable dairy animals and be able to choose bulls based on production records of offspring.  This 
knowledge will be demonstrated by the completion of the assignment sheets and unit test with a minimum 
of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 1. Match terms associated with dairy cattle selection to their appropriate definition. 

 2. Describe four advantages and four disadvantages of dairy farming. 

3. List and describe the five major breeds of dairy cattle including origin, characteristics and 
average production. 

 
 4. Label the parts of a dairy cow. 

 5. Describe the comparative merits of the five methods of selecting dairy cattle. 

 6. Describe four key steps in judging. 

7. Match the four general areas on the Dairy Cow Unified Scorecard to the parts of the 
animal that are evaluated in each of those areas. 

   
8. Match the parts of a dairy cow to a description of how they should look in an ideal 

animal. 
 

9. Distinguish between desirable and undesirable general appearance, body capacity, 
mammary systems and dairy character. 

  
10. Write the average time a cow remains in a commercial and a purebred herd. 

  
11. Describe three advantages of a good culling program. 

  
12. Describe four uses for blood typing dairy animals. 

  
13. Match traits to their heritability estimates. 

 
14. Describe the two components of the modified contemporary comparison system for bull 

evaluation. 
  

15. Place a class of four dairy animals. 
  

16. Give oral reasons on placings of a class of four dairy animals. 
 

17. Select the bulls best suited to improve either milk or fat production when given a list of 
bulls from a sire summary list. 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

 
I. Suggested activities for instructor 

 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of material. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives and discuss. 
 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets and discuss. 
 
  E. Make a bulletin board display of the different dairy breeds. 
 
  F. Obtain slides and/or pictures of dairy cows. 
 

G. Obtain copies of Hoard's Dairyman Judging Guides, Hoard's Dairyman, Fort 
Atkinson, Wisconsin  53538 or Techniques of Judging Dairy Cattle by Dennis 
A. Hartman, 2709 Mt. Vernon Lane, Blacksburg, Virginia  24060. 

 
  H. Have students write to various breed associations for information.   
 
  I. Arrange a judging field trip at a local dairy. 
 
  J. Obtain copies of a DHIA Sire Summary List. 
 
  K. Develop a teaching aid for teaching the parts of a dairy cow. 
 

(Note:  A very easy aid can be made by projecting an outline of a cow onto the 
chalkboard with an overhead projector.  A flannel board cow outline can also be 
used efficiently.) 

 
  L. Have students work assignment sheets. 
 
  M. Review and give test. 
 
  N. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheet 
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  D. Transparency masters 
 
   1. TM 1--Parts of a Dairy Cow 
 
   2. TM 2--General Appearance 
 
   3. TM 3--Body Capacity 
 
   4. TM 4--Mammary System 
 
   5. TM 5--Dairy Character 
 
  E. Assignment sheets 
 
   1. AS 1--Place a Class of Four Dairy Animals 
 
   2. AS 2--Give Oral Reasons on Placings of a Class of Four Dairy Animals 
 

3. AS 3--Select the Bulls Best Suited to Improve Either Milk or Fat 
Production 

 
  F. Answers to assignment sheets 
 
  G. Test 
 
  H. Answers to test 
 

III. Unit references 
 

A. Ensminger, M.E., Dairy Cattle Science, The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 
Danville, Illinois, 1980. 

 
B. Hartman, Dennis A., Techniques of Judging Dairy Cattle, Dennis A. Hartman,  

Blacksburg, Virginia, 1979. 
 

C. Judging Guide.  W.D. Hoard and Sons Company,  Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, 
1980. 

 
D. Sire Summary List.  North Central Regional Extension Publication 137, Ames, 

Iowa, Summer, 1980. 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

 
I. Terms and definitions 

 
A. Enterprise--A business venture utilizing a specific phase of agricultural 

production 
   Example:  Dairy cattle production 
 
  B. Capital--Money invested in an enterprise 
 
  C. Butterfat percentage--A measure of the amount of fat in milk 
 

D. Type--The physical appearance of an animal determined by an evaluation of 
important characteristics 

 
  E. Pedigree--The ancestry of an individual 
 
  F. Purebred--An animal that can meet ancestry requirements for a particular breed 
 

G. Progeny testing--Evaluation of an animal based on the performance of its 
offspring 

 
  H. Breed characteristics--Physical traits that differentiate one breed from another 
 

I. Dairy character--Combination of characteristics that indicate a cow's ability to 
convert feed into milk 

 
J. Body capacity--Size of barrel and heart girth indicating an animal's ability to 

consume large amounts of feedstuffs 
 

K. Mammary system--Parts of the cow directly responsible for producing and 
storing milk 

 
  L. Culling--Process of eliminating less desirable animals from the herd 
 
  M. Blood typing--Testing for certain unique characteristics in the blood 
 

N. Registration--Process of putting purebred animals on the records of their 
respective purebred association 

 
  O. Freemartin heifer--Sterile female born twin with a bull 
 
  P. Fertility--Ability of an animal to reproduce 
 
  Q. SNF--Solids not fat; amount of solids in the milk not counting the fat 
 
  R. Clean--Freedom from fat 
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  S. Open appearance--Having ribs that are widely spaced and well sprung 
 
  T. Spring of rib--The amount ribs arch out from the backbone 
 
  U. Postlegged--Rear legs are too straight when viewed from the side 
 
  V. Sickle-hocked--Rear legs are too curved when viewed from the side 
 

W. Cowhocked--Rear legs are turned so hocks are close together and feet are 
pointing out when viewed from the rear 

 
X. Modified contemporary comparison system for bull evaluation--Records kept on 

bulls by which they can be evaluated on how they affect their offspring's 
production compared to the breed average 

 
II. Dairy production as a farming enterprise 

 
  A. Advantages 
 
   1. Regular income all year round 
 
   2. Less fluctuation than other agricultural enterprises 
 

3. Efficient way to convert roughages and other feeds into a high quality 
food 

 
   4. Labor needs remain constant 
 

5. Capital investment can often be quickly and easily increased even on 
limited acreages 

 
  B. Disadvantages 
 
   1. High capital requirements 
 
   2. Management and labor need high skill levels 
     
   3. Cows require continual attention 
 
   4. Average income per hour is low 
 

III. Major breeds of dairy cattle 
 
  A. Holstein 
 

(Note:  The breed association is the Holstein-Friesian Association of America, 
Box 808, Brattleboro, Vermont  05301.) 
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   1. Origin -- Holland 
 

2. Characteristics -- Black and white and white switch; adult weight:  
cows 1500#, bulls 1800#; average milk production-15,528#; butterfat 
test-3.5% 

 
  B. Guernsey 
 

(Note:  The breed association is the American Guernsey Cattle Club, 
Peterborough, New Hampshire  03458.) 

 
   1. Origin -- Guernsey Island (Coast of France) 
 

2. Characteristics--Light fawn to almost red; white markings on face, legs, 
switch and flanks; adult weight:  cows 1200#, bulls 1700#; average 
milk production-10,573#; butterfat test-4.7% 

 
  C. Jersey 
 

(Note:  The breed association is the American Jersey Cattle Club, 2105-J S. 
Hamilton Rd., Columbus, Ohio  43227.) 

 
   1. Origin--Jersey Island (English Channel) 
 

2. Characteristics -- Light fawn to black, white spotted to solid; adult 
weight:  cows 1200#, bulls 1200-1600#; average milk production-
10,150#; butterfat test-4.9% 

 
  D. Ayrshire 
 

(Note:  The breed association is the Ayrshire Breeders' Association, Brandon, 
Vermont 05733.) 

 
   1. Origin--Scotland 
 

2. Characteristics--Red with white markings or white with red markings; 
adult weight:  cows 1300#, bulls 1900#; average milk production-
11,730#; butterfat test-3.9% 

 
  E. Brown Swiss 
 

(Note:  The breed association is the Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders' Association of 
America, Inc., Box 1038, Beloit, Wisconsin  53511.) 

 
   1. Origin--Switzerland 
 

2. Characteristics--Light fawn to black; black nose, tongue, switch and 
horn tips; largest, most rugged breed; adult weight:  cows 1500#, bulls 
2000#; average milk production-13,063#; butterfat test-3.9% 

 
(Note:  Several breeds are considered to be dual-purpose (beef and dairy) 
breeds.  They are Milking Shorthorn, Red Poll and Devon.) 
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IV. Parts of a dairy cow  (Transparency 1) 
 
  Muzzle   Rump    Teats 
 
  Nose   Thurl    Mammary veins 
 
  Forehead  Tailhead    Milk wells 
 
  Poll   Pin bone    Pastern 
 
  Horns   Tail    Knee 
 
  Neck   Rear udder attachment  Chest floor 
 
  Heart girth  Stifle    Elbow 
 
  Withers   Thigh    Brisket 
 
  Crops   Flank    Dewlap 
 
  Back   Hock    Point of shoulder 
 
  Chine   Switch    Shoulder blade 
 
  Loin   Dewclaw   Throat 
 
  Ribs   Hoof    Jaw 
 
  Barrel   Fore udder attachment  Hip or Hook 
 

V. Methods of selecting dairy cattle 
 
  A. Selection based on type of judging 
 
   1. Good "type" animals generally wear longer 
 

2. High production is not necessarily dependent on type, but desirable 
type animals do not hurt production 

 
3. Purebred animals are much more valuable when they have desirable 

type characteristics 
 
   4. Judging is often the only selection method available 
 
  B. Selection based on pedigree 
 
   1. Close ancestors are most valuable for predicting quality 
 
   2. Most useful for young animals with underdeveloped type traits 
 
   3. Popular blood lines increase value of purebred animals 
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  C. Selection based on show-ring winnings 
 
   1. Very limited use 
 
   2. Provides valuable exposure for purebred herds 
 
  D. Selection based on progeny testing 
 
   1. Primarily used with bulls 
 
   2. Records are getting more sophisticated and reliable 
 
   3. Large number of offspring needed for reliable predictions 
 

(Note:  These offspring need to be distributed among many herds 
instead of having a large number of animals from a few herds.) 

 
  E. Selection based on production records 
 
   1. Very reliable 
 
   2. Usually used to make culling decisions within herd 
 
 VI. Key steps in judging 
 
  A. Observe moving animal 
 
  B. Stand back and get an overall view 
 
  C. Examine individual parts of animal 
 
  D. Compare animal to the "ideal type" 
 

VII. Parts of the Dairy Cow Unified Scorecard 
 

A. General appearance--30%--Attention should be directed toward breed 
characteristics, head, shoulder blades, back, rump, legs and feet 

 
B. Dairy character--20%--Attention should be directed toward neck, withers, ribs, 

flanks, thighs and skin 
 
  C. Body capacity--20%--Attention should be directed to barrel and heart girth 
 

D. Mammary system--30%--Attention should be directed to fore udder, rear udder, 
teats, median suspensory ligament and mammary veins 

 
(Note:  Commercial dairymen weigh dairy character and mammary system more 
heavily than these percentages indicate.) 

 
VIII. Description of an ideal dairy animal 

 
   A. Breed characteristics--True to particular dairy breed 
 
   B. Head--Moderate in length; clean-cut and alert 
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C. Shoulder blades--Blend tightly into body 
 
   D. Back--Straight and strong 
 

E. Rump--Long and wide; level from hooks to pins with refined, level 
tailhead; thurls high and wide 

 
F. Legs and feet--Strong; forelegs straight and squarely set; hind legs 

straight with slight set when viewed from the side; strong pasterns 
 
   G. Neck--Long and clean-cut, blends smoothly with shoulders 
 
   H. Withers--Sharp 
 
   I. Ribs--Wide apart, highly sprung 
 
   J. Thighs--Flat 
 
   K. Skin--Loose and pliable 
 
   L. Barrel--Long and deep, increasing in spring of rib towards the rear 
 
   M. Heart girth--Deep, full crops; wide chest floor 
 

N. Udder--Symmetrical with evenly balanced quarters; moderate crease 
between halves when viewed from rear; strongly attached 

 
   O. Teats--Uniform and squarely placed; moderate size 
 
   P. Mammary veins--Large, twisting and branching 
 

IX. Desirable and undesirable dairy animals  (Transparencies 2, 3, 4, 5) 
 
  A. General appearance  (Transparency 2) 
 

1. Desirable--Head true to breed type; shoulders blend smoothly and 
tightly into body; strong and straight back; long, wide rump that is 
nearly level from hooks to pins; flat, strong leg bones; short, strong 
pasterns; deep heels; straight hind legs when viewed from the rear and 
having a slight set to the hock when viewed from the side 

 
2. Undesirable--Coarse head and shoulders; winged shoulders; weak back 

and loin; narrow, sloping rump; frail or light boned; cowhocked, sickle-
hocked or postlegged hind legs; weak, sloping pasterns; shallow heel 

 
  B. Body capacity  (Transparency 3) 
 

1. Desirable--Long body; deep fore and rear rib; fore ribs are widely 
spaced and have good "spring of rib"; wide chest floor; wide down the 
top with full crops 

 
   2. Undesirable--Narrow and shallow; ribs hug body; "slabsided" 
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  C. Mammary systems  (Transparency 4) 
 

1. Desirable--Symmetrical, level udder, with evenly balanced quarters; 
squarely placed teats of moderate length; strong fore udder attachment 
with fore udder blending into the body; high and wide rear udder 
attachment that causes udder to have a crease when viewed from the 
rear and to be held well above the hocks 

 
2. Undesirable--Tilted udder; small, poorly attached udder; bulging fore 

udder; quartered or cut up when viewed from the side; light or dry 
quarters; teats that point out or are too long, too short or abnormally 
shaped; broken udder floor; udder hanging below the hocks, especially 
in younger cows 

 
  D. Dairy character  (Transparency 5) 
 

1. Desirable--Angular and open appearance; sharp over the withers; long 
and trim neck with trim brisket; wide apart, wide, long ribs; flat thighs; 
clean over the hip and pin bones 

 
2. Undesirable--Coarse and fleshy; excess fat indicated by a full brisket, 

rounding over the withers and back, and rounded thighs; short, heavy 
neck and throat 

 
X. Average time a cow remains in milking herd 

 
(Note:  A commercial herd may have both purebred and grade animals, but its main 
function is milk production.  A purebred herd makes a share of its profit by selling 
purebred animals.) 

 
  A. Commercial--3 1/2 years 
 
  B. Purebred--5 years 
 

XI. Advantages of a good culling program 
 
  A. Reduces waste of time and money on low producing cows 
 
  B. Causes overall herd improvement 
 
  C. Increases profits 
 

XII. Uses for blood typing dairy animals 
 
  A. Confirm parentage for registration purposes 
 
  B. Determine parentage between one or more likely sires 
 
  C. Identify stolen cattle 
 
  D. Determine fertility of heifers born with a bull 
 

(Note:  85% of all heifers born with a bull are infertile and are called 
freemartins.) 
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 XIII. Heritability estimates 
 

(Note:  Studies have shown that differences between individual cows are due to:  herd 
influences--35%; year and season--15%; inheritance--25%; and short term factors such as 
nervousness or mastitis--25%.) 

 
   Trait      Heritability     
 
  A. Production: 
 
   1. Milk production    25% 
 
   2. Fat percentage    50% 
 
   3. Protein percentage   50% 
 
   4. Feedlot gain    45% 
 
   Trait      Heritability     
 
  B. Physical traits: 
 
   1. Stature     40% 
 
   2. Udder support    20% 
 
   3. Legs and feet    15% 
 
   Trait      Heritability     
 
  C. Management traits: 
 
   1. Milking speed    25% 
 
   2. Birth weight    40% 
 
   3. Temperament    40% 
 
   4. Fertility     5% 
 

(Note:  This heritability estimate may be somewhat misleading since an 
infertile heifer is automatically eliminated from the data collection 
since she has no offspring to measure differences in.  A heifer with an 
infantile vulva or a coarse, bullish appearance should always be 
selected against.) 

 
XIV. Modified contemporary comparison system for bull evaluation 

 
A. Predicted difference--Indicates the average increase in production of a bull's 

daughters over the breed herd average 
 
   1. Milk--Measured in pounds 
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   2. Fat--Measured in pounds and as a percentage 
 
   3. Dollars--Indicates increase in profits by using a particular bull 
 

B. Repeatability--Percent of reliability for predicted differences; reliability 
increases as number of daughters, especially those in different herds, increase 

 
   Example: 
 
   Sire Code  Sire Name   Repeatability 
   7H477   Glendell Arlinda Chief   99% 
 

Predicted Differences 
 

   Milk   Fat %   Fat  Dollars 
   +2035   -.09   +60  +218 
 

Daughters of the bull Glendell will have an increased milk production of 2035 
pounds, a decreased fat percentage of .09 percent, an increased overall fat 
production of 60 pounds and an increased value of milk production of $218.  
These average increases will happen 99% of the time 

 
(Note:  The pounds of fat increase even though the percentage of fat decreases 
because of the big increase in overall milk production.) 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1—PLACE A CLASS OF FOUR DAIRY ANIMALS 
 

Name_____________________________________  Score____________________________ 
 
Based on your evaluation of a class of four dairy cows (either on slides or live) place them order from most 
to least desirable. Mark your placings on the official scorecard below. It would be beneficial to try 
additional classes of animals such as different ages of cows, heifers and bulls. 
 
Example: You have decided No. 4 is the best, with No. 3 being the next best ad No. 1 being the 
third best, with No. 2 being the least desirable. You would mark the card as shown below. 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--GIVE ORAL REASONS ON PLACINGS 
OF A CLASS OF FOUR DAIRY ANIMALS 

 
Name_____________________________________  Score____________________________ 
 
The ability to effectively evaluate animals is greatly improved when a person is able to explain exactly why 
the animals were placed as they were.  Look again at the four cows and review the specific reference points 
for general appearance, body capacity, dairy character and the mammary system.  Then write specific 
reasons for your placings before sharing them with the class. 
 
Example: Four places easily over 3 because she exhibits more dairyness from her withers to her  

advantage over 3 in Holstein breed character about the head, being broader in muzzle and 
deeper in jaw.  She also excels 3 in fullness of crops.  Granted, 3 is more nearly level 
from hips to pins and has greater width of body than 4.  But 3 places at the bottom of this 
class because of her thickness, undesirable teat size and lack of breed character.  She does 
excel in straightness of topline and spring of rib, however. 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--SELECT THE BULLS BEST SUITED 
TO IMPROVE EITHER MILK OR FAT PRODUCTION 

 
Name_____________________________________  Score____________________________ 
 
Sire summaries, based on the production records of a bull's offspring have become essential to the 
operation of a modern commercial dairy.  These summaries help dairy managers select semen from bulls 
that will best fit into their operation and therefore improve their overall profits.  These records are not hard 
to figure out once you understand how they work.  Study the information on the modified contemporary 
comparison system for bull evaluation and then answer the questions about the bulls listed below. 
 
The following is taken from the Sire Summary List published by the North Central Regional Extension and 
prepared by extension dairy specialists at Iowa State University.   
 
 
 

 Percent Predicted Differences 

Sire Name Repeatability Pounds of Milkfat Fat % Pounds of Fat 

Long-Haven Kingstead Admiral 92 +1072 -.14 +17 

Paclamar Majuro 61 +1068 +.03 +44 

Round Oak Rag Apple Elevation 99 +1484 -.03 +50 

Cedar-Grove Golden Nugget 94 +1664 +.01 +62 

Chapel-Bank Apache 99 +212 +.24 +42 

Double Ned Harveycrest 
Walkway 

98 +1678 -.13 +41 

 
 
a. Which bull would you choose to get the biggest increase in milk production? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
b. Which bull would you choose to increase your butterfat test? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
c. Which bull has the least reliable predicted differences? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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d. Which bull would probably increase your profits the most? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
e. Which bull would probably provide the smallest increase in profits? 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS 
 

Assignment Sheet #1  
 
Answered to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
Assignment Sheet #2  
 
Answered to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
Assignment Sheet #3  
 
a. Double Ned Harveycrest Walkway 
 
b. Chapel-Bank Apache 
 
c. Paclamar Majuro 
 
d. Cedar-Grove Golden Nugget 
 (Note:  This would be because of the improved fat test.) 
 
e. Chapel-Bank Apache 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 
 
Name____________________________________  Score____________________________ 
 
   1. Match the terms on the right to the appropriate definition. 
 
 a._____   Freedom from fat    1. Capital 
 
 b._____   Testing for certain unique characteristics in  2. Type 
    the blood 
        3. Purebred 
 c._____   An animal that can meet ancestry requirements  
    for a particular breed    4. Breed characteristics 
 
 d._____   Physical traits that differentiate one breed from  5. Body capacity 
    another 
        6. Blood typing 
 e._____   The physical appearance of an animal determined  
    by an evaluation of important characteristics 7. Fertility 
 
 f._____   The ancestry of an individual   8. SNF 
 
 g._____   Process of putting purebred animals on the   9. Open appearance 
    records of their respective purebred association 
        10. Postlegged 
 h._____   Parts of the cow directly responsible for producing 
    and storing milk     11. Cowhocked 
 
 i._____   Having ribs that are widely spaced and well  12. Modified contemporary 
    sprung       comparison system for 
         bull evaluation 
 j._____   Money invested in an enterprise 
        13. Enterprise 
 k._____   Process of eliminating less desirable animals  
    from the herd     14. Butterfat percentage 
 
 l._____   A business venture utilizing a specific phase of  15. Pedigree 
    agricultural production 
        16. Progeny testing 
 
 m._____   A measure of the amount of fat in milk  17. Dairy character 
 
 n._____   Combination of characteristics that indicate a  18. Mammary system 
    cow's ability to convert feed into milk 
        19. Culling 
 o._____   Evaluation of an animal based on the  
    performance of its offspring   20. Registration 
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 p._____   Rear legs are turned so hocks are close together  21. Freemartin heifer 
    and feet are pointing out when viewed from  
    the rear      22. Clean 
 
 q._____   Records kept on bulls by which they can be   23. Spring of rib 
    evaluated on how they affect their offspring's 
    production compared to the breed average  24. Sickle-hocked 
 
 r._____   Solids not fat; amount of solids in the milk 
    not counting the fat 
 
 s._____   Sterile female born twin with a bull 
 
 t._____   Rear legs are too curved when viewed from  
    the side   
 
 u._____   Ability of an animal to reproduce 
 
 v._____   Rear legs are too straight when viewed from 
    the side   
 
 w._____   The amount ribs arch out from the backbone 
 
 x._____   Size of barrel and heart girth indicating an  
    animal's ability to consume large amounts of  
    feedstuffs   
   
 
   2. Describe four advantages and four disadvantages of dairy farming. 
 
 Advantages 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Disadvantages 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
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   3. List and describe the five major breeds of dairy cattle including origin, characteristics and average 
milk production 

   Average 
Breed Origin Characteristics Production 

 
 

   

a.   
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

 

b.   
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

 

c.   
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

 

d.   
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

 

 

e.   
____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 
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4. Label the parts of the dairy cow. 
 

 
 

a.________________________________________ v.__________________________________ 
 

b. ._______________________________________ w._________________________________ 
 

c.________________________________________ x.__________________________________ 
 

d. ._______________________________________ y._________________________________ 
 

e.________________________________________ z.__________________________________ 
 

f. ._______________________________________ aa._________________________________ 
 

g.________________________________________ bb._________________________________ 
 

h. ._______________________________________ cc._________________________________ 
 

i.________________________________________ dd._________________________________ 
 

j. ._______________________________________ ee._________________________________ 
 

k.________________________________________ ff.__________________________________ 
 

l. ._______________________________________ gg._________________________________ 
 

m.________________________________________ hh._________________________________ 
 

n ._______________________________________ ii._________________________________ 
 

o._______________________________________ jj.__________________________________ 
 

p._______________________________________ kk._________________________________ 
 

q._______________________________________ ll._________________________________ 
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r._______________________________________ mm.________________________________ 
 

s._______________________________________ nn._________________________________ 
 

t._______________________________________ oo._________________________________ 
 

u._______________________________________ pp._________________________________ 
 
   5. Describe the comparative merits of the five methods of selecting dairy cattle. 
 
 a. Judging ________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. Pedigree _______________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. Show-ring winnings ______________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. Progeny testing __________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e. Production records _______________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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   6. Describe four key steps in judging. 
 
 a. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
   7. Match the four general areas on the Dairy Cow Unified Scorecard to the parts of the animal that 

are evaluated in each of those areas. 
 
  1. Dairy character   3. Body capacity 
  2. Mammary system   4. General appearance 
 
 a. ___________ Neck, withers, ribs, flanks, thighs and skin 
 
 b. ___________ Breed characteristics, head, shoulder blades, back, rump, legs and feet 
 

c. ___________ Fore udder, rear udder, teats, median suspensory ligament and  
mammary veins 

 
 d. ___________ Barrel, heart girth 
 
   8. Match the parts of a dairy cow on the right to the description of how they should look in an ideal 

animal. 
 
 _____a.   Long and deep, increasing in spring of rib towards    1. Breed characteristics 
    the rear 
           2. Head 
 _____b.   Straight and strong  
           3. Shoulder blades 
 _____c.   Long and clean-cut, blends smoothly with shoulders 
           4. Back 
 _____d.   Flat 
           5. Rump 
 _____e.   Sharp 
           6. Legs and feet 
 _____f.   True to particular dairy breed 
           7. Neck 
 _____g.   Symmetrical with evenly balanced quarters; 
    moderate crease between halves when viewed from    8. Withers 
    rear; strongly attached 
           9. Ribs 
 _____h.   Deep, full crops; wide chest floor 
           10. Thighs 
 _____i.   Long and wide; level from hooks to pins with 
    refined, level tailhead; thurls high and wide     11. Skin 
    
 _____j.   Wide apart, highly sprung      12. Barrel 
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 _____k.   Strong; forelegs straight and squarely set; hind legs    13. Heart girth 
    straight with slight set when viewed from the side; 
    strong pasterns        14. Udder 
      
 _____l.   Large, twisting and branching      15. Teats 
     
 _____m.   Blend tightly into body       16. Mammary veins 
     
 _____n.   Moderate in length; clean-cut and alert 
 
 _____o.   Uniform and squarely placed; moderate size 
 
 _____p.   Loose and pliable 
 
 
   9. Distinguish between desirable and undesirable general appearance, body capacity, mammary 

systems and dairy character by writing desirable or undesirable beneath the appropriate pictures. 
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   10. Write the average time a cow remains in a commercial and a purebred herd. 
 
 a. Commercial ________________________ 
 
 b. Purebred __________________________ 
 
   11. Describe three advantages of a good culling program. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   12. Describe four uses for blood typing dairy animals. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
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   13. Match the heritability estimates to the appropriate trait. 
 
 (Note:  The estimates may be used more than once.) 
 
 a._____   Udder support     1.  5% 
 
 b._____   Fat percentage     2. 15% 
 
 c._____   Milking speed     3. 20% 
 
 d._____   Birth weight     4. 25% 
 
 e._____   Temperament     5. 40% 
 
 f._____   Fertility     6. 45% 
 
 g._____   Milk production     7. 50% 
 
 h._____   Feedlot gain 
 
 i._____   Legs and feet 
 
 j._____   Stature 
 
 k._____   Protein percentage 
 
   14. Describe the two components of the modified contemporary comparison system for bull 

evaluation. 
 
 a. Predicted difference 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b. Repeatability 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
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DAIRY CATTLE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-C 
 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
1. a. 22  g. 20  m. 14  s. 21 
 b. 6  h. 18  n. 17  t. 24 
 c. 3  i. 9  o. 16  u. 7 
 d. 4  j. 1  p. 11  v. 10 
 e. 2  k. 19  q. 12  w. 23 
 f. 15  l. 13  r. 8  x. 5 
 
2. Advantages should include 4 of the following:  Regular income all year round; Less fluctuation 

than other agricultural enterprises; Efficient way to convert roughages and other feeds into a high 
quality food; Labor needs remain constant; Capital investment can often be quickly and easily 
increased even on limited acreages 

 
Disadvantages should include:  High capital requirements; Management and labor need high skill 
levels; Cows require continual attention; Average income per hour is low 

 
3. Average 

Breed Origin Characteristics Production 
 
a.  Holstein Holland Black and white, and white  15,528# 

 switch; adult weight: 
 cows 1500#, bulls  
 1800#; butterfat test 
 3.5% 
 

b.  Guernsey Guernsey Light fawn to almost 10,573# 
 Island red; white markings on 
 (Coast face, legs, switch and 
 of France) flanks; adult weight: 
  cow 1200#, bulls 1700#; 
  butterfat test-4.7% 
 

c.  Jersey Jersey Light fawn to black,  10,150# 
 Island white spotted to solid; 
 (English adult weight: cows 1200#, 
 Channel) bulls 1200-1600#, butterfat 
 test-4.9% 
 

d.  Ayrshire Scotland Red with white markings 11,730# 
 or white with red  
 markings; adult weight: 
 cows 1300#, bulls 1900#; 
 butterfat test-3.9% 
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Average 
Breed Origin Characteristics Production 

 
e.  Brown Swiss Switzerland Light fawn to black; 13,063# 

 black nose, tongue, 
 switch and horn tips; 
 largest, most rugged 
 breed; adult weight: cows 
 1500#, bulls 2000#; butter- 
 fat test3.9% 
 
 
4. a. Back  o. Flank   cc. Dewlap 
 b. Chine  p. Hock   dd. Point of 
         shoulder 
 c. Loin  q. Switch   ee. Shoulder blade 
 d. Ribs  r. Dewclaw  ff. Throat 
 e. Barrel  s. Hoof   gg. Jaw 
 f. Hip or Hook t. Teats   hh. Muzzle 
 g. Rump  u. Fore udder  ii. Nose 
     attachment 
 h. Thurl  v. Mammary veins  jj. Forehead 
 i. Tailhead  w. Milk wells  kk. Poll 
 j. Pin bone  x. Pastern   ll. Horns 
 k. Tail  y. Knee   mm. Neck 
 l. Rear udder z. Chest floor  nn. Heart girth 
  attachment 
 m. Stifle  aa. Elbow   oo. Withers 
 n. Thigh  bb. Brisket   pp. Crops 
 
5. a. Judging--Good "type" animals generally wear longer; High production is not necessarily 

 dependent on type, but desirable type animals do not hurt production; Purebred animals 
 are much more valuable when they have desirable type characteristics; Judging is often 
 the only selection method available 

 
b. Pedigree--Close ancestors are most valuable for predicting quality; Most useful for young 
 animals with underdeveloped type traits; Popular blood lines increase value of purebred 
 animals 

 
 c. Show-ring winnings--Very limited use; Provides valuable exposure for purebred herds 
 

d. Progeny testing--Primarily used with bulls; Records are getting more sophisticated and 
 reliable; Large number of offspring needed for reliable predictions 

 
 e. Production records--Very reliable; Usually used to make culling decisions within herd 
 
6. a. Observe moving animal 
 b. Stand back and get an overall view 
 c. Examine individual parts of animal 
 d. Compare animal to the "ideal type" 
 
7. a. 1  c. 2 
 b. 4  d. 3 
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8. a. 12  e. 8  i. 5  m. 3 
 b. 4  f. 1  j. 9  n. 2 
 c. 7  g. 14  k. 6  o. 15 
 d. 10  h. 13  l. 16  p. 11 
 
9. a. Undesirable  e. Undesirable  i. Desirable 
 b. Desirable  f. Undesirable  j. Undesirable 
 c. Desirable  g. Desirable  k. Desirable 
 d. Desirable  h. Undesirable  l. Undesirable 
 
10. a. 3 1/2 years 
 b. 5 years 
 
11. Reduces waste of time and money on low producing cows; Causes overall herd   
 improvement; Increases profits 
 
12. Confirm parentage for registration purposes; Determine parentage between one or more likely 

sires; Identify stolen cattle; Determine fertility of heifers born with a bull 
 
13. a. 3  e. 5  i. 2 
 b. 7  f. 1  j. 5 
 c. 4  g. 4  k. 7 
 d. 5  h. 6 
 
14. a. Indicates average increase in production of a bull's daughters over the breed herd 

 average; differences are figured in pounds of milk, fat and dollars 
 

b. Indicates reliability of predicted differences; it is figured as a percent and increases with 
 the number of daughters, especially those in different herds 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 
After completion of this unit, students should be able to identify the different breeds of swine and be able to 
distinguish between desirable and undesirable animals based on production records and physical 
appearance.  This knowledge will be demonstrated by completion of assignment sheets and unit test with a 
minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 
 1. Match terms associated with swine evaluation and selection to their proper definitions. 
 
 2. Label the parts of a swine. 
 
 3. Describe five major breeds of swine, including origins and characteristics. 
 
 4. List seven factors to consider when selecting a swine breed. 
 
 5. Identify four methods of selecting breeding swine. 
 
 6. Describe desirable and undesirable characteristics of breeding swine. 
 

7. Describe the reasons for considering each of the six selection factors when choosing 
quality swine breeding stock.   

 
 8. Match traits of swine to their respective heritability percentages. 
 
 9. Calculate estimated improvement from genetic selection. 
 
 10. Describe four indicators of finish and four indicators of muscling in market swine. 
 
 11. Describe the characteristics of a meat-type hog. 
 
 12. Describe the conformation of the ideal market swine. 
 
 13. List the two considerations in quality grading swine carcasses. 
 
 14. Distinguish among market swine representing the top four USDA quality grades. 
 
 15. Evaluate and place a class of four market swine. 
 
 16. Give oral reasons for placing a class of market swine. 
 
 17. Evaluate live market swine for USDA quality grade. 
 
 18. Demonstrate the ability to measure backfat thickness on market swine. 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of material. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives. 
 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets and laboratory exercise. 
 
  E. Have students write different breed associations for information. 
 
  F. Obtain and show slides of swine for judging. 
 
  G. Arrange field trip to judge swine. 
 
  H. Arrange field trip to slaughterhouse to compare live animals with carcasses. 
 
  I. Design a game for teaching parts of a hog. 
 
   (Note:  A transparency projected onto the chalkboard makes a good learning 

device.) 
 

J. Identify purebred swine breeders in the community and ask them to discuss 
pedigrees with the class. 

 
K. Watch a butcher process a meat-type hog and match characteristics discussed in 

class with actual observations. 
 
  L. Review and give test.   
 
  M. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheets 
  
  D. Handouts 
 
   1. HO 1--Market Classes and Grades of Hogs and Pigs 
 
   2. HO 2--Expected Yield of Lean Cuts Based on Grade 
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  E. Transparency masters 
 
   1. TM 1--Parts of the Swine 
 
   2. TM 2--Desirable Characteristics of a Boar 
 
   3. TM 3--Desirable Characteristics of a Gilt 
  
   4. TM 4--Swine Heritability Estimates 
 
   5. TM 5--Indicators of Finish 
 
   6. TM 6--Indicators of Muscling 
 
   7. TM 7--Characteristics of a Meat Type Hog 
 
   8. TM 8--Ideal Swine Conformation 
 
   9. TM 9--USDA Swine Quality Grades 
 
   10. TM 10--Swine Grading Standards 
 
  F. Assignment sheets 
 
   1. AS 1--Calculate Estimated Improvement From Genetic Selection 
 
   2. AS 2--Evaluate and Place a Class of Four Market Swine 
 
   3. AS 3--Give Oral Reasons for Placing a Class of Four Market Swine 
 
   4. AS 4--Evaluate Live Market Swine for USDA Quality Grade 
 
  G. Laboratory exercise 
 
   1. LE 1--Measure Backfat Thickness on Market Swine 
 
  H. Answers to assignment sheets and laboratory exercise 
 
  I. Test 
 
  J. Answers to test 
 

III. Unit references: 
 

A. Bundy, C.E. and Diggins, R.V., Swine Production.  Prentice-Hall Publishers, 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970. 

 
B. Jacobs, J.A. and Dahmen, J.J.,  Meat Animal Evaluation.  Department of Animal 

Sciences, College of Agriculture, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho. 
 
C. Model Agricultural Core Curriculum.  State Department of Education, 

University of California, Davis, August 1989. 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

 I. Terms and definitions 
 
  A. Finish--Fat covering on an animal 
 
  B. Muscle--Meat on an animal 
 
  C. Heritability--Percentage of differences in a trait that can be explained by 

inheritance 
 
  D. Soundness--Correct skeletal structure 
 
  E. Reproductive efficiency--Ability of an animal to produce offspring 
 
  F. Twist--Area between the hams on a swine 
 
  G. Quality grade--Evaluation of the tenderness and flavor of meat 
 

H. Selection differential--Difference between a trait of a particular animal and the 
average of the group from which it was chosen 

 
I. Breed characteristics--Combination of traits possessed by an animal that are 

characteristic of its breed or ancestry 
 
  J. Conformation--Physical form of an animal 
 

K. Breed Association--Organization established for the promotion and registry of a 
specific breed 

 
  L. Disposition--Temperament or expected behavior 
 
  M. Prolificness--Ability to produce abundant offspring 
 
  N. Pedigree--Record of ancestry 
 

O. Type--Combination of characteristics which indicate an animal's usefulness for 
 a specific purpose 

 
P. Reproduction traits--Specific characteristics that affect an animal's ability to 

produce offspring 
 
Q. Growth traits--Characteristics indicating the ability to produce a large quantity 

of desirable meat cuts 
 
  R. Genitalia--External reproductive organs 
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  S. Backfat--Fat covering back and loin of an animal 
 
  T. Scale--Size of the animal as determined by skeletal structure 
 

II. Parts of a swine  (Transparency 1) 
 
  Snout    Tail    Belly 
 
  Ear    Ham    Side 
 
  Poll    Stifle    Fore flank 
 
  Neck    Hock    Pastern 
 
  Shoulder   Hind leg    Foreleg 
 
  Back    Dew claw   Jowl 
 
  Loin    Hind flank   Cheek 
 
  Rump    Sheath 
 

III. Major breeds of swine 
 
  A. Duroc 
 

(Note:  Breed association--United Duroc Swine Registry, 1803 W. Detweiller 
Dr., Peoria, Illinois  61614.) 

 
1. Origin--New England States 

 
2. Characteristics--Red, light golden to dark red; medium length; slightly 

dished face; droopy ears 
 
  B. Hampshire 
 

(Note:  Breed association--Hampshire-Swine Registry, 1111 Main St., Peoria, 
Illinois  61606.) 

 
1. Origin--Kentucky 

 
2. Characteristics--Black with white belt encircling the shoulders, white 

front feet and legs; erect ears 
 
  C. Poland China 
 

(Note:  Breed association--The Poland China Record Association, P.O. Box 71, 
Galesburg, Illinois  61401.) 

 
1. Origin--Ohio 

 
2. Characteristics--Black, six white points (feet, nose, tail); drooping ears 
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  D. Spotted Poland China 
 

(Note:  Breed association--National Spotted Swine Record, Inc., Secretary, 110 
Main, Bainbridge, Indiana  46105.) 

 
1. Origin--Ohio 

 
2. Characteristics--Spotted, fifty percent white and fifty percent black; 

drooping ears 
 
  E. Chester White 
 

(Note:  Breed association--Chester White Swine Record Association, 817 E. 9th 
St., Box 228, Rochester, Indiana  46975.) 

 
1. Origin--Pennsylvania 

 
2. Characteristics--White; drooping ears 

 
  F. Yorkshire 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Yorkshire Club, Inc., Box 2417, West 
Lafayette, Indiana  47906.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--White; erect ears 

 
  G. Berkshire 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Berkshire Association, Secretary, 601 W. 
Monroe St., Springfield, Illinois  62704.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Black, six white points (feet, face, tail); erect ears; 

short snout 
 

(Note:  Several new breeds have been imported and/or developed, such as 
Landrace, Tamworth, and Hereford.  Many have also been developed by 
crossbreeding such as Minnesota #1, Minnesota #2, Montana #1, Palouse and 
the Beltsville lines.) 

 
IV. Factors in selecting a breed 

 
  A. Availability of breeding stock 
 
  B. Prolificness 
 
  C. Growth ability 
 
  D. Disposition 
 
  E. Carcass quality 
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  F. Efficient use of feed 
 
  G. Market demand 

(Note:  The breed selected should be in good demand for purebred breeding 
stock as well as be accepted as excellent meat-type animals.) 

 
V. Methods of selecting breeding swine 

 
  (Note:  Using a combination of the following is common.) 
 
  A. Appearance 
 

1. Visual appraisal of conformation and type 
 
2. Conformation is closely related to production potential 
 

  B. Performance records 
 

1. Associated with production traits; i.e., weaning weight, rate of gain, 
feed efficiency 

 
2. Associated with performance of littermates and progeny 

 
  C. Pedigree 
 

1. List of ancestors 
 

2. Used mainly by purebred breeders 
 
  D. Show-ring winnings 
 

1. Indicates swine are of the type and conformation accepted by industry 
 

2. Care should be taken to insure selection is based on merits of the 
animal and not merits of the showman 

 
VI. Desirable and undesirable characteristics of breeding swine  (Transparencies 2, 3) 

 
  A. Characteristic indicating reproductive efficiency 
 

1. Boars  (Transparency 2) 

a. Desirable--Well developed testicles of equal size; normal 
genitalia; twelve to fourteen teats; aggressive behavior; 
masculine, alert head; deep, wide chest; heavy muscling with 
minimal fat covering 

 
b. Undesirable--Unbalanced or small testicles; sleepy or inactive; 

swollen or damaged sheath and genitalia; excess finish 
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2. Sows  (Transparency 3) 
 

a. Desirable--Twelve to fourteen evenly spaced functional teats; 
feminine head; straight underline; normal genitalia; good scale 
without excess fat deposits; long and lean with good muscling 

 
b. Undesirable--Blind or inverted teats; infantile vulva; excess 

finish; small frame; masculine appearance; high-strung and 
nervous disposition 

 (Note:  Blind or inverted nipples are highly heritable.) 
   

B. Characteristics indicating muscling and freedom from excess finish 
 

1. Desirable--Long body with well arched back; deep sides and ample 
chest capacity; deep, full hams; trim head and jowls; high tail setting 
with a lack of fat deposits; minimum amount of backfat covering; wide 
stance 

 
2. Undesirable--Short body; close to the ground; excess fat deposits over 

back, tailhead, jowls, brisket and flanks; shallow hams and poorly 
developed loins 

 
  C. Characteristics indicating structural soundness 
 

1. Desirable--Toes of equal size and spread; strong and ample bone; 
sound feet and legs with straight, strong pasterns; legs set out on the 
corners 

 
2. Undesirable--Toes of unequal size that lead to breakdown of pasterns; 

legs that turn out and appear "cowhocked from the rear"; 
postleggedness 

 
(Note:  Structural soundness is important, especially in raising swine in 
confinement or on a concrete flooring.  A breeding animal that is not 
structurally sound will not stay in the breeding herd very long.) 

 
VII. Selection factors for choosing quality swine breeding stock 

 
  A. Structural soundness 
 

1. Sound feet and legs are especially important in swine raised on 
concrete and in confinement 

 
2. Sound skeletal structure will increase longevity in the breeding herd 

 
  B. Reproduction traits 
 

1. Infantile vulvas, indicating an undeveloped reproductive tract, are 
becoming more common preventing many gilts from being used as 
replacements 

 
2. Swollen or abnormal testicles and sheath on boars may lead to sterility 
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C. Underlines 
 

1. Gilts and boars should have twelve to fourteen evenly spaced, 
functional nipples 

 
2. Blind or inverted nipples should be selected against as they are highly 

heritable 
 
  D. Conformation and type 
 

1. Breeding swine should possess those traits for meat-type swine as well 
as specific breeding traits 

 
2. Breed characteristics are important to look for 

 
E. Disposition 

 
1. Bold, aggressive boars tend to be better breeders 

 
2. Aggressive gilts tend to be better mothers and more prolific 

 
  F. Muscling 
 

1. Excessive muscling is not always desirable in breeding stock as it may lead to 
Porcine Stress Syndrome--PSS 

 
2. Breeding swine should be as muscled as top quality market animals, as such 

traits are highly heritable 
 

VIII. Heritability percentages for economically important traits  (Transparency 4) 
 

(Note:  The higher the percentage, the faster a herd can be improved by genetic selection 
for that trait.) 

 
(Caution:  These are estimates only.  Actual percentages will vary.) 

 
  A. Production traits 
 
   1. Litter size at birth    10% 
 
   2. Litter size at weaning   10% 
 
   3. Litter weaning weight   15% 
 
   (Note:  Production traits generally have low heritability percentages.) 
 
  B. Feedlot traits 
 

  1. Post-weaning gain   30% 
 
   2. Feed efficiency    35% 
 
   (Note:  Feedlot traits generally have medium heritability percentages.) 
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  C. Carcass traits 
 
   1. Length     50% 
 
   2. Backfat thickness    50% 
 
   3. Loin eye area    50% 
 
   4. Yield of lean cuts    55% 
 

(Note:  Carcass traits generally have higher heritability percentages.  These traits 
should receive added emphasis in selecting for genetic improvement.) 

 
IX. Calculate estimated improvement based on genetic selection--Progress is calculated by 

multiplying heritability by the selection differential and then multiplying by the amount 
contributed from the animal selected  (Assignment Sheet #1) 

 
(Note:  Selection differential can be much higher in boars than gilts, because fewer boars 
need to be kept.  Therefore, boar selection requirements can be more rigid.) 

 
  Example: Goal--decrease in backfat thickness 
    Procedure--select gilts with .3 inch less backfat than their herd average 
       --select boar with .5 inch less backfat than their herd average 
 
  Selection differential for gilts .3 in. 
  Heritability estimate (50%) x  .5  
  Expected decrease from gilts .15 in. 
  Contribute 1/2 to offspring x  .5  
  Gilt contribution .075 in. less fat 
 
  Selection differential for boar .5 in. 
  Heritability estimate (50%) x  .5  
  Expected decrease from boar .25 in. 
  Contribute 1/2 to offspring x  .5  
  Boar contribution .125 in. 
 
  Gilt contribution .075 in. 
  Boar contribution .125 in. 
 
  Expected decrease in backfat 
  thickness of progeny .200 in. 
 

(Note:  While selection for heritability is important, environment and management 
accounts for greater differences in growth and production.) 

 
X. Indicator of finish and muscling of market swine  (Transparencies 5, 6) 

 
  A. Finish  (Transparency 5) 
 

(Note:  Degree of finish can best be determined by looking at areas where there 
is little or no muscle development.) 

 
1. Wasty jowls 
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2. Fat deposits around tailhead 
 
   3. Narrow stance in front and rear 
 
   4. Deep twist 
 
   5. Little movement in shoulders 
 
   6. Fullness of flank 
 
   7. Wrinkles in belly 
 
   8. Square over back and loin 
 
 
  B. Muscling  (Transparency 6) 
 

(Note:  Muscling is best determined by looking at those areas where little fat is 
deposited.) 

 
   1. Bulging shoulder and forearm 
 
   2. Sharp turn over the back and loin 
 
   3. Deep, wide ham 
 
   4. Wide stance in front and rear 
 
   5. Widest through the shoulders and hams 
 
   6. Well arched back 
 

XI. Characteristics of a quality meat-type hog  (Transparency 7) 
 
  A. Yield 55% of live weight in primal cuts:  Ham, Loin, Picnic and Boston Butt 
 
  B. Weigh 200 to 210 pounds in 5 1/2 months 
 
  C. Backfat thickness less than 1.2 inches 
 
  D. Length of carcass 30 inches or longer at 5 1/2 months 
 
  E. Loin-eye area of 4 1/2 square inches or more 
 
  F. Feed conversion of 1 pound of gain to 3.5 pounds or less of feed 
 
  G. Females produce and raise 8 or more pigs per litter 
  

XII. The ideal market swine  (Transparency 8) 
 

The ideal market swine is long with a well arched back.  The animal shows trimness in 
the neck, jowls and belly, with trim and straight underlines.  He stands well off the 
ground on strong legs with short, straight pasterns.  The animal exhibits ample muscling 
with deep, wide hams and bulging loins.  He has a well-turned back with a minimum 
amount of backfat and finish in the flanks and twist 
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XIII. U.S.D.A. quality grades  (Transparencies 9, 10; Handouts 1, 2) 
 
  A. There are two considerations in quality grading swine carcasses 
 
   1. Quality of the lean meat 
 
   2. Belly thickness 
 

B. Grades for carcasses that have acceptable lean quality are listed below.  The 
different grades are determined by backfat thickness and carcass length, as well 
as yield of lean cuts.  They are: 

 
   1. U.S. No. 1 
 
   2. U.S. No. 2 
 
   3. U.S. No. 3 
 
   4. U.S. No. 4 

 
C. Carcasses having unacceptable lean or bellies that are too thin are graded U.S. 

Utility.  Sows also fit this category 
 
D. Carcasses from boars or stags have a strong "sex" odor and are not passed for 

use as human food 
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  TM 1 
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TM 2 
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TM 4
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE ESTIMATED 
IMPROVEMENT FROM GENETIC SELECTION 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Swine herd improvement is accomplished by providing the proper environment and by selecting animals 
with superior genetic potential. 
 
Calculate the expected increase in carcass length of the offspring of a boar that measured 1.2 inches longer 
than the herd average and gilts that measured .8 inches longer than the herd average. 
 
 
Calculation for gilt contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Gilt contribution ________________________________________________________________  
 
Calculation for boar contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Boar contribution _______________________________________________________________  
 
 
 Expected increase in carcass length _________________________________________________  
 
 
If the herd carcass length average was 29.3 inches, 
what would the new expected average be? ___________________________________________________  
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION  
 

AG 140-D 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2—EVALUATE AND PLACE  
A CLASS OF FOUR MARKET SWINE 

 
Name______________________________________  Score ________________________ 
 
Based on your evaluation of four market swine (either on slide or live) place them in order from most to 
least desirable. Mark your placing in the official scorecard below. 
 
Example: You have decided No.4 is the best, with No. 2 being the next best and No.3 being the 

third best with No.1 being the least desirable. You would mark the card as follows. 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--GIVE ORAL REASONS FOR PLACING 
PREVIOUS CLASS OF FOUR MARKET SWINE 

 
Name_______________________________________ Score_________________________ 
 
The ability to critically evaluate animals is greatly improved when a person is able to explain exactly why 
the animals were placed as they were.  Look again at the four market animals and review the specific 
reference points for muscling and finish.  Then write reasons for your placings before sharing them with the 
class. 
 
Example: I placed 4 over 1 because of four's superior muscling and length.  Four has deeper and 

wider hams with a sharper turn over loin.  Four stands wider in the rear and is trimmer 
through the twist and flank area.  Four also has a trimmer jowl and possesses more breed 
character, although market hog number one possesses greater structural soundness as is 
evidenced by stronger pasterns and well placed legs. 

 
 
 
Write reasons for placings: 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4—EVALUATE LIVE MARKET SWINE  
FOR USDA QUALITY GRADE 

 
Name _______________________________________ Score ___________________________ 
 
Using the grading sheet below, estimate the best quality grades of market swine. Use the Swine Grading 
Standards (TM-10) to help determine quality grade. 
 
(Note: A packing plant would be the best place to do this since the actual yield and quality grades could 
then be determined after slaughter.) 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 

LABORATORY EXERCISE #1 – MEASURE BACKFAT THICKNESS ON MARKET SWINE 
 
Name _____________________________________ Score ______________________________ 
 
Backfat thickness is an indication of the amount of muscling in market swine. A modern meat – type hog 
should not have greater than 1.2 inches of backfat. 
 
Use the following procedure to measure the amount of backfat on a market hog. 
 
 I. Tools and materials 
 
  A. Sharp Knife 
 
  B. Small metal ruler with sliding gauge 
 
  C. Tape 
 
  D. Disinfectant 
 
 II. Procedure 
 
  A. Wrap tape around knife blade about 3.8 inches from the tip 
 
   (Note: This should be used to control the depth of penetration) 
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B. Make an incision 1 ½ to 2 inches from the back bone at the first rib. See the  
   location 

 

 
 
 

 C. Push a small metal ruler through the incision and through the fat until it reaches 
back muscle 

 
 
 
  D. Read backfat thickness and record the measurement 
 
  E. Repeat procedure at the last rib and record the measurement 
 
  F. Repeat the procedure at the aitch bone and record the measurement 
 
  G. Average the three measurements to obtain the correct backfat thickness.  
 
  H. Although the procedure is painless to the animal, disinfectant should always be 

applied to any break in the skin 
 

Record your measurements 
 a. _______________________ inches of backfat at first rib 
 
 b. _______________________ inches of backfat at last rib 
 
 c. _______________________ inches of backfat at aitch bone 
 
 d. _______________________ average backfat thickness 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

 
AG 140-D 

 
 

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS AND LABORATORY EXERCISE 
 
Assignment Sheet #1 
 
Gilt contribution          .2 " 
 
Boar contribution          .3 " 
 
Expected increase in carcass lengths       .5 " 
 
New herd average     29.8 " 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #2 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
Assignment Sheet #3 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
Assignment Sheet #4 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
 
Laboratory exercise #1 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-D 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
   1. Match terms on the right with the correct definitions. 
 
 ____a. Ability of an animal to produce offspring   1. Reproduction traits 
 
 ____b. Meat on an animal     2. Quality grade 
 
 ____c. Difference between a trait of a particular  
  animal and the average of the group from which it  
  was chosen      3. Pedigree 
 
 ____d. Specific characteristics that affect an animal's ability  
  to produce offspring     4. Backfat 
 
 ____e. External reproductive organs    5. Type 
 
 ____f. Organization established for the promotion and  
  registry of a specific herd     6. Breed Association 
 
 ____g. Evaluation of the tenderness and flavor of meat  7. Genitalia 
 
 ____h. Size of the animal as determined by skeletal structure  8. Finish 
 
 ____i. Record of ancestry     9. Breed characteristics 
 
 ____j. Physical form of an animal    10. Scale 
 
 ____k. Area between the hams on a swine    11. Conformation 
 
 ____l. Percentage of differences in a trait that can be  12. Growth traits 
  explained by inheritance 
         13. Muscle 
 
 ____m. Combination of characteristics which indicate an  
  animal's usefulness for a specific purpose   14. Heritability 
 
 ____n. Temperament or expected behavior    15. Soundness 
 
 ____o. Characteristics indicating the ability to produce a  
  large quantity of desirable meat cuts   16. Prolificness 
 
 ____p. Fat covering on an animal 
 
 ____q. Ability to produce abundant offspring   17. Reproductive efficiency 
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 ____r. Correct skeletal structure     18. Disposition 
 
 ____s. Combination of traits possessed by an animal that  
  are characteristic of its breed or ancestry   19. Selection differential 
 
 ____t. Fat covering back and loin of an animal   20. Twist 
 
 
   2. Label the parts of the swine. 
 

 
 
 
 a.______________________ i.______________________ q.____________________ 
 
 b.______________________ j.______________________ r.____________________ 
 
 c._____________________ k.______________________ s.____________________ 
 
 d.______________________ l.______________________ t.____________________ 
 
 e.______________________ m._____________________ u.____________________ 
 
 f.______________________ n.______________________ v.____________________ 
 
 g.______________________ o.______________________ w.___________________ 
 
 h.______________________ p.______________________  
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   3. Describe five major breeds of swine including their origin and characteristics. 
 

Breed Origin Characteristics 
   
a.   

 

 
b.   

 

 
c.   

 

 
d.   

 

 
e.   

 
 

 
   4. List seven factors to consider in selecting a swine breed. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 e._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 f._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 g._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   5. Identify the basic methods of selection that are described by the examples on the right.  Write the 

correct method in the blank provided. 
 

a. _____________________________________ Selecting a boar with a sire that set breed 
records for rate of gain over a boar straight from your farm herd 

 
b. _____________________________________ Selecting a gilt with a well-turned loin 

over a gilt with wasty jowls and excess fat over the tailhead 
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c. _____________________________________ Selecting the County Fair Grand 
Champion gilt over a red-ribbon winner for your replacement herd 

 
d. ______________________________________ Selecting a boar with a backfat thickness 

of 1.1 inches and a rate of gain of 3.5 lb of feed per pound of gain over a less efficient 
boar 

 
   6. Describe two desirable characteristics and two undesirable characteristics to look for in each of the  
 following areas when evaluating breeding stock. 
 
              Desirable   Undesirable 
 
 a. Characteristics indicating _________________ _________________ 
  reproductive efficiency of  
 a boar _________________ _________________ 
 
 b. Characteristics indicating _________________ _________________ 
  reproductive efficiency of  
 a sow _________________ _________________ 
 
 c. Characteristics indicating _________________ _________________ 
  muscling, freedom from   
 waste and size _________________ _________________ 
 
 d. Characteristics indicating _________________ _________________ 
  structural soundness   
  _________________ _________________ 
 
   7. Describe the reasons for considering the following factors in selecting swine breeding stock. 
 
 a. Structural soundness: _____________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. Ability to reproduce: ______________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. Underline: ______________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. Conformation and type: ___________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
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 e. Disposition : ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 f. Muscling : ______________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   8. Match the traits to their heritability percentages. 
 (Note:  Some percentages may be used more than once.) 
 
 ____a. Backfat thickness      1. 10-15% 
 
 ____b. Litter size at birth      2. 30-35% 
 
 ____c. Yield of lean cuts      3. 50-55% 
 
 ____d. Post-weaning weight 
 
 ____e. Litter weaning weight 
 
 ____f. Carcass length 
 
 ____g. Feed efficiency 
 
   9. Calculate the estimated increase in loin eye area due to genetic selection in the following problem.  

Answer should reflect the average increase for the herd. 
 
 Data: Select gilts that have .8 sq. in. larger loin eye area than the herd average. 
 Select a boar that has 1.4 sq. in. larger loin eye area than the herd average. 
 Loin eye area has a heritability of 50%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Answer______________________________ 
 
   10. Describe four indicators of muscling and four indicators of finish in market swine. 
 
 a. Muscling    b.    Finish 
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
 
  _______________________________   _______________________________  
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   11. Describe the characteristics of a meat-type hog by filling in the blanks below with the correct 
answer. 

 
a. A meat-type hog will yield ___________________% of live weight in the primal cuts of 

ham, loin, picnic and Boston butt. 
 
 b. A meat-type hog will have a backfat thickness of _______________________ in. or less. 
 

c. A meat-type hog will have a carcass length of _______________________ in. at 5 1/2 
months of age. 

 
 d. A meat-type hog will weigh _____________________ pounds in 5 1/2 months. 
 

e. A meat-type hog will have a loin eye area of _______________________ square inches 
or greater. 

 
f. A meat-type hog will have a feed conversion efficiency of 1 pound of gain to every 

_______________________ pounds or less of feed. 
 
 g. A female meat-type hog will raise _________________ or more pigs per litter. 
 
   12. Describe the conformation of the ideal market swine. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   13. List the two considerations in quality grading swine carcasses. 
 
 a.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
   14.  Distinguish among the four market swine represented according to their USDA quality grade.  

Write the correct quality grade in the blank provided. 
 
 a. _________________________________________ 
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 b. _________________________________________ 
 

 
 

c. _________________________________________ 
 

 
 

d. _________________________________________ 
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SWINE EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

 
AG 140-D 

 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
1. a. 17  g. 2  m. 5  s. 9 
 b. 13  h. 10  n. 18  t. 4 
 c. 19  i. 3  o. 12  
 d. 1  j. 11  p. 8 
 e. 7  k. 20  q. 16 
 f. 6  l. 14  r. 15 
 
2. a. snout   i. tail   q. belly 
 b. ear   j. ham   r. side 
 c. poll   k. stifle   s. fore flank 
 d. neck   l. hock   t. pastern 
 e. shoulder   m hind leg   u. foreleg 
 f. back   n. dew claw  v. jowl 
 g. loin   o. hind flank  w. cheek 
 h. rump   p sheath 
 
3. Answers should include five of the following: 
 

Duroc--Origin--New England states; Characteristics--Red, light golden to dark red; medium 
length; slightly dished face; droopy ears 
 
Hampshire--Origin--Kentucky; Characteristics--Black with white belt encircling the shoulders, 
white front feet and legs; erect ears 
 

 Poland China--Origin--Ohio; Characteristics--Black, six white points (feet, nose, tail); drooping 
ears 
 
Spotted Poland China--Origin--Ohio;  Characteristics--Spotted, fifty percent white and fifty 
percent black; drooping ears 
 
Chester White--Origin--Pennsylvania; Characteristics--White; drooping ears 
 
Yorkshire--Origin--England; Characteristics--White; erect ears 
 
Berkshire--Origin--England; Characteristics--Black, six white points (feet, face, tail); erect ears; 
short snout 
 

4. Availability of breeding stock; Prolificness; Growth ability; Disposition; Carcass quality; Efficient 
use of feed; Market demand 

  
5. a. Pedigree   c. Show-ring winnings 
 b. Appearance  d. Performance records 
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6. Answer should include two of each of the following: 
 

a. Desirable: Well developed testicles of equal size; Normal genitalia; Twelve to 
fourteen  teats; Aggressive behavior; Masculine, alert head; Deep, wide 
chest; Heavy muscling with minimal fat covering 

 
Undesirable: Unbalanced or small testicles; Sleepy or inactive; Swollen or damaged 

sheath and genitalia; Excess finish 
 
b. Desirable: Twelve to fourteen evenly spaced functional teats; Feminine head; 

Straight underline; Normal genitalia; Good scale without excess fat 
deposits; Long and lean with good muscling 

 
Undesirable: Blind or inverted teats; Infantile vulva; Excess finish; Small frame; 

Masculine appearance; High-strung and nervous disposition 
 
c. Desirable: Long body with well arched back; Deep sides and ample chest 

capacity; Deep, full hams; Trim head and jowls; High tail setting with a 
lack of fat deposits; Minimum amount of backfat covering; Wide 
stance 

 
Undesirable: Short body; Close to the ground; Excess fat deposits over back, 

tailhead, jowls, brisket and flanks; Shallow hams and poorly developed 
loins 

 
d. Desirable: Toes of equal size and spread; Strong and ample bone; Sound feet and 

legs with straight, strong pasterns; Legs set out on the corners 
 

Undesirable: Toes of unequal size that lead to breakdown of pasterns; Legs that turn 
out and appear "cowhocked from the rear"; postleggedness 

 
7. a. Sound feet and legs are especially important in swine raised on concrete and in 

confinement; Sound skeletal structure will increase longevity in the breeding herd 
 

b. Infantile vulvas are becoming more common, preventing many gilts from being used as 
replacements; Swollen or abnormal testicles and sheath on boars may lead to sterility 

 
c. Gilts and boars should have twelve to fourteen evenly spaced, functional nipples; Blind 

or inverted nipples should be selected against as they are highly heritable 
 

d. Breeding swine should possess those traits for meat-type swine as well as specific 
breeding traits; Breed characteristics are important to look for 

 
e. Bold, aggressive boars tend to be better breeders; Aggressive gilts tend to be better 

mothers and more prolific 
 

f. Excessive muscling is not always desirable in breeding stock as it may lead to Porcine 
Stress Syndrome--PSS; Breeding swine should be as muscled as top quality market 
animals, as such traits are highly heritable 

 
8. a. 3  e. 1 
 b. 1  f. 3 
 c. 3  g. 2 
 d. 2
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9. Selection differential for gilt .8 sq. in. 
 Heritability estimate (50%) x  .5 
 Expected increase from gilt .40 sq. in. 
 Contribute 1/2 from offspring x  .5 
   .20 sq. in. 
 
 Selection differential for boar 1.4 sq. in. 
 Heritability estimate (50%) x  .5 
 Expected increase from boar .70 sq. in. 
 Contribute 1/2 to offspring x  .5 
   .35 sq. in. 
 
 Increase in loin eye area .55 sq. in. 
 
10. Answers should include four of the following: 
 

a. Bulging shoulder and forearm; Sharp turn over the back and loin; Deep, wide ham; Wide 
stance in front and rear; Widest through the shoulders and hams; Well arched back 

 
b. Wasty jowls; Fat deposits around tailhead; Narrow stance in front and rear; Deep twist; 

Little movement in shoulders; Fullness of flank; Wrinkles in belly; Square over back and 
loin 

 
11. a. 55%  c. 30 in.   e. 4.5 sq. in.  g. 8 
 b. 1.2 in.  d. 200-210 lb  f. 3.5 lb  
 
12. The ideal market swine is long with a well arched back.  The animal shows trimness in the Neck, 

jowls and belly, with trim and straight underlines.  He stands well off the ground on strong legs 
with short, straight pasterns.  The animal exhibits ample muscling with deep, wide hams and 
bulging loins.  He has a well-turned back with a minimum amount of backfat and finish in the 
flanks and twist. 

 
13. a. Quality of the lean meat 
 b. Belly thickness 
 
14. a. USDA No. 3 
 b. USDA No. 2 
 c. USDA No. 1 
 d. USDA No. 4 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 
After completion of this unit, students should be able to identify the different breeds of sheep and be able to 
distinguish between desirable and undesirable sheep based on visual characteristics.  Students should also 
be able to tell the age of a sheep and be able to describe criteria for evaluating fleece.  This knowledge will 
be demonstrated by completion of assignment sheets and unit test with a minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 

1. Match terms associated with sheep evaluation and selection to their correct definition. 

2. List five advantages of sheep production 

3. List five disadvantages of sheep production. 

4. Describe five major breeds of sheep, including origin and characteristics. 

5. Match the six breed classifications by wool type to their correct description. 

6. Distinguish between the characteristics of ewe breeds and ram breeds. 

7. Label the parts of a sheep. 

8. Describe the primary difference between sheep selection and selection of other meat 
animals. 

 
9. Identify the four basic methods of selection. 

10. Match traits of sheep to their respective heritability levels. 

11. Calculate estimated annual progress from genetic selection. 

12. List the desirable characteristics of breeding sheep. 

13. List six characteristics to avoid when selecting breeding stock. 

14. Distinguish between indicators of finish and muscling in market lambs. 

15. Describe the desirable conformation for a meat-type sheep. 

16. Describe the typical difference in conformation between the wool-type lamb and meat-
type lamb. 

 
17. List five factors used to evaluate wool quality. 

18. Describe the ideal fleece. 
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19. Describe the procedure for handling a sheep for evaluation. 

20. Identify the age of a sheep by its teeth. 

21. Distinguish among slaughter lambs representing the four quality grades. 

22. Distinguish between a yield grade 2 and a yield grade 4 lamb. 

23. Evaluate and place a class of four market lambs. 

24. Give oral reasons on placings of a class of four market lambs. 

25. Evaluate live market lambs for quality and yield grades. 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Suggested activities for instructor 

A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of materials. 

B. Provide students with objectives and discuss. 

C. Provide students with information and discuss. 

D. Provide students with assignment sheets. 

E. Have students write sheep breed associations for more detailed information on 
specific breeds. 

 
F. Contact the U.S. Sheep Experiment Station at Dubois, Idaho for information. 

G. Obtain and show slides of sheep for judging. 

H. Arrange a field trip to judge sheep. 

I. Arrange a trip to a slaughterhouse to compare live animals with carcasses for 
yield and quality grading. 

 
J. Design game for teaching parts of the sheep. 

K. Obtain a fleece for evaluation. 

L. Review and give test. 

M. Reteach and retest if necessary. 

II. Instructional materials 

A. Objective sheet 

B. Suggested activities 

C. Information sheet 

D. Handout 

1. HO 1--Market Classes and Quality Grades of Slaughter Sheep 

E. Transparency masters 

1. TM 1--Parts of a Sheep 

2. TM 2--Indicators of Finish 
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3. TM 3--Indicators of Muscling 

4. TM 4--Ideal Meat-Type Sheep 

5. TM 5--Determining Age by the Teeth 

6. TM 6--Slaughter Lambs/U.S. Quality Grades 

7. TM 7--Slaughter Lambs/U.S. Yield Grades 

F. Assignment sheets 

1. AS 1--Calculate Estimated Annual Progress From Genetic Selection 

2. AS 2--Evaluate and Place a Class of Four Market Lambs 

3. AS 3--Give Oral Reasons on Placings of a Class of Four Lambs 

4. AS 4--Evaluate Live Market Lambs For Quality and Yield Grades 

G. Answers to assignment sheets 

H. Test 

I. Answers to test 

III. Unit references: 
 

A. Barrick, R. Kirby, and Harmon, Hobart L.,  Animal Production and 
Management. McGraw-Hill,  New York, 1988. 

 
B. Ensminger, M.E., Animal Science. The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,  

Danville, Illinois,  1977. 
 
C. Hunsley, Robert E., Beeson, Malcolm W., and Nordby, Julius E., Livestock 

Judging, Selection and Evaluation. The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,  
Danville, Illinois,  1978. 

 
D. Jacobs, J.A. and Dahmen, J.J., Meat Animal Evaluation. University of Idaho,  

Moscow, Idaho,  1977. 
 
E. Model Agricultural Core Curriculum.  State Department of Education, 

University of California, Davis, August 1989. 
 
F. Scott, George E., The Sheepman's Production Handbook, Abegg Printing Co. 

and The Sheep Industry Development Program, Denver, Colorado, 1977. 
 
G. Simmons, Paula,  Raising Sheep the Modern Way, Garden Way Publishing, 

Charlotte, Vermont,  1976. 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

 
AG 140 - E 

 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

I. Terms and definitions 

A. Ram--Uncastrated male sheep 

B. Ewe--Female sheep 

C. Wether--Castrated male sheep 

D. Polled--Naturally without horns 

E. Mutton--Meat of a sheep over one year of age 

F. Conformation--The shape and size of the parts of an animal and how they are 
put together 

 
G. Type--Combination of characteristics which make an animal most useful for a 

specific purpose 
 
H. Ruggedness--Quality of having large bones and frame 

I. Pelt--Hide and fur of an animal 

J. Progeny--Offspring 

K. Staple--Lock of individual wool fibers 

L. Fleece--Wool from a sheep 

M. Condition--Amount of fat covering an animal 

N. Heritability--Percentage of differences in a trait that can be explained by 
inheritance as opposed to environment 

 
O. Selection differential--Difference between a trait of a particular animal and the  

average of all the animals from which it was chosen 
 
P. Undershot--Bottom teeth stick out past the top pad of the sheep 

Q. Overshot--Top of mouth sticks out past the bottom teeth; also called parrot 
mouth 

 
R. Spring of rib--The amount the ribs arch out from the backbone 

S. Crimp--The waves in the wool fibers 
(Note:  Good crimp keeps the wool together when it is spun.) 

T. Yolk--Natural "grease" occurring in the wool 
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U. Density--Amount of wool fibers per square inch 

V. Twist--Area between the thighs 

W. Incisors--Lower front teeth 
(Note:  Sheep have no upper incisors.) 

X. Kemp--Chalky white, brittle, weak fibers which will not take dye 

II. Advantages of sheep production 

A. Sheep make good use of western arid range lands 

B. Sheep are more efficient converters of roughage than cattle 

C. Sheep produce both lamb and wool 

(Note:  This diversification gives the farmer a cushion should one of the markets 
go bad.) 
 

D. Lambs are ready to market only 8 to 10 months after breeding ewes 

E. Sheep manure is better for the land than other types of livestock manure 

F. Investment costs are often less than with other types of livestock 

G. Palatable lamb can be produced solely from milk and roughage 

(Note:  Most other livestock require grain to produce a highly palatable meat.) 

III. Disadvantages of sheep production 

A. Consumption of lamb has declined 

B. Wool prices often fluctuate because of the effect of political decisions 

C. Sheep are easily subject to attack by wild animals 

D. Sheep are quite susceptible to diseases and parasites 

E. Synthetic fabrics lower the demand for wool 

F. Good sheepherders are hard to find 

IV. Major breeds of sheep 

A. Merino--Fine wool type 

(Note:  Breed association--American and Delaine-Merino Record Association, 
Aleppo, Pennsylvania 15310.) 

 
1. Origin--Spain 
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2. Characteristics--White face and legs; pink skin; reddish lips and 
nostrils; mature size: rams 175#, ewes 125#; rams horned; ewes polled 

 
B. Rambouillet--Fine wool type 

(Note:  Breed association--American Rambouillet Sheep Breeders' Association, 
2709 Sherwood Way, San Angelo, Texas  76901.) 

 
1. Origin--France 

 
2. Characteristics--White face and legs; flesh colored lips and nostrils; 

ewes polled, rams polled or horned; size:  rams 250#, ewes 150-225#; 
will breed out of season 

 
(Note:  Rambouillet sheep were used to develop the western type sheep that is so 
popular today in the range part of the country.) 

 
C. Suffolk--Medium wool type 

 
(Note:  Breed association--American Suffolk Sheep Society, 55 E. 100 North, 
Logan, Utah  84321.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Polled; black face, ears and legs; ears large and slightly 

drooped; no wool on face, legs and ears; size:  rams 275#, ewes 200#; 
excellent ram or meat-type breed 

 
D. Hampshire--Medium wool type 

 
(Note:  Breed association--American Hampshire Sheep Association, P.O. Box 
199, Columbia, Missouri  65201.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Polled; brown or black face, ears and legs; ears are 

large and slightly drooped; size:  rams 275#, ewes 175-200# 
 

E. Southdown--Medium wool type 

 
(Note:  Breed association--American Southdown Breeders' Association, RR 4 
Box 14B, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania 16823.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Polled; light gray face, ears and nose; one of the 

smaller breeds; size:  rams 185-200#, ewes 135-155# 
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F. Shropshire--Medium wool type 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Shropshire Registry Association, Inc., P.O. 
Box 1970, Monticello, Illinois  61856.) 

 
1. Origin-England 

 
2. Characteristics--Brown face, ears and legs; black hooves; medium in 

size: rams 225#, ewes 165# 
 

G. Dorset--Medium wool type 
 

(Note:  Breed association--Continental Dorset Club, P.O. Box 577, Hudson, 
Iowa  50643.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Horned or polled; white face, ears, nostrils and legs; 

medium in size:  rams 225#, ewes 175#; will breed out of season 
 

H. Panama--Crossbred medium wool type breed 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Panama Registry Association, Route 2, 
Jerome, Idaho  83338.) 

 
1. Origin--Idaho 

 
2. Characteristics--Cross between Rambouillet rams and Lincoln ewes; 

white; polled; large; valued primarily as a ewe breed, but does produce 
a highly desirable carcass; very similar to Columbia breed 

 
I. Targhee--Crossbred medium wool type breed 

 
(Note:  Breed association--U.S. Targhee Sheep Association, 726 Terry Ave., 
Billings, Montana  59102.) 

 
1. Origin--Idaho 

 
2. Characteristics--White; polled; open-faced and medium in size; prolific 

and well adapted to range conditions; heavy fleece with a long staple 
wool; fleece is the finest of the crossbred medium wool type breeds 

 
J. Columbia--Crossbred medium wool type breed 

 
(Note:  Breed association--Columbia Sheep Breeders' Association of America, 
P.O. Box 272, Upper Sandusky, Ohio  43351.) 

 
1. Origin--Wyoming and Idaho 

 
2. Characteristics--Cross between Lincoln rams and Rambouillet ewes; 

similar to Panama breed 
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K. Polypay--Crossbred medium wool type breed 
 

(Note:  Breed association--American Polypay Sheep Association, 1924 E. Rua 
Branco, Sandy, Utah  84092.) 

 
1. Origin--Idaho 

 
2. Characteristics--Cross of Rambouillet, Finnsheep, Targhee and Dorset 

sheep; excellent lamb production breed with high potential for twice-a-
year lambing; quality carcass 

 
L. Lincoln--Long wool type breed 

 
(Note:  Breed association--National Lincoln Sheep Breeders' Association, 5284 
S. Albaugh Rd., West Milton, Ohio  45383.) 

 
1. Origin--England 

 
2. Characteristics--Polled; white with fleece covering much of face and 

legs; largest breed of sheep; heavily fleeced; primarily used in 
crossbreeding programs 

 
(Note:  Other fine wool type sheep include the Texas Delaine, Delaine-Merino 
and the Debouillet.  Other medium wool type sheep include the Oxford, 
Montadale, Cheviot and Finnsheep.  Another crossbred medium wool type sheep 
is the Corriedale and additional long wool breeds include the Leicester, 
Cotswald and Romney.) 

 
 

V. Breed classifications by wool type 
 

(Note:  There are other classification systems for sheep such as meat or wool type, black 
or white faced, horned or polled and mountain, upland or lowland.) 

 
A. Fine wool breeds 

 
1. Bred primarily for wool production 

 
2. About equal emphasis is placed on wool quality and body conformation 

when judging 
 

(Note:  Emphasis for Rambouillets is 65% body conformation and 35% 
wool quality.) 

 
B. Medium wool breeds including down breeds 

 
1. Bred primarily for meat, with some emphasis on wool 

 
2. Wool is in between coarse long wool breeds and dense fine wool 

breeds 
 

3. 85% to 95% of the emphasis is on body conformation and 5% to 15% 
is on wool quality 
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C. Long wool breeds 
 

1. Bred primarily for meat 
 
2. Largest of all breeds 
 
3. Coarse, long wool 
 
4. Slow maturing and need abundant feed 
 
5. Adapted to wet climates 

 
D. Crossbred medium wool breeds 

 
1. Produce medium wool, but are better suited to the western range than 

other medium wool breeds 
 
2. Produce better range lambs than the fine wool breeds and have better 

herding tendencies than the medium or long wool breeds 
 

3. 70% of the emphasis is on body conformation and 30% is on wool 
quality 

 
E. Carpet wool breeds--Produce coarse, wiry tough fleece used in making carpets 

 
F. Fur breeds 

 
1. Produce soft, fine pelts 

 
2. Taken from very young lambs 

 
VI. Characteristics of ewe, ram and dual purpose breeds 

 
A. Ewe breeds 

 
(Note:  These include the Delaine, Rambouillet, Debouillet, Corriedale, Targhee, 
Finnsheep and Border Leicester.) 

 
1. Used to supply replacement ewes 

 
2. Selected for reproductive efficiency, wool production, long life, 

milking ability and maternal instincts 
 

3. White-faced sheep 
 

B. Ram breeds 
 

(Note:  These include the Suffolk, Hampshire, Shropshire, Oxford, Southdown, 
Montadale and Cheviot.) 

 
1. Used to supply rams to cross with the ewe breeds 

 
2. Selected for meat production, growthiness and carcass quality 
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C. Dual purpose breeds--Can be used both as ewe and ram breeds 
 

(Note:  These include the Columbia, Panama, Dorset, Lincoln and Romney.) 
 

II. Parts of a sheep  (Transparency 1) 
 

Neck Hind leg Breast 
 
Back Flank Shoulder 
 
Loin Cannon bone Muzzle 

Rump Pastern Face 
 
Hindsaddle Scrotum or udder Eye 
 
Hip Ribs Ear 
 
Dock Foreleg Forehead 
 
Twist Brisket Poll 
 
Thigh 

 
VIII. Sheep selection is different from selecting other meat animals since wool is also an 

important product and affects the evaluation 
 

(Note:  The fleece also makes it more difficult to judge conformation.) 
 

IX. Methods of selection 
 

(Note:  Combining two or more of the following is common.) 
 

A. Appearance--Most common method 
 

B. Pedigree--Selection based on ancestors 
 

C. Show-ring winnings--Generally only used with purebred animals 
 

D. Production records 
 
1. Selection based on records kept of performance and/or progeny 
 
2. Primarily used for rams 

 
(Note:  Production testing for sheep has been fairly limited.) 

 
X. Heritability percentages for economically important traits 

 
(Note:  The higher the percentage, the faster a flock can be improved by selection for that 
trait.  Forty percent and above is generally considered a high heritability, between 20% 
and 39% medium, and under 20% is low.) 

 
(Caution:  These are estimates only.  Actual percentages will vary.) 
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Characteristic Percentage Level 
 

A. Face covering 56% High 

B. Loin eye area 53% 

C. Staple length (yearling) 47% 

D. Yearling weight 40% 

E. Skin folds 40% 

F. Grease fleece weight 38% Moderate 

G. Fleece grade 35% 

H. Birth weight 30% 

I. Weaning weight and rate of gain 30% 

J. Milk Yield 26% 

K. Finish or condition at weaning 17% Low 

L. Multiple births and other  
reproductive traits 15% 

M. Conformation at weaning 10% 

 
XI. Calculate annual progress based on genetic selection--Progress is calculated by 

multiplying heritability by the selection differential and then multiplying by the amount 
contributed from the animal selected  (Assignment Sheet 1) 

 
(Note:  Selection differential can be much higher in rams than ewes, because fewer rams 
need to be kept and therefore selection can be more rigid.) 

 
Example: Goal--improvement in yearling weights 

Procedure--select ewes weighing 5 pounds more than the herd average 
as yearlings 

  --select rams weighing 20 pounds more than the herd average 
as yearlings 

 
Selection differential for ewes   5 lb 
Heritability estimate (40%) x         .4 
Expected increase from females   2 lb 
Contribute 1/2 to offspring x .5 
Ewe contribution   1 lb 
 
Selection differential for rams  20 lb 
Heritability estimate (40%) x .4 
Expected increase from males   8 lb 
Contribute 1/2 to offspring x .5 
Ram contribution   4 lb 
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Expected increase in yearling weights of progeny              5 lb 
 

(Note:  While selection for heredity is important, overall genetic improvement only 
accounts for about 30% compared to an overall of 70% for environmental and 
management factors.  This is why it is also important to select among animals in the same 
environmental conditions.) 

 
XII. Desirable characteristics of breeding sheep 

 
A. Healthy, vigorous 
 
B. Soundness (mouth, udder, feet) 
 
C. Uniformity 

 
D. Body conformation--Straight and strong in topline, well balanced, stands 

straight on legs, large for breed, good body length, free from excess fat 
 

XIII. Characteristics to avoid when selecting breeding animals 
 

(Note:  These characteristics should be avoided when selecting breeding animals.) 
 

A. Missing teeth 
 
B. Overshot or undershot jaw 
 
C. Extreme fatness or thinness 
 
D. Lumps or swelling under chin 
 
E. Wool covering face 
 
F. Fine-boned 
 
G. Narrow, short or shallow bodied 
 
H. Ragged, coarse or open fleeces 
 
I. Excessive skin folds 
 
J. Abnormal testicles 
 
K. Unsound feet and legs 

 
XIV. Indicators of finish and muscling in market lambs  (Transparencies 2, 3) 

 
A. Finish  (Transparency 2) 

 
1. Deep, full breast 
 
2. Fat over ribs behind shoulder 
 
3. Fat over top of shoulders 
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4. Fat over the backbone 

5. Fat around the dock 

6. Full, deep flank 

7. Deep body 

8. Square back 

9. Deep twist 

10. Deep, wide belly 

11. Narrow stance 

B. Muscling  (Transparency 3) 

1. Bulging shoulders and forearms 

2. Wide leg 

3. Bulging loin 

4. Widest through the stifle region 

5. Topline is widest at shoulders and rear legs 

6. Wide stance 

XV. Conformation of a meat-type sheep  (Transparency 4) 

A. Desirable conformation 

1. Large size 

2. Long body 

3. Adequate spring of rib 

4. Wide, muscular back and loin 

5. Widely set legs 

6. Adequate but not excessive chest depth 

7. Long and level rump 

8. Full, thick, muscular leg 
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9. Large bone 
 

(Note:  Heavier boned sheep have more muscling.  Rams need more 
rugged bone than ewes.  The best place to determine the amount of 
bone is at the cannon bone.) 

 
10. "Coke bottle" shaped with a trim neck blending into prominent 

shoulders when viewed from the top.  
 

XVI. Wool type versus meat type lamb 
 

(Note:  Modern breeding efforts have gone a long way towards combining the ideal meat-
type and wool-type sheep into one animal.) 

 
XVII. Factors used to evaluate wool quality 

A. Fineness 

B. Staple length 

C. Density and uniformity 

(Note:  Fleece is usually the most dense at the top and gets less dense towards 
the belly.) 

 
D. Crimp 

E. Amount of yolk 

F. Purity 

G. Amount of foreign matter 

H. Shrinkage 

XVIII. Ideal fleece--Fleece fibers should be long with a fine, distinct crimp; the fleece should be 
dense, sound and uniform in length and fineness and should be bright and clean with a 
medium amount of yolk; it should contain no black fibers or kemp 

 
(Note:  Black fleeces are becoming more popular and actually are worth more if a market 
can be found.) 

 
XIX. Procedure for handling a sheep for evaluation 

A. Use pads of fingers and keep fingers extended and together 

B. Be gentle--do not jab or shove 

C. Weave fingertips through the wool before applying pressure 

D. Check fat covering over back by pressing lightly 

E. Place hands on points of shoulders to determine width and fat covering 
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F. Feel firmness of brisket and determine depth of chest 
 
G. Grasp hind leg with fingers on the inside and thumbs on the outside to determine 

degree of muscling 
 
H. Check width of back, loin and rump 
 
I. Measure depth of twist with one hand on the top of the rump and the other in the 

middle of the thighs 
 
J. Part fleece well down on the side of the sheep with the back of the hands 
 

(Note:  Parting the fleece on the back allows water to run into it.) 
 

XX. Determining the age of sheep  (Transparency 5) 
 

(Note:  A sheep has an upper dental pad with no upper incisors.) 

A. A lamb has eight temporary incisors in front 

B. A yearling has one pair of permanent incisors 

C. A 2-year-old has one pair of permanent incisors 

D. A 3-year-old has three pairs of permanent incisors 

E. A 4-year-old has four pairs of permanent incisors 

F. As sheep get older the teeth wear down and start to break out 

G. A sheep with no incisors is called a gummer 

XXI. Quality grades  (Handout #1 and Transparency 6) 
 

A. Similar to beef but depend more on maturity.  The grades for lamb include 
Prime, Choice, Select, Utility and Cull 

 
B. There are three maturity grades 

1. Lamb 

2. Yearling mutton 

3. Mutton 

C. Consumers in the U.S. demand almost exclusively lamb.  Most lambs grade 
Choice 
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XXII. Comparing yield grades  (Transparency 7) 

(Note:  Both lambs compared in this example have a choice quality grade.) 

A. Yield grade 2 

1. Thick muscling with little fat 

2. High proportion of lean to bone 

3. Legs are thick through stifle region and lamb has a wide stance 

4. Forearm is thick and plump 

5. Back is rounded 

B. Yield grade 4 

1. Thin muscling with a lot of fat 

2. Legs are thinner with little muscling 

3. Stance is narrower 

4. Flank and brisket are fuller or wastier 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL PROGRESS FROM GENETIC SELECTION 

 
Name________________________________________ Score__________________________ 
 
Sheep improvement is accomplished by providing the proper environment and by selecting animals with 
superior genetic potential.  Selection has not received major emphasis in sheep production, but can increase 
profits especially through selection of quality rams. 
 
Calculate the expected increase in fleece weight of the offspring of a ram that has a grease fleece weight 8 
pounds more than the flock average at weaning and ewes that have a grease fleece weight 3 pounds more 
than the flock average at weaning.  Use a 38% heritability for grease fleece weight. 
 
 
Calculations for ewe contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ewe contribution  ___________________________________  
 
Calculations for ram contribution: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ram contribution  ___________________________________  
 
 
 Expected increase in grease fleece weights  ___________________________________  
 
 
If the flock grease fleece weight average was 10 
pounds, what would the new expected average be?  ___________________________________  
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-E 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 – EVALUATE AND PLACE 
A CLASS OF FOUR MARKET LAMBS 

 
Name ____________________________________   Score _____________________________ 
 
Based on your evaluation of four lambs (either on slides or live), place them in order form most to least 
desirable. Mark your placing on the official scorecard below.  
 
Example: You have decided that No. 4 is the best, with No. 2 being the next best and No. 3 being 

the third best with No. 1 being the least desirable. You would mark the card as follows. 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--GIVE ORAL REASONS ON 
PLACINGS OF A CLASS OF FOUR LAMBS 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 

The ability to critically evaluate animals is greatly improved when a person is able to explain exactly 
why the animals were placed as they were.  Look again at the four lambs and review the specific 
reference points for muscling and finish.  Then write reasons for your placings before sharing them 
with the class.  Write your reasons on the page provided. 

 
Example:      "I placed this class of market lambs 4-1-3-2, feeling that this was definitely a two-pair 

class with 4 and 1 being the top pair and 3 and 2 being the bottom pair.  I started this 
class with 4 and placed it over 1 in a rather close placing.  4 is a longer, stretchier, 
meatier, hardier, firmer, straighter-lined, more correctly balanced, higher quality 
wether than 1.  4 stands wider and more correct on his rear legs and has a thicker, 
meatier, more heavily-muscled leg that has more muscle expression through the stifle 
and is especially thicker through both the inner and outer portions of the lower leg 
than 1.  4 is straighter and stronger-topped than 1 and is neater and trimmer through 
the breast and chest area, in the rear flank, and especially through the twist or crotch 
area than 1.  4 is a firmer-handling, more correctly finished, better balanced carcass 
and will yield a higher percentage of leg, loin and rack than 1.  However, I grant that 1 
is a larger, growthier wether that stands on more substance and ruggedness of bone.  1 
is wider through the chest floor than 4 and exhibits more constitution and capacity as 
viewed from the front than 4.  1 shows more muscle development through the arm and 
forearm than 4.  1 has more spring to the rear rib, is wider through the loin, is thicker 
through the top part of the leg and is deeper in the twist than 4.  1 is also a bit trimmer 
and tighter along the underline than 4. 

 
For my middle pair I placed 1 over 3 in the easiest placing in the class.  1 is a bigger, 
more rugged, stouter wether than 3 and has more size and scale, length of body, 
capacity and ruggedness.  1 is wider through the chest floor, shows more spread and 
thickness all down the top being thicker over the shoulders with more spring to the 
fore-rib and rear rib, thicker over the loin and exhibits more muscling and meatiness 
through the top part of the leg and through the stifle than 3.  1 stands on more 
substance of bone and is firmer and more correctly finished over the ribs, back and 
through the leg than 3.  1 is trimmer-middled than 3 as viewed from the rear and will 
hang a longer, thicker, meatier, more heavily muscled carcass than 3 and will have a 
greater percentage of lean meat and muscle in the high-priced cuts.  However, I grant 
that 3 is a bit stronger-topped than 1.  3 is more level at the rump than 1 and is squarer 
at the dock.  3 is also thicker through the lower leg than 1, especially through the 
inner portion. 

 
In the bottom pair, I placed 3 over 1 in a very close placing.  3 is a thicker, meatier, 
and more heavily muscled wether than 2.  3 stands wider on both the front and rear 
legs than 2 and stands on more substance of bone.  3 is thicker over the fore-rib and 
rear rib, wider at the loin and shows more over-all spread, spring, expression and 
muscling down the top than 2.  3 is squarer at the dock, drops down into a deeper leg 
than 2 and is thicker and meatier through the top and through the stifle muscle area.  3 
will hang a thicker, meatier, more heavily muscled carcass than 2.  However, I grant 
that 2 is stronger-topped, longer through the rib, loin and rump and is a harder, firmer-
handling, more correctly finished wether than 3.  2 is neater through the breast and 
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chest, cleaner and tighter through the middle and particularly trimmer through the 
twist than 3.  2 is also thicker on the outside of the lower leg than 3. 

 
I placed 2 at the bottom of the class because it is a narrow-topped, light-muscled lamb 
that lacks the size, scale, substance of bone and total muscle volume and would hang 
the least desirable carcass of any lamb in the class. 

 
From Roger E. Hunsley, et al, Livestock Judging, Selection and Evaluation, 2nd edition, Interstate 
Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois, 1978.  Used with permission. 
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 
 

Write reasons for placings: 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________________  
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140-E 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 – EVALUATE LIVE MARKET  
LAMBS FOR QUALITY AND YIELD GRADES 

 
Name ______________________________________  Score ___________________________ 
 
Using the grading sheet below, estimate the quality and yield grades of market lambs. 
 
(Note: A packing plant would be the best place to do this since the actual yield and quality grades could 
then be determined after slaughter.) 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 

 
ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS 

 
Assignment Sheet #1 
 
Ewe contribution       .57 lb 
Ram contribution       1.52 lb 
Expected increase in grease fleece weights    2.09 lb 
 
New flock average      12.09 lb 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #2 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
 
Assignment Sheet #3 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
 
Assignment Sheet #4 
 
Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 
 

AG 140 - E 
 

UNIT TEST 
 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
   1. Match the terms on the right to their definitions. 
 
 ____a. Amount of wool fibers per square inch  1. Wether 
 
 ____b. Area between the thighs    2. Ram 
 
 ____c. Lock of individual wool fibers   3. Crimp 
 
 ____d. Combination of characteristics which make an  
  animal most useful for a specific purpose  4. Kemp 
 
 ____e. Top of mouth sticks out past the bottom teeth; 
  also called parrot mouth    5. Staple 

 ____f. Female sheep     6. Overshot 
 
 ____g. Amount of fat covering an animal   7. Spring of rib 
 
 ____h. Uncastrated male sheep    8. Ewe 
 
 ____i. Quality of having large bones and frame  9. Progeny 
 
 ____j. Meat of a sheep over one year of age  10. Fleece 
 
 ____k. The amount the ribs arch out from the backbone 11. Condition 
 
 ____l. Difference between a trait of a particular animal  
  and the average of all the animals from which it 
  was chosen     12. Polled 
 
 ____m. Wool from a sheep    13. Incisors 
 
 ____n. Percentage of differences in a trait that can  
  be explained by inheritance as opposed to 
  environment     14. Ruggedness 
 
 ____o. Chalky white, brittle, weak fibers which will not  
  take dye      15. Heritability 
 
 ____p. Natural "grease" occurring in the wool  16. Yolk 
 
 ____q. Lower front teeth     17. Density 
 
 ____r. The waves in the wool fiber   18. Conformation 
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 ____s. The shape and size of the parts of an animal  
  and how they are put together   19. Pelt 
 

____t. Bottom teeth stick out past the top pad of 
  the sheep     20. Twist 
 
 ____u. Hide and fur of an animal    21. Type 
 
 ____v. Naturally without horns    22. Selection differential 
 
 ____w. Offspring     23. Mutton 
 
 ____x. Castrated male sheep    24. Undershot 
 
   2. List five advantages of sheep production. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 e._____________________________________________________________________________ 
  
   3. List five disadvantages of sheep production. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 e._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   4. Describe five major breeds of sheep including origin and characteristics. 
 

Breed Origin Characteristics 
 

a.   

 

 
b.   
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Breed Origin Characteristics 
 

c.   

 

 
d.   

 

 
e.   

 
 

 
   5. Match the six breed classifications by wool type on the right to their correct descriptions. 
 
 _______a. Produce coarse, wiry tough fleece       1. Fine wool breeds 
 
 _______b. Produce medium wool, but are better suited to  
   the western range than other medium wool breeds;     2. Medium wool  
   Produce better range lambs than the fine wool   breeds 
   breeds and have better herding tendencies than  
   the medium or long wool breeds; 70% of the emphasis 
   is on body conformation and 30% is on wool quality      3. Long wool breeds 
 
 _______c. Bred primarily for meat; Largest of all breeds; 
   Coarse, long wool; Slow maturing and need       4. Crossbred medium 
   abundant feed; Adapted to wet climates   wool breeds 
 
 _______d. Produce soft, fine pelts; Taken from very young  
   lambs          5. Carpet wool breeds 
 
 _______e. Bred primarily for meat, with some emphasis on  
   wool; Wool is in between coarse long wool breeds     6. Fur breeds 
   and dense fine wool breeds; 85% to 95% of the   
   emphasis is on body conformation and 5% to 15%  
   is on wool quality 
 
 _______f. Bred primarily for wool production; About equal 
   emphasis is placed on wool quality and body  
   conformation when judging 
 
   6. Distinguish between the characteristics of ewe breeds (E) and ram breeds (R) by placing an E or 

an R in front of the appropriate characteristic. 
 

_______a. Primary source of breeding rams 
 
_______b. Selected for meat production 
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_______c. Selected for carcass quality _______f. Selected for growthiness 
 
_______d. Selected for reproductive efficiency _______g. Selected for wool production 
 
_______e. Selected for milking ability _______h. White-faced sheep 

 
   7. Label the parts of the sheep below. 

 
 
 a. ________________________________  m. ________________________________ 

 b. ________________________________  n.  ________________________________ 

c. ________________________________  o.  ________________________________ 

d. ________________________________  p.  ________________________________ 

e. ________________________________  q.  ________________________________ 

f. ________________________________  r.   ________________________________

 g. ________________________________  s.   ________________________________

 h. ________________________________   t.    ________________________________

 i.  ________________________________  u.   ________________________________

 j.  ________________________________  v.   ________________________________

 k. ________________________________  w.  ________________________________

 l.  ________________________________  x.   ________________________________ 

       y.   ________________________________ 
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   8. Describe the primary difference between sheep selection and the selection of other meat animals. 

 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   9. Identify the four basic selection methods that are being used in the following examples.   
 
 a.___________________________________________ Choosing a ram with a well-muscled leg 
        over a ram with less leg muscling. 
 
 b.___________________________________________ Choosing all rams related to one 
        particularly outstanding sire. 
 
 c.___________________________________________ Choosing a ram that had sired offspring 
        with a high weaning weight. 
 
 d.___________________________________________ Choosing a grand champion ewe. 
 
   10. Match the heritability levels on the right to the appropriate traits. 
 (Note:  Heritability levels will be used more than once.) 
 
 _______a. Multiple births and other    1. High 
   reproductive traits 
        2. Moderate 
 _______b. Birth weight 
        3. Low 
 _______c. Milk yield 
 
 _______d. Face covering 
 
 _______e. Fleece grade 
 
 _______f. Skin folds 
 
 _______g. Finish or condition at weaning 
 
 _______h. Grease fleece weight 
 
 _______i. Weaning weight and rate of gain 
 
 _______j. Yearling weight 
 
 _______k. Staple length (yearling) 
 
 _______l. Loin eye area 
 
 _______m. Conformation at weaning 
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   11. Calculate the estimated increase in yearling weights due to genetic selection in the following 
 example. 
 

Ewes weighed 10 pounds more than the average as yearlings and rams weighed 30 pounds more 
than the average as yearlings.  Yearling weight has a heritability of 40%. 

 
 
 
 Estimated increase_______________________________ 
 
   12. List the desirable characteristics of breeding sheep. 
 
 a.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d  . ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
   13. List six characteristics to avoid when selecting breeding stock. 
 
 a.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 f.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
   14. Distinguish between indicators of finish (F) and indicators of muscling (M) by putting an F or an 

M in front of the appropriate indicators. 
 
 _______a. Fat over ribs behind shoulder 
 
 _______b. Deep twist 
 
 _______c. Full, deep flank 
 
 _______d. Wide leg 
 
 _______e. Square back 
 
 _______f. Deep body 
 
 _______g. Widest through the stifle region 
 
 _______h. Bulging loin 
 
 _______i. Fat around the dock 
 
 _______j. Topline is widest at shoulders and rear legs 
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 _______k. Fat over the backbone  
 
 _______l. Deep, wide belly 
 
 _______m. Deep, full breast 
 
 _______n. Narrow stance 
 
 _______o. Wide stance 
 
 _______p. Bulging shoulders and forearms 
 
   15. Describe the desirable conformation for a meat-type sheep. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   16. Describe the typical difference in conformation between the wool-type lamb and the meat-type 

lamb. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   17. List five factors used to evaluate wool quality. 

 a.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e.   ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
   18. Describe the ideal fleece. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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   19. Describe a procedure for handling a sheep for evaluation by circling or writing in the words or 
statements that complete the following: 
 
The examination should be done with the a.  (tips; pads) of the fingers with the fingers  
 
extended and b. (together; separated).  Fingertips should be c.  (weaved into the wool; kept on  
 
top of the wool) to apply pressure.  Fat covering over the back must be checked by pressing d.  
 
(firmly; lightly).  Hands should then be placed on the e. ________________________ of the 
 
shoulders to determine f._______________________ and fat covering.  Next feel the firmness of  
 
the g._______________________ and determine the depth of the chest.  Grasp the hind leg with the  
 
fingers on the h.__________________ and the thumbs on the i._____________________ to  
 
determine the j.______________________________________.  Then check the width of the  
 
back, k.__________________________ and rump.  Measure the depth of the  
 
l._________________________ with one hand on the top of the rump and the other in the  
 
middle of the thighs.  Part the fleece m.  (well down on the side; on the back) to check for quality.   
 
Part the fleece using the n.  (palms; back) of the hands. 
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   20. Identify the age of the sheep as indicated by the mouths pictures. The ages are lamb, yearling,  
 2 –year old, 3 year old, 4 year old and old sheep. 
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   21.  Distinguish among the four slaughter lambs below by writing their quality grades. 
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   22. Distinguish between the yield grade 2 and yield grade 4 lambs pictured below by writing yield 
grade 2 or 4 by the appropriate lamb. 
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SHEEP EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

 
AG 140 - E 

 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
 
1. a. 17  g. 11  m. 10  s. 18 
 b. 20  h. 2  n. 15  t. 24 
 c. 5  i. 14  o. 4  u. 19 
 d. 21  j. 23  p. 16  v. 12 
 e. 6  k. 7  q. 13  w. 9 
 f. 8  l. 22  r. 3  x. 1 
 
2. Answer should include five of the following: 
 

Sheep make good use of western arid range lands; Sheep are more efficient converters of roughage 
than cattle; Sheep produce both lamb and wool; Lambs are ready to market only 8 to 10 months 
after breeding ewes; Sheep manure is better for the land than other types of livestock manure; 
Investment costs are often less than with other types of livestock; Palatable lamb can be produced 
solely from milk and roughage 

 
3. Answer should include five of the following: 
 

Consumption of lamb has declined; Wool prices often fluctuate because of the effect of political 
decisions; Sheep are easily subject to attack by wild animals; Sheep are quite susceptible to diseases 
and parasites; Synthetic fabrics lower the demand for wool; Good sheep herders are hard to find 

 
4. Answer should include five of the following: 
 
 Breed   Origin  Characteristics 
 

Merino   Spain  Fine wool; white face and legs; pink skin; reddish 
lips and nostrils; mature size: rams 175#, ewes 125#; 
rams horned; ewes polled 

 
 Rambouillet  France  Fine wool; white face and legs; flesh colored lips and  

nostrils; ewes polled, rams polled or horned; size:  
rams 250#, ewes 150-225#; will breed out of season 

 
 Suffolk   England  Medium wool; polled; black face, ears, and legs; ears  

large and slightly drooped; no wool on face, legs and 
ears; size:  rams 275#, ewes 200#; excellent ram or 
meat-type breed 

 
 Hampshire  England  Medium wool; polled; brown or black face, ears and  

legs; ears are large and slightly drooped; size:  rams 
275#, ewes 175-200# 
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Breed   Origin  Characteristics 
 
 Southdown  England  Medium wool; polled; light gray face, ears and nose; 

one of the smaller breeds; size:  rams 185-200#, ewes 
135-155# 

 
 Shropshire  England  Medium wool; brown face, ears and legs; black 

hooves; medium in size:  rams 225#, ewes 165# 
 
 Dorset   England  Medium wool; horned or polled; white face, ears, 

nostrils and legs; medium in size:  rams 225#, ewes 
175#; will breed out of season 

 
 Panama   Idaho  Crossbred medium wool; cross between Rambouillet  

rams and Lincoln ewes; white; polled; large; valued 
primarily as a ewe breed, but does produce a highly 
desirable carcass; very similar to Columbia breed 

 
 Targhee   Idaho  Crossbred medium wool; white; polled; open-faced 

and medium in size; prolific and well adapted to 
range conditions; heavy fleece with a long staple 
wool; fleece is the finest of the crossbred medium 
wool breeds 

 
 Columbia  Wyoming Crossbred medium wool; cross  
    and Idaho between Lincoln rams and Rambouillet ewes; similar 

to Panama breed 
 
 Polypay   Idaho  Crossbred medium wool; cross of Rambouillet,  

Finnsheep, Targhee and Dorset sheep; excellent lamb 
production breed with high potential for twice-a-year 
lambing; quality carcass 

 
 Lincoln   England  Long wool; polled; white with fleece covering much 

of face and legs; largest breed of sheep; heavily 
fleeced; primarily used in crossbreeding programs 

 
5. a. 5  d. 6 
 b. 4  e. 2 
 c. 3  f. 1 
 
6. a. R  e. E 
 b. R  f. R 
 c. R  g. E 
 d. E  h. E 
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7. a. Hindsaddle j. Pastern   r. Eye 
 b. Rump  k. Scrotum or udder  s. Ear 
 c. Hip  l. Ribs   t. Forehead 
 d. Dock  m. Foreleg   u. Poll 
 e. Twist  n. Brisket   v. Neck 
 f. Thigh  o. Breast   w. Back 
 g. Hind leg  p. Muzzle   x. Shoulder 
 h. Flank  q. Face   y. Loin 
 i. Cannon bone 
 
8. Sheep selection is different from selecting other meat animals since wool is also an important 

product and affects the evaluation 
 
9. a. Appearance 
 b. Pedigree 
 c. Production records 
 d. Show-ring winnings 

10. a. 3 e. 2 h. 2 k. 1 
 b. 2 f. 1 i. 2 l. 1 
 c. 2 g. 3 j. 1 m. 3 
 d. 1 
 
11. 8 pounds (Ewe contribution of 2 pounds and a ram contribution of 6 pounds) 
 
12. Healthy, vigorous; Soundness (mouth, udder, feet); Uniformity; Body conformation--Straight and 

strong in topline, well balanced, stands straight on legs, large for breed, good body length, free from 
excess fat 

 
13. Answer should include six of the following: 
 

Missing teeth; Overshot or undershot jaw; Extreme fatness or thinness; Lumps or swelling under 
chin; Wool covering face; Fine-boned; Narrow, short or shallow bodied; Ragged, coarse or open 
fleeces; Excessive skin folds; Abnormal testicles; Unsound feet and legs 

 
14. a. F  e. F  i. F  m. F 
 b. F  f. F  j. M  n. F 
 c. F  g. M  k. F  o. M 
 d. M  h. M  l. F  p. M 
 
15. Answer should include the following: 
 

Large size; Long body; Adequate spring of rib; Wide, muscular back and loin; Widely set legs; 
Adequate but not excessive chest depth; Long and level rump; Full, thick, muscular leg; Large 
bone; "Coke bottle" shaped with a trim neck blending into prominent shoulders when viewed from 
the top 

 
16. The wool-type lamb is generally more angular with less muscling than the meat-type lamb 
 
17. Answer should include five of the following: 
 

Fineness; Staple length; Density and uniformity; Crimp; Amount of yolk; Purity; Amount of 
foreign matter; Shrinkage 
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18. Fleece fibers should be long with a fine, distinct crimp; the fleece should be dense, sound and 
 uniform in length and fineness and should be bright and clean with a medium amount of yolk; it 
 should contain no black fibers or kemp 
 
19. a. Pads   f. Width  k. Loin 
 b. Together  g. Brisket  l. Twist 
 c. Weaved into the wool h. Inside  m. Well down on the side 
 d. Lightly   i. Outside  n. Back 
 e. Points   j. Degree of muscling 
 
20. a. 2-year-old  d. Lamb 
 b. Old sheep  e. 3-year-old 
 c. Yearling   f. 4-year-old 
 
21. a. Choice 
 b. Prime 
 c. Select 
 d. Utility 
 
 
 
22. a. Yield grade 2 
 b. Yield grade 4 
 c. Yield grade 4 
 d. Yield grade 2 
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HORSES AND HORSEMANSHIP 
 

AG 140 - F 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 

After completion of this unit, students should be able to describe and/or demonstrate how to care for a 
horse and horse related equipment.  Students should also be able to select quality horses and determine age 
by inspecting teeth.  This knowledge will be demonstrated by completion of assignment sheets, laboratory 
exercises and unit test with a minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 
After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 
 1. Match terms associated with horses and horsemanship to their correct definitions. 

 2. List and describe five major breeds of horses including origin, uses and characteristics.   

 3. Label the parts of a horse. 

 4. Describe procedures for determining common measurements pertinent to a horse. 

 5. List eight common items of horse-related tack and equipment. 

 6. Identify parts of the western bridle. 

 7. Match parts of the western saddle. 

 8. Describe ways to store saddles and bridles. 

 9. List five reasons for grooming a horse. 

 10. Match grooming equipment and uses. 

 11. Select safety factors to consider when around horses. 

 12. Select steps to take in physically approaching a horse. 

 13. Match ages of a horse to descriptions of teeth representative of specific ages. 

 14. Describe the ideal stock horse as viewed from the side, front and rear. 

 15. Complete a chart on desirable and undesirable characteristics of a horse. 

 16. Describe a system of examination and characteristics for judging. 

 17. Demonstrate the ability to: 

  a. Clean tack. 

  b. Groom a horse. 

  c. Determine age of a horse by examining teeth. 

  d. Determine height, weight, girth and bone. 
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HORSES AND HORSEMANSHIP 
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 

I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of materials. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives. 
 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets and laboratory exercises. 
 
  E. Have students write to horse breed associations for information and pictures. 
 
  F. Obtain and show slides of horses for judging. 
 
  G. Arrange a field trip to a horse ranch or stable. 
 
  H. Design a game for teaching parts of a horse. 
 
   (Note:  A transparency projected onto the chalkboard makes a useful learning 

device.) 
 
  I. Identify horse enthusiasts in the community and invite them to speak to the 

class. 
 
  J. Prepare a bulletin board using pictures from breed associations. 
 
  K. Have students bring in specific items of tack and discuss their use. 
 
  L. Have students demonstrate safety practices to observe around horses. 
 
  M. Demonstrate laboratory exercise procedures. 
 
  N. Review and give test. 
 
  O. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheets 
 
  D. Transparency masters 
 
   1. TM 1--Parts of the Horse 
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   2. TM 2--Horse Tooth 
 
   3. TM 3--Determining Age by Examining Teeth 
 
   4. TM 4--Determining Age by Examining Teeth (continued) 
 
   5. TM 5--Ideal Stock Horse Conformation 
 
   6. TM 6--Unsoundness of the Front Leg 
 
   7. TM 7--Conformation Faults of Front Legs 
 
   8. TM 8--Conformation Faults of Hind Legs 
 
  E. Assignment sheet 
 
   1. AS 1--Complete a Chart on Breeds of Horses 
 
  F. Laboratory exercises 
 
   1. LE 1--Clean Tack 
 
   2. LE 2--Groom a Horse 
 
   3. LE 3--Determine Age of a Horse by Examining Teeth 
 
   4. LE 4--Determine Height, Weight, Girth and Bone 
 
  G. Test 
 
  H. Answers to test 
 

III. Unit references: 
 

A. Instructional Materials for Vocational Agriculture.  Vocational Instructional 
Services, Agricultural Education Department, Texas A & M University,  
College Station, Texas. 

 
B. National 4-H Council, Horses and Horsemanship.  Cooperative Extension 

Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 1965. 
 
C. Rudolph, James A.,  Equine Management and Production.  Curriculum and 

Instructional Materials Center, Oklahoma State Board of Vocational Technical 
Education,  Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1980. 
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INFORMATION SHEET 
 

I. Terms and definitions 
 

A. Hand--Unit of measurement in determining height of a horse; one hand equals 4 
inches 

 
B. Sound--Being in healthy, proper condition; having correct skeletal structure 
 
C. Conformation--The shape and size of the parts of an animal and how these parts 

fit together 
 
D. Breed association--Organization of purebred producers united in promotion of a 

specific breed of animal 
 
E. Girth--Circumference of an animal measured directly behind the shoulder 
 
 (Note:  Girth is used as an indication of body capacity.) 
 
F. Bone--Circumference of a horse's cannon bone; used as an indicator of skeletal 

size and structural soundness 
 
G. Tack--Equipment used in the care and use of horses 
 
H. Milk teeth--First teeth present on a horse; present from birth to 2 1/2 years 
 
I. Centrals--Permanent teeth of a horse located in the central part of the mouth 
 
J. Laterals--Permanent teeth of a horse located on outer edges of mouth 
 
K. Cups--Indentations in horse's teeth; exhibit progressive wear with age 
 
L. Parrot-mouth--Condition on a horse when top of mouth sticks out over bottom 

teeth 
 
M. Scurf--Scaly, dirty skin on a horse 
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 II. Major breeds of horses 
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 II. Major breeds of horses (cont.) 
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 II. Major breeds of horses (cont.) 
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III. Parts of the horse  (Transparency 1) 
 
  Throat latch   Loin   Gaskin 

 
Mouth    Rump   Stifle 

 
  Muzzle    Point of hip  Flank 
 
  Nostril    Tailhead   Heart girth 
 
  Nose    Buttock   Hoof 
 
  Face    Thigh   Coronet 
 
  Forehead   Hock   Knee 
 
  Poll    Pastern   Forearm 
 
  Crest    Fetlock   Chest 
 
  Withers    Ankle   Point of shoulder 
 
  Back    Cannon   Shoulder 
 
  Neck 
 

IV. Procedures for determining common measurements pertinent to a horse 
 

A. Height--Determined by measuring vertical distance from withers to ground; 
usually expressed in "hands", each "hand" being four inches 

 
Example: If a horse is 58 in. tall, it is said to be 14-2 hands (14 hands 

and 2 inches) 
 

B. Weight--Best determined by placing animal on scales; approximation may be 
made with weight tape; expressed in pounds 

 
C. Girth--Circumference of chest behind withers and in front of back; expressed in 

inches 
 

D. Bone--Usually expressed in inches by measuring circumference of cannon bone 
 

V. Common types of tack and equipment 
 
  A. Rubber curry comb 
 
  B. Root brush or steel curry comb 
 
  C. Body brush 
 
  D. Mane and tail comb 
 
  E. Sweat scraper 
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  F. Hoof pick or hook 
 
  G. Halter 
 
  H. Bridle 
 
  I. Grazing bit 
 
  J. Mechanical hackamore 
 
  K. Western stock saddle 
 
  L. Bit(s) 
 

VI. Parts of the western bridle 
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VII. Parts of a western saddle  
 

 
 
 
 

VIII. Storing saddles and bridles 
 
  A. Western saddles 
 

1. Hang with rope 
 
2. Place on saddle rack 

 
  B. Bridles--Hang on rack so bridle and reins will not get twisted 
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IX. Reasons for grooming a horse 
 
  A. Remove dirt from horse's hair 
 
  B. Stimulate skin 
 
  C. Aid in circulation 
 
  D. Give horse more attractive appearance 
 
  E. Guard against skin disorders 
 

X. Grooming equipment and uses 
 
  A. Hoof pick--Clean horse's hooves 
 

B. Rubber curry comb--Lift dry sweat and dirt from the skin and act as a body 
massage comb 

 
C. Spring steel curry comb--Remove dried mud and dirt from well-muscled parts of 

the body 
 

D. Rake or six bar curry comb--Remove mud and dirt from the coat with the side 
containing six rows of teeth; comb mane and tail with the single row of longer 
teeth 

 
(Caution:  Combing mane and tail with metal comb causes ends of hairs to break 
and split.) 

 
  E. Plastic massage comb--Massage skin and loosen dirt and scurf 
 
  F. Mane comb--Comb mane and tail 
 

G. Shed'n blade--Remove loose, matted hair with teeth down; scrape sweat with 
smooth side 

 
  H. Root brush--Remove dried sweat and dirt from thick coats 
 
  I. Body brush--Remove dust from short coats 
 
  J. Large animal clippers--Clip fetlock area and bridle path 
 

(Caution:  To allow horse to overcome fear of clippers, introduce clippers to 
horse in a slow, deliberate manner.) 

 
  K. Small animal clippers--Trim hair from ear, face and jaw 
 
  L. Roaching or fetlock shears--Trim fetlock and bridle path 
 
  M. Sweat scraper--Remove sweat and water (after a bath) 
 
  N. Cloth or rag--Increase shine by removing small particles missed by brushes 
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XI. Safety factors to consider when around horses 
 

A. Always speak to horse when approaching horse in close quarters; do not surprise 
your horse 

 
B. Make physical contact with a horse by first placing your hand on its shoulder 

and neck; do not dab at end of horse's nose 
 

C. Move in a slow deliberate manner, approaching horse from near (left) side if 
possible 

 
D. Lead a horse by walking slightly ahead of it on its near (left) side 

 
E. Tie horse to secure object, using quick release knot 

 
F. Tie horse far enough away from other horses so they cannot fight; do not crowd 

other horses 
 
  G. Always walk around horse, never under or over tie rope 
 
  H. Always untie lead shank before taking halter off horse 
 

I. Remove or return horse from or to stall by standing in line with door before 
passing through it 

 
J. Handle horse with confidence; the horse will be the first to sense if you are 

frightened 
 

K. Respect horse for its strength and ability 
 

L. Be considerate;  kindness and gentleness are important in getting the horse's 
cooperation 

 
M. Do not take chances of getting stepped on, kicked or bitten 

 
XII. Physical approach to the horse 

 
  A. Speak to the horse as you approach 
 
  B. Observe reactions of horse for indications of its intentions 
 
   (Note:  The ears are very good indicators.) 
 
  C. Avoid any quick or unexpected movements 
 
  D. Move toward horse slowly and quietly, but positively 
 
  E. Approach horse by moving to its shoulder 
 

(Note:  This is the safest location because a horse cannot paw or kick you in this 
area.) 

 
  F. Place hand on shoulder and rub gently to reassure horse 
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G. Hold halter shank in hand nearest the horse and halter in opposite hand if 
attempting to catch the horse 

 
(Caution:  Never surprise a horse from behind.  You are mostly likely to get 
kicked if you surprise a horse from the rear.) 

 
XIII. Stages of tooth development  (Transparencies 2, 3, 4) 

 
  A. First period--birth to 2 1/2 years 
 

1. Temporary or milk teeth 
 
2. Small; white with distinct neck 

 
  B. Second period--2 1/2 to 5 years 
 
   1. 2 1/2 years--temporary centrals loosen; permanent centrals erupt 
  
    (Note:  Age is most accurately determined from 2 - 5 years.) 
 
   2. 3 1/2 to 4 years--permanent laterals erupt 
 
   3. 4 1/2 to 5 years--permanent corners erupt 
 
  C. Third period--6 to 9 years 
 
   (Note:  Age during this stage is estimated by size, shape and disappearance of cups.) 
 
   1. 6 years--cups begin disappearing beginning with lower centrals 
 
   2. 8 years--cups have disappeared in lower centrals and laterals 
 
  D. Fourth stage--aged 
 

(Note:  After 9 years accuracy of age determination becomes much more 
difficult.) 

 
1. 10-12 years--angle of bite begins to slant outward; horse has a "smooth 

mouth" 
 
2. 15 years--dental stars are smaller but more distinct and centrally 

located 
 
3. 20-21 years--teeth are shorter; triangular in shape; noticeable spacing  

stars are larger; bite is even more slanted 
 

XIV. Ideal stock horse conformation  (Transparency 5) 
 
  A. Side view 
 

1. Feet should be round and proportionate in size to the animal's body and 
legs 

 
2. Forearm should be long 
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   3. Cannon should be short in length 
 
   4. Fore and hind cannon bones should be flat 
 
   5. Pasterns should be of moderate length 
 

6. Muscling in the legs should be well developed and defined in the 
forearm and gaskin and continue smoothly into hip and shoulder 

 
7. Shoulders should be well-muscled, tapering up into well defined 

withers 
8. Body should appear symmetrical and exhibit a long, well-muscled 

underline 
 
   9. Back should be short and well-muscled through the loin 
 

10. Rump should appear long and slope gradually from the top to the 
buttock 

 
11. Muscling should be pronounced through the round and thigh and into 

leg with a bulging stifle muscle 
 
   12. Neck should blend well into the shoulder 
 
   13. Neck should be slender, well-muscled and clean in the throat latch 
 
   14. Head should be small and blend into neck 
 
   15. Mouth should be shallow 
 
   16. Nostrils should be large 
 
   17. Ears should be small 
 
   18. Eyes should be large and set on corners of the head 
 
  B. Front view 
 
   1. Should stand up well on straight legs 
 

2. Front legs should be straight through knee and fetlocks with no turns in 
the joints 

 
   3. Legs should fit squarely into corners of shoulders 
 

4. Chest should appear deep and well-muscled, exhibiting a good "V" 
muscle 

 
   5. Head should look intelligent with alert ears and wide set eyes 
 
  C. Rear view 
 
   1. Overall shape of hindquarters should look like an apple 
 
   2. Widest point should be through the stifle 
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3. Stifle muscles should be well defined with hips sloping upward and 
inward,  rounding at the top 

 
4. Hind legs should be set wide apart but straight and in the center of the 

hip 
 

5. Gaskin should exhibit long, well defined muscling inside and outside 
 

XV. Desirable and undesirable characteristics of horse's anatomy and structure 
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XV. Desirable and undesirable characteristics of horse’s anatomy and structure (cont’d) 

 
XVI. System of examination and characteristics of judging (Transparencies 6, 7, 8) 
 

(Note: your primary goal should be to find the animal in the class that conforms most 
closely to the ideal type. Look for general appearance, type, balance and muscling. 
Observe from a distance of 25-30 feet for first impression.) 
 
A. Viewing from side 

 
1. Stature and scale 
 
2. Length 
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   3. Depth of heart girth and flanks 
 
   4. Carriage and shape of head and neck 
 
   5. Shortness of back and coupling 
 
   6. Levelness of top line 
 
   7. Length and straightness of underline 
 
   8. Height and shape of withers 
 
   9. Length and slope of shoulder 
 
   10. Position and conformation of knees 
 
   11. Turn of croup 
 

12. Set of tail 
 

  B. Viewing from front 
 
   1. Muscling 
 
   2. Temperament and disposition 
 
   3. Features of the head 
 
   4. Width and depth of chest 
 
   5. Position and conformation of forelegs and feet 
 
  C. Viewing from rear 
 
   1. Width and roundness of hips 
 
   2. Fullness of thigh and quarters 
 
   3. Position and conformation of hind legs 
 
  D. Viewing horse while in motion 
 
   1. Length 
 
   2. Directness 
 
   3. Promptness 
 
   4. Height 
 
   5. Spring 
   
   6. Regularity 
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   7. Straightness of movement of feet and legs 
 
  E. Viewing at close inspection 
 
   1. Unsoundness 
 
   2. Muscling 
 
   3. Quality of feet and legs 
 
   4. Withers 
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HORSES AND HORSEMANSHIP 
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--COMPLETE CHART ON BREEDS OF HORSES 
 

Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Most individuals have a preference for a certain breed or breeds.  Select three breeds of greatest interest to 
you and complete the chart. 
 
 

Breed Address of 
Breed Assoc. 

Place of Origin Color Distinguishing 
Characteristic 

Uses 
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LABORATORY EXERCISE #1--CLEAN TACK 
 

Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 

I. Equipment and materials 
 
  A. Saddle soap 
 
  B. Neatsfoot oil 
 
  C. Sponge 
 
  D. Soft, dry cloth 
 
  E. Small buckets for water 
 
  F. Leather equipment 
 

II. Procedure 
 
  A. Remove all loose particles 
 
  B. Rub dampened sponge on soap 
 
  C. Work lather into leather 
 
   (Note:  Apply to small area at a time.) 
 
  D. Wipe with clean sponge, squeezed as dry as possible 
 
  E. Polish leather with soft cloth 
 
   (Note:  Leather should be dry before polishing.) 
 
  F. Oil underneath portions of leather, especially seat jockey and fenders 
 
   (Caution:  Oil on light-colored saddles may cause spotting.) 
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HORSES AND HORSEMANSHIP 
 

AG 140 - F 
 
 

LABORATORY EXERCISE #2--GROOM A HORSE 
 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 

I. Equipment needed 
 
  A. Grooming tools 

 
1. Plastic massage comb 
 
2. Curry comb, spring steel or six bar 
 
3. Root brush or steel curry comb 
 
4. Body brush 
 
5. Mane comb 
 
6. Large animal clippers 
 
7. Small animal clippers 
 
8. Hoof pick 
 
9. Cloth or rag 

 
  B. Horse that needs grooming 
 

II. Procedure 
 

(Caution:  All grooming equipment is safe but may create situations of danger when used 
inappropriately.) 

 
  A. Start grooming procedure on left side of neck by using plastic massage comb 
 

(Note:  If dried mud or manure is present, a curry comb will have to be used 
first.) 

 
  B. Brush horse with massage comb, using a scrubbing motion 
 

C. Work your way backward, grooming carefully in areas that have bones near the 
surface 

 
  D. Stay near horse as you move backward, observing its reaction to the grooming 
 
  E. Use body or root brush when grooming over the hip bone and thigh area 
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  F. Walk back and away from the horse when changing sides 
 

(Caution:  You are passing from the line of vision of one eye to the other with a 
blind spot between.) 

 
  G. Brush off right side of horse in same manner as left side 
 

H. Repeat procedure used with massage comb; then, use root brush if hair is long or 
body brush if hair is short 

 
  I. Use short, flicking strokes to remove loose dirt and scurf 
 
   (Note:  The root or body brush will be good to use on head and face.) 
 
  J. Brush mane with massage comb and then comb with mane comb 
 
  K. Trim bridle path and fetlocks with large animal clippers 
 

(Note:  When trimming bridle path, approach area from behind horse's head 
rather than from in front.) 

 
  L. Trim head and face area with small animal clippers 
 
  M. Clean feet with hoof pick 
 
  N. Wipe horse with cloth or towel to increase shine 
 

(Note:  Steps in procedure may vary to some degree depending on individual 
preference.) 
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HORSES AND HORSEMANSHIP 
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LABORATORY EXERCISE #3 – DETERMINE AGE OF HORSE BY EXAMINING TEETH 
 
Name _______________________________________ Score ___________________________ 
 

I. Equipment and materials – Three horses of different ages 
 

II.   Procedure 
 

(Note: You may wish to review the information sheet pertaining to determination of age 
by examining teeth) 

 
A. Grasp lower jaw with left hand and tongue in right hand (Figure 1) 

 

 
 

B. Observe teeth to determine age 
 

C. Move to other horses and follow same procedure as in steps A and B 
 

D. Record your observations on the following table 
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 ESTIMATED AGE OBSERVATIONS 

Horse #1 

 

 

  

Horse #2 

 

 

  

Horse #3 
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LABORATORY EXERCISE #4--DETERMINE HEIGHT, WEIGHT, GIRTH AND BONE 
 

Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 

I. Equipment and materials 
 
  A. Three horses 
 
  B. Measuring stick 
 
  C. Measuring tape 
 
  D. Weight tape or scales 
 
 II. Procedure 
 

(Note:  You may wish to review the information sheet pertaining to normal 
measurements pertinent to a horse.) 

 
A. Determine height of each horse by placing stick in ground and cross-member 

over withers 
 
   (Note:  Make sure horse is standing squarely and on level ground.) 
 
  B. Determine weight by measuring with weight tape or by placing horse on scales 
 
  C. Determine girth and bone by measuring with tape 
 
  D. Move to other horses and follow same procedure as in steps A - C 
 

E. Record your measurements on the following table 
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MEASUREMENTS 
 

 Height Weight Girth Bone 

Horse #1 

 

 

    

Horse #2 

 

 

    

Horse #3 
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UNIT TEST 
 

Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
   1. Match the terms on the right to their correct definitions. 
 
 _____a.   Permanent teeth of a horse located on outer edges  
    of mouth      1. Hand 
 
 _____b.   Indentations in horse's teeth; exhibit progressive 
    wear with age      2. Sound 
 
 _____c.   Circumference of a horse's cannon bone; used as an  
    indicator of skeletal size and structural soundness  3. Centrals 
 
 _____d.   Being in healthy, proper condition; having correct 
    skeletal structure     4. Laterals 
 
 _____e.   Equipment used in the care and use of horses  5. Girth 
 
 _____f.   First teeth present on a horse; present from birth  
    to 2 1/2 years      6. Conformation 
 
 _____g.   Unit of measurement in determining height of a  
    horse; equals 4 inches     7. Parrot-mouth 
 
 _____h.   The shape and size of the parts of an animal and  
    how these parts fit together    8. Breed association 
 
 _____i.   Condition on a horse when top of mouth sticks out  
    over bottom teeth     9. Cups 
 
 _____j.   Permanent teeth of a horse located in the central  
    part of the mouth     10. Tack 
 
 _____k.   Circumference of an animal measured directly  
    behind the shoulder     11. Milk teeth 
 
 _____l.   Organization of purebred producers united in  
    promotion of a specific breed of animal   12. Bone 
 
 _____m.   Scaly, dirty skin on a horse    13. Scurf 
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   2. List and describe five major breeds of horses including origin, uses and characteristics. 
 

Breed Origin Uses Characteristics 

a.    

  

  

  

b.    

  

  

  

c.    

  

  

  

d.    

  

  

  

e.    
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   3.  Label the parts of the horse below by writing the correct names in the blanks provided. 

 
a. _________________________ l. _________________________  w. ________________________ 

b. _________________________ m. _________________________  x. _________________________ 

c. _________________________ n. _________________________  y. _________________________ 

d. _________________________ o. _________________________  z. _________________________ 

e. _________________________ p. _________________________  aa. ________________________ 

f. _________________________ q. _________________________  bb. ________________________ 

g. _________________________ r. _________________________  cc. ________________________ 

h. _________________________ s. _________________________  dd. ________________________ 

i. _________________________ t. _________________________  ee. ________________________ 

j. _________________________ u. _________________________  ff. _________________________ 

k. _________________________ v. _________________________  gg. ________________________ 

 hh. ________________________ 
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   4. Describe procedures for determining common measurements pertinent to a horse 

 
 a. Height_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b. Weight_________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c. Girth__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d. Bone___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   5. List 8 common items of horse-related tack and equipment. 
 
 a._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 b._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 c._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 d._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 e._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 f._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 g._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 h._____________________________________________________________________________ 
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   6.  Identify the parts of the western bridle by writing the correct names in blanks provided. 

 
 a. ______________________________  f. ______________________________ 

 b. ______________________________  g. ______________________________ 

 c. ______________________________  h. ______________________________ 

 d. ______________________________  i. ______________________________ 

 e. ______________________________  j. ______________________________ 

 
   7. Match the parts of the western saddle to the correct names. Place the correct numbers in the  

blanks provided. 

 
_____a. Stirrup Leather    _____h.  Stirrup 

_____b. Front tie strap or cinch strap  _____i.  Fender or Sudadero 
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_____c. Pommel    _____j.  Horn 
 
 _____d. Cantle    _____k. Stirrup leather keeper 
 
 _____e. Leather flank girth billet  _____l. Fork 
 
 _____f. Back housing or back jockey _____m. Seat 
 
 _____g. Skirt    _____n. Front jockey and seat 
       jockey, one piece 
 
   8. Describe ways to store saddles and bridles. 
 
 a. Western saddles _________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

 b. Bridles _________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

   9. List 5 reasons for grooming a horse. 
 
 a.  ______________________________________________________________________  

 b.  ______________________________________________________________________  

 c.  ______________________________________________________________________  

 d.  ______________________________________________________________________  

 e.  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
   10. Match the grooming equipment on the right to the correct uses by placing the appropriate numbers 

in the blanks provided. 
 
 ______a. Massage skin and loosen dirt and scurf  1. Hoof pick 

 ______b. Remove dried mud and dirt from well-muscled 2. Rubber curry 
   parts of the body      comb 

 ______c. Increase shine by removing small particles missed 3. Spring steel curry 
   by brushes      comb 

 
 ______d. Trim hair from ear, face and jaw   4. Rake or six bar 
          curry comb 

 ______e. Clean horse's hooves    5. Plastic massage 
          comb 

 ______f.  Remove dried sweat and dirt from thick coats 6. Mane comb 
 
 ______g. Comb mane and tail    7. Shed'n blade 
 
 ______h. Trim fetlock and bridle path   8. Root brush 
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 ______i.  Remove loose, matted hair with teeth down;  9. Body brush 
   scrape sweat with smooth side 
 
 ______j.  Clip fetlock area and bridle path   10. Large animal 
          clippers 
 
 ______k. Remove sweat and water (after a bath)  11. Small animal 
          clippers 
 
 ______l.  Lift dry sweat and dirt from the skin and act as 12. Roaching  
   a body massage comb     fetlock shears 
 
 ______m. Remove dirt from short coats   13. Sweat scraper 
 
 ______n. Remove mud and dirt from the coat with the  14. Cloth or rag 
   side containing six  rows of teeth; comb mane 
   and tail with the single row of longer teeth 
 
   11. Select from the list below safety factors to consider when around horses.  Place an "X" in the 

appropriate blanks. 
 
 ______a. Lead a horse by walking slightly ahead of it on its far (right) side 
 
 ______b. Do not take chances of getting stepped on, kicked or bitten 
 

______c. Move in a slow deliberate manner, approaching horse from the front so it will be 
sure to see you 

 
 ______d. Handle horse with confidence; the horse will be the first to sense if you are 

frightened 
 

______e. Tie horse far enough away from other horses so they cannot fight; do not crowd 
other horses 

 
 ______f.  Tie horse with hard knot so it cannot get away 
 

______g. Make physical contact with a horse by first placing your hand on its shoulder 
and neck; do not dab at end of horse's nose 

 
   12. Select from the list below steps to take in physically approaching the horse.  Place an "X" in the 

appropriate blank. 
 
 ______a. Approach horse by moving to its shoulder 
 
 ______b. Speak to the horse as you approach 
 
 ______c. Slap horse on rear when approaching so it will know of your presence 
 
 ______d. Observe reactions of horse for indications of its intentions 
 
 ______e. Hit horse on head if it won't hold still while you are trying to halter it 
 
 ______f.  Move toward horse slowly and quietly, but positively 
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 ______g. Hold halter shank in hand nearest the horse and halter in opposite hand if 
attempting to catch the horse 

 
   13. Match the age of the horse on the right with the most appropriate description of its teeth. 
 
 _____a.     Cups begin to disappear   1. Birth to 2 1/2 
      beginning with lower    years 
      centrals  
       2. 2 1/2 to 5 years 
 _____b.   Small; white teeth with 
    distinct necks;    3. 6 - 9 years 
    temporary or milk teeth 
       4. Aged 
 _____c.   Angle of bite slants 
    outward; develops a smooth 
    mouth; teeth become shorter, 
    triangular in shape 
 
 _____d.   Time at which teeth can  
    provide most accurate estimate 
    of age; temporary centrals  
    loosen, permanent centrals 
    erupt 
 
   14. Describe the ideal stock horse as viewed from the side, front and rear. 
 
 a. Side view ______________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. Front view ______________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. Rear view ______________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________  
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   15. Complete the following chart on desirable and undesirable characteristics of horse's anatomy and  
structure. 

Anatomy 
  and 
Structure 

Desirable Characteristics Undesirable Characteristics 

Head a. ____________________________  

 _____________________________  

 _____________________________  
 

Long, narrow, Roman-nosed 

Ears Medium sized, erect, clean cut; set well 
apart 

b. ____________________________  

 _____________________________  

 _____________________________  
 

Eyes c. ____________________________  

 _____________________________  
 

Pig-eyed; glass-eyed 

Nostrils Large with skin clear; mucous 
membranes rosey-colored at rest and 
deep red with clear liquid discharge 
following exercise 

d. ____________________________  

Mouth e. ____________________________  
 

Parrot-mouthed;monkey-mouthed 

Neck Rather long and trim with trim 
throatlatch 

Short, bulky, and thick; ewe-necked 

Withers f. ____________________________  
 

Too rounded; mutton-withered 

Back Straight with proportionate length Sagging or sway-backed; convex or 
roached back 

Loin g. ____________________________  
 

Weak muscling 

Croup Uniform width with hips and turned to 
allow rear legs to be in proper position 

h. ____________________________  

Chest Proportionate width to house heart and 
lungs 

i. ____________________________  

Shoulder j. ____________________________  
 

Short, straight, and steep 

Forearm k. ____________________________  
 

Short 

Knee l. ____________________________  
 

Calf-kneed, buck-kneed, bench-kneed 

Hock Lean, wide, and deep in its proportion; 
well open as viewed from side and 
properly directed as viewed from rear 

Cow-hocked; open in hocks; rotating 
hocks; sickle-hocked 
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Cannon Flat with substance; short in comparison 
to forearm 

m. ___________________________  
 

Fetlock Clean-cut n. ____________________________  
 

Pastern o. ____________________________  
 

Too straight; coon-footed 

Feet p. ____________________________  

 _____________________________  
 

Too small; too large 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   16. Describe a system of examination and characteristics for judging. 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________  
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ANSWERS TO TEST 
 

1. a. 4  e. 10  i. 7  m. 13 
 b. 9  f. 11  j. 3 
 c. 12  g. 1  k. 5 
 d. 2  h. 6  l. 8 
 
2. Answer should include 5 breeds from the following list: 
 
 (Refer to pages 140-F, 5-7) 
 
3. a. Throat latch  l. Loin  w. Gaskin 
 b. Mouth   m. Rump  x. Stifle 
 c. Muzzle   n. Point of hip y. Flank 
 d. Nostril   o. Tailhead  z. Heart girth 
 e. Nose   p. Buttock  aa. Hoof 
 f. Face   q. Thigh  bb. Coronet 
 g. Forehead  r. Hock  cc. Knee 
 h. Poll   s. Pastern  dd. Forearm 
 i. Crest   t. Fetlock  ee. Chest 
 j. Withers   u. Ankle  ff. Point of shoulder 
 k. Back   v. Cannon  gg. Shoulder 
        hh. Neck 
 
4. a. Height--Determined by measuring vertical distance from withers to ground; usually 

 expressed in "hands", each "hand" being four inches 
 

b. Weight--Best determined by placing animal on scales; approximation may be made with 
weight tape; expressed in pounds 

 
 c. Girth--Circumference of chest behind withers and in front of back; expressed in inches 
 
 d. Bone--Usually expressed in inches by measuring circumference of cannon bone 
 
5.  Answers should include eight items from the following list: 
 

Rubber curry comb; Root brush or steel curry comb; Body brush; Mane and tail comb; 
Sweat craper; Hoof pick or hook; Halter; Bridle; Grazing bit; Mechanical hackamore; 
Western stock saddle; Bit(s) 

 
6. a. Crownpiece   f. Bit 
 b. Brow band   g. Reins 
 c. Throatlatch   h. Crownpiece 
 d. Cheekpiece   i. Throatlatch 
 e. Curb strap   j. Cheekpiece 
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7. a. 9  e. 7  i. 11  m. 3 
 b. 12  f. 6  j. 1  n. 13 
 c. 14  g. 5  k. 8 
 d. 4  h. 10  l. 2 
 
8. a. Hang saddles with rope or place on a saddle rack 
 
 b. Hang on rack so bridles and reins will not get twisted 
 
9. Remove dirt from horse's hair; Stimulate skin; Aid in circulation; Give horse a more attractive 

appearance; Guard against skin disorders 
 
10. a. 5  e. 1  i. 7  m. 9 
 b. 3  f. 8  j. 10  n. 4 
 c. 14  g. 6  k. 13 
 d. 11  h. 12  l. 2 
 
11. b, d, e, g 
 
12. a, b, d, f, g 
 
13. a. 3  b. 1  c. 4  d. 2 
 
14. Answers should include major points found in the following descriptions: 
 

a. Side view Feet should be round and proportionate in size to the animal's body and 
legs; Forearm should be long; Cannon should be short in length; Fore 
and hind cannon bones should be flat; Pasterns should be of moderate 
length; Muscling in the legs should be well developed and defined in 
the forearm and gaskin and continue smoothly into hip and shoulder; 
Shoulders should be well-muscled, tapering up into well-defined 
withers; Body should appear symmetrical and exhibit a long, well-
muscled underline; Back should be short and well- muscled through 
the loin; Rump should appear long and slope gradually from the top to 
the buttock; Muscling should be pronounced through the round and 
thigh and into leg with a bulging stifle muscle; Neck should blend well 
into the shoulder; Neck should be slender, well-muscled and clean in 
the throat latch; Head should be small and blend into neck; Mouth 
should be shallow; Nostrils should be large; Ears should be small; Eyes 
should be large and set on corners of the head 

 
b. Front view Should stand up well on straight legs; Front legs should be straight 

through knee and fetlocks with no turns in the joints; Legs should fit 
squarely into corners of shoulders; Chest should appear deep and well-
muscled, exhibiting a good "V" muscle; Head should look intelligent 
with alert ears and wide set eyes 

 
c. Rear view Overall shape of hindquarters should look like an apple; Widest point 

should be through the stifle; Stifle muscle should be well defined with 
hips sloping upward and inward, rounding at the top; Hind legs should 
be set wide apart but straight and in the center of the hip; Gaskin should 
exhibit long, well defined muscling inside and outside 

 
15. a. Size of head in proportion to size of body; good breed type and attractiveness 
 b. Flop-eared; motionless; set too high or too low 
 c. Big, full prominent with a dark, rich hazel color 
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 d. Small 
 e. Teeth meet evenly 
 f. Prominent 
 g. Short, heavy muscling 
 h. Too steep; too level 
 i. Too narrow; too wide 
 j. Long and sloping 
 k. Long 
 l. Wide, thick, deep and clean cut 
 m. Round and lacking substance; too long in comparison to forearm 
 n. Thick, coarse, round 
 o. Springy; length in correlation with well-sloped shoulder 
 p. Large enough to support body; front usually larger than hind 
 
16. Explanation should include major points from the following list: 
 

a. Side view Stature and scale; Length; Depth of heart girth and flanks; Carriage and 
shape of head and neck; Shortness of back and coupling; Levelness of 
top line; Length and straightness of underline; Height and shape of 
withers; Length and slope of shoulder; Position and conformation of 
knees; Turn of croup; Set of tail 

 
b. Front view Muscling; Temperament and disposition; Features of the head; Width 

and depth of chest; Position and conformation of forelegs and feet 
 

c. Rear view Width and roundness of hips; Fullness of thigh and quarters; Position 
and conformation of hind legs 

 
d. View while in motion Length; Directness; Promptness; Height; Spring; Regularity; 

Straightness of movement of feet and legs 
 

e. View at close inspection Unsoundness; Muscling; Quality of feet and legs; Withers 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 
After completion of this unit, students should be able to describe the uses and the standards for grading 
livestock.  Students should also be able to describe the various steps in meat processing and be able to 
identify the basic wholesale and retail cuts of meat.  This knowledge will be demonstrated by completion of 
assignment sheets and unit test with a minimum of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 
After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 
 1. Match terms associated with meat technology to their correct definitions. 
 
 2. Describe basic regulations affecting meat distribution in the United States. 
 
 3. List in order the steps meat goes through from slaughter to market. 
 
 4. Describe how aging occurs and the three types of aging. 
 
 5. Distinguish between quality grades and yield grades. 
 
 6. List in order from highest to lowest the quality grades for beef, lamb and pork. 
 

7. Match the sex condition of beef animals to the carcass characteristics that indicate that 
condition. 

 
8. Match the carcass maturity categories for beef to a description of their carcass 

characteristics. 
 
 9. Describe the standards for grading beef, pork and lamb. 
 
 10. Calculate yield grades for beef and lamb. 
 
 11. Calculate yield grades for beef and lamb using the preliminary yield grade method. 
 

(Note:  The student should probably determine which method of calculating yield grade 
he or she would rather use and concentrate on that method.  The student would therefore 
accomplish objective 10 or 11 instead of both.) 

 
 12. Label wholesale cuts of beef, lamb and pork. 
 

13. Distinguish between desirable and undesirable characteristics of wholesale cuts of beef 
and pork. 

 
 14. Identify seven basic retail meat cuts. 
 
 15. List retail cuts of beef under the wholesale cut from which they originate. 
 
 16. List retail cuts of lamb under the wholesale cut from which they originate. 
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17. List retail cuts of pork under the wholesale cut from which they originate. 
 
 18. List the variety meats. 
 
 19. Identify wholesale and retail cuts of meat. 
 
 20. Demonstrate the ability to: 
 

a. Determine quality grades of beef, pork and lamb from a description of the 
carcasses. 

 
  b. Grade beef carcasses for quality and yield. 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 
 I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Make transparencies and necessary copies of materials. 
 
  B. Provide students with objectives and discuss. 
 

(Note:  Objectives 10 and 11 are two different methods of calculating yield 
grade.  The instructor may want to teach just one of these methods to the class to 
avoid confusion.) 

 
  C. Provide students with information and discuss. 
 
  D. Provide students with assignment sheets. 
 
  E. Obtain slides of carcasses and of various meat cuts. 
 

F. Order charts of retail cuts of beef, pork and lamb--National Live Stock and Meat 
Board. 

 
  G. Obtain copies of the Meat Board Meat Book by Barbara Block. 
 
  H. Arrange a field trip to a slaughterhouse to see a steer, lamb and hog butchered. 
  

I. Arrange a field trip to the local supermarket or butcher shop to look at wholesale 
and retail meat cuts. 

 
  J. Arrange a field trip to a packing plant to grade carcasses. 
 
  K. Arrange for a home economist to talk about safe meat storage and preparation. 
 
  L. Review and give test. 
 
  M. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 
 II. Instructional materials 
 
  A. Objective sheet 
 
  B. Suggested activities 
 
  C. Information sheet 
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 D. Transparency masters 
 

 1. TM 1--Meat Inspection Stamp 
 

 2. TM 2--Yield and Quality Grade Stamps 
 

 3. TM 3--Comparison of Yield Grades/Live Animals 
 

4. TM 4--Comparison of Yield Grades/Carcasses 
 

 5. TM 5--Sex Indicators in a Steer Carcass 
 

 6. TM 6--Sex Indicators in a Heifer Carcass 
 

 7. TM 7--Skeletal Indicators of Age 
 
   8. TM 8--Effect of Marbling and Maturity on Quality Grades of Beef 
 
   9. TM 9--Determining Specific Quality Grades for Beef 
 
   10. TM 10--Lamb Conformation 
 
   11. TM 11--Minimum Quality Requirements for Lamb Carcass Grades 
 
   12. TM 12--Break and Spool Joints 
 
   13. TM 13--Swine Carcass Grades and Yield Percentage 
 
   14. TM 14--Measuring Swine Backfat and Carcass Length 
 
   15. TM 15--Relationship of Backfat Thickness and Degree of Muscling  

Score 
 
   16. TM 16--Degrees of Muscling in Swine Carcasses 
 
   17. TM 17--Grid For Measuring Rib Eye Area 
 
   18. TM 18--Location of Fat Measurement Over Rib Eye Muscle 
 
   19. TM 19--Wholesale Meat Cuts 
 
   20. TM 20--Wholesale Cuts of Beef 
 
   21. TM 21--Wholesale Cuts of Beef (continued) 
 
   22. TM 22--Parts of a Ham 
 
   23. TM 23--Basic Retail Meat Cuts 
 
   24. TM 24--Basic Retail Meat Cuts (continued) 
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  E. Handouts 
 

(Note:  Copies of these can be obtained from the National Live Stock and Meat 
Board for a nominal fee.) 

 
   1. HO 1--Retail Cuts of Beef 
 
   2. HO 2--Retail Cuts of Lamb 
 
   3. HO 3--Retail Cuts of Pork 
 

 F. Assignment sheets 
 

 1. AS 1--Calculate Yield Grades for Beef and Lamb 
 

 2. AS 2--Identify Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Meat 
 

3. AS 3--Determine Quality Grades of Beef, Pork and Lamb From a 
Description of the Carcasses 

 
   4. AS 4--Grade Beef Carcasses for Quality and Yield 
 
  G. Answers to assignment sheets 
 
  H. Test 
 
  I. Answers to test 
 
 III. Unit references 
 

A. Block, Barbara,  The Meat Board Meat Book.  National Live Stock and Meat 
Board and The Benjamin Company, 1977. 

 
B. Instructional Materials for Vocational Agriculture.  Vocational Instructional 

Services, Agriculture Education Department, Texas A & M University, College 
Station, Texas. 

 
C. Jacobs, J.A. and Dahmen, J.J.,  Meat Animal Evaluation.  Department of Animal 

Sciences, College of Agriculture, University of Idaho,  Moscow, Idaho.  
 
  D. Official United States Standards For Grades Of Carcass Beef.  USDA. 
 

E. Official United States Standards For Grades Of Lamb, Yearling Mutton and 
Mutton Carcasses.  USDA. 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

I. Terms and definitions 
 
  A. Carcass--Body of animal with skin or hide, entrails and other extremities  

removed 
 
  B. Quality--Edibility of the meat 
 

C. Yield--Amount of meat in comparison to bone and fat, not to be confused with 
dress yield or dressing percentage 

 
  D. Aging--Allowing time for enzymes naturally in the meat to break down meat  

fibers 
 

E. Enzyme--A type of protein which causes changes in other substances without 
being changed itself 

 
  F. Lean--Part of the flesh consisting of muscle without the fat 
 

G. Rib eye--Large muscle laying outside of the rib; used as an indicator of quality 
and yield 

 
  H. Pizzle eye--Attachment of the retractor penis muscle 
 
  I. Bullock--Young bull 
 
  J. Crest--Hump over the back of a bull above the shoulders 
 
  K. Cod--Part of scrotum left after castration 
 

L. Ossification--Cartilage changing into bone 
 

M. Cartilage--Firm, resilient tissue forming parts of the skeleton; more abundant in 
young animals 

 
  N. Marbling--Flecks of fat within the meat 
 
  O. Conformation--Visual appearance of the carcass 
 
  P. Hot carcass weight--Weight of carcass before cooling 
 
  Q. PYG--Preliminary yield grade 
 
  R. Maturity--Age of animal as indicated by carcass characteristics 
 

(Note:  This is related to the actual age of the animal, but the actual age itself is 
not considered when grading carcasses.) 
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S. Roast--Thick cut of meat usually 2 inches thick or more 
 
  T. Steak--Thin cut of meat usually less than 1 1/2 inches 
 
  U. Sweetbreads--Thymus glands or pancreas 
 

II. Basic regulations affecting meat distribution  (Transparencies 1, 2) 
 
  A. Meat packing plants must operate according to federal or state standards 
 
  B. State standards must be equal to federal standards 
 
  C. Meat inspection is carried out by federal or state inspectors 
 

D. Federally approved carcasses carry an inspection stamp made from edible, 
purple vegetable dye  (Transparency 1) 

 
(Note:  This does not indicate a quality or yield grade, but simply that the meat 
is safe to eat.) 

 
  E. Approved carcasses must meet basic requirements 
 

  1. Must be from healthy animals 
 

  2. Must be slaughtered and processed under sanitary conditions 
 

  3. Must be suitable for human consumption 
 

  4. Must not carry misleading statements about the meat 
 
  F. Quality and yield grading is voluntary 
 
   (Note:  This service is provided by federal officials, but is paid for by the  

packer.) 
 

G. All graded beef must be graded for quality and yield grade, not just one or the 
other  (Transparency 2) 

 
   (Note:  Bull carcasses are yield graded only.) 
 

III. Steps from slaughter to market 
 
  A. Slaughter 
 
  B. Dressing out 
   (Note:  This involves skinning and removing the extremities and entrails.) 
 
  C. Aging 
 
  D. Carcass inspection and grading 
  
  E. Shipment to retailers 
 
  F. Packaging and labeling 
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IV. Aging 
 

A. Enzymes naturally found in the meat break down the fibers making the meat 
taste better 

 
  B. Types of aging 
 

1. Most meat simply ages as it moves through the regular channels of 
distribution; this usually takes three to five days 

 
   2. Dry-aging method--Meat is held two to three weeks at 34oF to 38oF 
 

3. Fast-aging method--Meat is held for two days or less at 70oF and high 
humidity under ultraviolet lights 

 
(Note:  Since additional aging is more expensive, usually only high 
priced meats such as the ribs and loin of high quality beef are specially 
aged.) 

 
(Caution:  Aging must be done with careful temperature and humidity 
control to maintain a safe bacterial level.  It should not be attempted at 
home.) 

 
V. Comparing quality grades and yield grades  (Transparencies 3, 4) 

 
  A. Quality grades 
 
   1. Reflect the edibility of the meat 
 

2. Primarily determined from carcass maturity and amount of fat within 
the meat 

 
  B. Yield grades  (Transparencies 3, 4) 
 
   1. Reflect the ratio of lean to fat 
 

2. Primarily determined from external and internal fat and size of rib eye 
muscle 

 
VI. Quality grades 

 
  A. Beef 
 

  1. Prime 
 

  2. Choice 
 

  3. Select 
  

4. Standard 
 

  5. Commercial 
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6. Utility 
 

  7. Cutter 
 

  8. Canner 
 

(Note:  Commercial, utility, cutter and canner beef are rarely marketed 
as retail cuts.) 

 
  B. Lamb 
 

  1. Prime 
 

  2. Choice 
 

  3. Good 
 

  4. Utility 
 

  5. Cull 
 
  C. Pork 
 

  1. U.S. No. 1 
 

  2. U.S. No. 2 
 

3. U.S. No. 3 
  

  4. U.S. No. 4 
 

  5. U.S. Utility 
 

VII. Sex condition of beef carcass  (Transparencies 5, 6) 
 
  A. Steer carcass  (Transparency 5) 
 

1. Has a pizzle muscle and a related pizzle eye next to the rear end of the 
aitchbone 

 
  2. Pizzle muscle is light in color and relatively small and pizzle eye is  

small 
 

  3. Has rough, irregular fat in cod region 
 
  B. Bull and bullock carcass 
 

  1. Pizzle muscle is large and dark red and pizzle eye is large 
 

  2. Usually has noticeable crest 
 

  3. Has small round muscle next to the hipbone 
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  4. Has rough, irregular fat in cod region 
 

(Note:  The difference between a bull and bullock carcass is determined 
by the maturity as indicated by the skeletal condition.) 

  
  C. Heifer carcass  (Transparency 6) 
 

  1. Has no pizzle muscle or pizzle eye 
 

  2. Has no rough, irregular fat where the cod would be 
 

  3. Has a relatively large area of lean exposed under the aitchbone 
 

  4. Has a slightly curved aitchbone 
 

  5. Has a relatively small pelvic cavity 
 
  D. Cow carcass 
 

  1. Has a nearly straight aitchbone 
 

  2. Has a relatively large pelvic cavity 
 

  3. Has no pizzle muscle or pizzle eye 
 

  4. Has no rough, irregular fat where the cod would be 
 

  5. Has a relatively large area of lean exposed under the aitchbone 
 

(Note:  There is no sex differentiation for grades of steers, heifers and 
cows except that cows cannot grade prime.  Bullock carcasses are 
quality graded, but only in five classes, prime through utility.  Bull 
carcasses are yield graded only.) 

 
VIII. Age or maturity categories for beef  (Transparency 7) 

 
  A. A maturity 15 - 30 months of age 
 

  1. Sacral vertebrae still separated 
 

  2. Slight ossification of lumbar vertebrae 
   

  3. Rib bones slightly rounded and red 
  
  B. B maturity 30 - 42 months of age 
 

  1. Sacral vertebrae fused 
 

  2. Cartilage on lumbar vertebrae ossified 
 

  3. Rib bones white and flat 
 
  4. Feather bones still have soft cartilage on tips 
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 C. C maturity 42 - 72 months of age--Tips of feather bones beginning to  
ossify in center 

    
D. D maturity 72 - 96 months of age--Only a thin ring of cartilage left on tips 

of feather bones 
 
  E. E maturity 96+ months of age--Tips of feather bones completely ossified 
 
  F. Bullock carcass bordering on a bull carcass 
 

  1. Slightly red and slightly soft chine bones 
 

  2. Cartilage on ends of thoracic vertebrae is starting to ossify 
 

  3. Sacral vertebrae are fused 
 

  4. Cartilage on lumbar vertebrae is almost completely ossified 
 

(Note:  A judgment of maturity is made using a combination of the 
above characteristics.  Sometimes one factor may not seem typical for a 
particular age, but that factor will not necessarily change the grade if 
other factors do not support the change.) 

 
IX. Standards for quality grades  (Transparencies 8, 9) 

 
  A. Beef 
 

  1. Maturity  (Transparency 8) 
 

  a. Carcasses under 42 months may grade Prime through Standard 
 

  b. Carcasses over 42 months grade Commercial through Canner 
 

c. Carcasses between 30 and 42 months (B maturity) need more 
marbling to remain in the same grade as a carcass under 30 
months 

 
   2. Marbling  (Transparency 9) 
 

a. Marbling is determined in the rib eye muscle cut between the 
12th and 13th ribs 

 
    b. Carcass grade goes up as marbling increases 
  
    c. Marbling is divided into nine different official degrees   
 

3. Dark-cutting beef or beef that is dark in color can lower the quality 
grades of Prime, Choice or Select one full grade and Standard or 
Commercial 1/2 grade; it does not affect the grades of Utility, Cutter 
and Canner 

 
(Note:  When judging a carcass, the rib eye muscle should be firm and 
not be covered with moisture.  The fat should be creamy white to 
white.) 
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 B. Lamb  (Transparencies 10, 11, 12) 
 

1. Grade is determined by combining maturity, conformation and quality  
(Transparency 10) 

 
(Note:  An area that does not meet minimum requirements can be offset 
by an area that exceeds minimum requirements.  However, prime must 
meet minimum quality requirements.) 

  
2. Quality is based on fullness and firmness of flanks, and fat streaks on 

the inside of the flanks   (Transparency 11) 
 

3. Carcasses must have "break joint" on both front shanks to be graded as 
lambs  (Transparency 12) 

 
  C. Pork  (Transparencies 13, 14, 15, 16) 
 

  1. Quality of lean 
 

a. Animal will grade Utility unless lean is slightly firm, contains 
a slight amount of marbling, and is grayish pink to moderately 
dark red; belly must also be slightly thick 

 
    b. Soft, oily fat will also cause a carcass to grade Utility 
 

2. Yield of the four lean cuts--ham, loin, picnic shoulder and Boston butt  
(Transparency 13) 

 
a. Primarily determined by the relationship between length and 

backfat thickness  (Transparencies 14, 15) 
 

(Note:  Length and weight are also related, but length is a 
more  
reliable indicator.) 

 
b. Muscling for grades are thick (3), average (2) and thin (1)  

(Transparency 16) 
 
    c. Fat thickness and muscling determines grade for the carcass 
  

X. Determining yield grades  (Transparencies 17, 18) 
 

(Note:  Yield grades for beef and sheep are 1 through 5 with 1 indicating the highest 
percentage of retail cuts and 5 indicating the lowest.) 

 
  A. Beef 
 

1. Based on the amount of external fat, internal fat, area of the rib eye 
muscle and hot carcass weight  (Transparencies 17, 18) 

 
    (Note:  External fat thickness is measured on the outside of the rib eye  

muscle.) 
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2. Yield grade = 2.5 + (2.5 x adjusted fat thickness, inches) + (.2 x %  
kidney, pelvic and heart fat) + (.0038 x hot carcass weight) - (.32 x rib  
eye area, square inches) 

  
   Example: Fat thickness = .5 inches 
   Rib eye area   = 12.5 inches 
   Kidney, pelvic  

and heart fat   = 3.0 % 
   Hot carcass weight  = 600 pounds 

 
    2.5 + (2.5 x .5) + (.2 x 3.0) + (.0038 x 600) - (.32 x 12.5) = 2.63 
 
    Calculated yield grade =  2.63 
 
   3. Final yield grades are rounded to the lowest whole number 
 

Example: A yield grade of 2.63 would round to 2; a yield grade  
of 2.1 would also round to 2 

  B. Lamb 
 
   1. Based on external fat, internal fat and the conformation grade of the  

legs 
 

(Note:  External fat is measured over the rib eye muscle.  Sometimes 
this thickness is adjusted by .05 to .1 of an inch or in extreme cases .2 
of an inch if the fat covering over the rib eye does not seem to be 
representative of the carcass.) 

 
2. Yield grade = 1.66 - (.05 x leg conformation grade code) + (.25 x % 

kidney and pelvic fat) + (6.66 x adjusted fat thickness over rib eye, 
inches) 

 
(Note:  The leg conformation code is taken from the quality grade.  
High prime is coded 15 and low cull is coded 1.  Each grade is divided 
into thirds and given a corresponding number between 1 and 15.  This 
would make average prime 14, high choice 12, and so on.) 

 
    Example: Leg conformation (low prime) =    13 
      Kidney and pelvic fat  =    1.7 % 
      Adjusted fat thickness  =    .15 in. 
 
      1.66 - (.05 x 13) + (.25 x 1.7) + (6.66 x .15) = 2.434 
 
      Calculated yield grade =    2.434 
      Yield grade   =    2 
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XI. Determining yield grades using the preliminary yield grade (Assignment Sheet 1) 
 
  A. Beef 
 

  1. Preliminary yield grade 
 
    Fat Thickness Over     Preliminary Yield 
      Rib Eye (inches)        Grade (PYG) 
     0.0   =  2.0 
     0.1   =  2.25 
     0.2   =  2.5 
     0.3   =  2.75 
     0.4   =  3.0 
     0.5   =  3.25 
     0.6   =  3.5 
     0.7   =  3.75 
     0.8   =  4.0 
     0.9   =  4.25 
     1.0   =  4.5 
 
   2. Carcass weight adjustment 
 
    a. No adjustment when carcass is 600 pounds 
 
    b. For each 25 pounds under 600 pounds, subtract .1 from PYG 
 
    c. For each 25 pounds over 600 pounds, add .1 to PYG 
 
   3. Rib eye area adjustment 
 
    a. No adjustment when rib eye area is 11 square inches 
 
    b. For each square inch over 11 square inches, subtract .3 from 

 PYG 
  
    c. For each square inch under 11 square inches, add .3 to PYG 
 
   4. Kidney, pelvic and heart fat adjustment 
 

   a. No adjustment when fat is 3.5% 
 
    b. For each .5% under 3.5%, subtract .1 from PYG 
 
    c. For each .5% over 3.5%, add .1 to PYG 
 

Example: 600 pound carcass with .2 inch fat thickness,  
13 square inches of rib eye area, and 2.5% kidney fat 

 
      PYG     2.5 
      Carcass weight adjustment       0 
      Rib eye area adjustment   -.6 
      Kidney, pelvic and heart fat adjustment -.2 
      Calculated yield grade    1.7 
      Yield grade = 1 
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  B. Lamb 
 

  1. Preliminary yield grade 
 

(Note:  Fat thickness over the rib eye is adjusted if it is not 
representative of the rest of the carcass.  Adjustments are seldom more 
than .1 inch.) 

 
    Fat Thickness Over   Preliminary Yield 
      Rib Eye (inches)        Grade (PYG) 
 
     .00   =  2.00 
     .05   =  2.33 
     .10   =  2.67 
     .15   =  3.00 
     .20   =  3.33 
     .25   =  3.67 
     .30   =  4.00 
     .35   =  4.33 
     .40   =  4.67 
     .45   =  5.00 
     .50   =  5.33 
     .55   =  5.67 
     .60   =  6.00 
     .65   =  6.33 
 
   2. Kidney and pelvic fat adjustment 
 
    a. No adjustment when fat is 3.5% 
 
    b. For each 1% under 3.5%, subtract .25 from PYG 
 
    c. For each 1% over 3.5%, add .25 to PYG 
 
   3. Leg conformation grade code adjustment 
 

(Note:  The leg conformation grade code is taken from the quality 
grade.  High prime is coded 15 and low cull is coded 1.  Each grade is 
divided into thirds and given a corresponding number between 1 and 
15.  This would make average prime 14, high choice 12 and so on.) 

 
    a. No adjustment when grade code is 11 or grade is average choice 
 
    b. For each grade code over 11, subtract .05 from PYG 
 
    c. For each grade code under 11, add .05 to PYG 
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Example: .1 inch of fat over the rib eye, 2.5% kidney and pelvic 

fat and an average prime leg conformation 
 
      PYG     2.67 
      Kidney and pelvic fat adjustment - - .25 
      Leg conformation adjustment (14) - - .15 
      Calculated yield grade   2.27 
 

   Yield grade = 2 
 

XII. Wholesale cuts of beef, lamb and pork  (Transparency 19) 
 
  A. Beef 
  
   1. Chuck 
 
   2. Rib 
  
   3. Short loin 
 
   4. Sirloin 
 
   5. Round 
 
   6. Flank 
 
   7. Short plate 
  
   8. Brisket 
  
   9. Fore shank 
 
  B. Lamb 
 
   1. Shoulder 
 
   2. Rib 
 
   3. Loin 
 
   4. Leg 
 
   5. Breast 
 
   6. Fore shank 
 
  C. Pork 
 
   1. Jowl 
 
   2. Picnic shoulder 

 
 3. Boston shoulder 
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   4. Loin 
 
   5. Leg or Ham if smoked 
 
   6. Side pork or Bacon if smoked 
  
   7. Spareribs 
 

XIII. Characteristics of wholesale cuts of beef and pork  (Transparencies 20, 21, 22) 
 
  A. Desirable 
 

  1. Well muscled with a minimum of external fat 
 

  2. Adequately marbled 
 

  3. Firm, fine textured lean 
 

  4. Light colored lean 
 

  5. White to creamy white fat 
  

  6. Skeletal characteristics indicating acceptable maturity 
 
  B. Undesirable 
 

  1. Small muscles and/or an excess of fat, also excessively marbled 
 

  2. Soft, coarse lean 
 

  3. Dark colored lean 
 

  4. Soft, oily fat 
 

 5. Yellow fat 
 

  6. Moisture weeping from the lean 
 

   (Note:  Generally, a darker colored lean indicates an older and tougher  
animal.) 

  
XIV. Basic retail meat cuts  (Transparencies 23, 24) 

 
(Note:  A meat cut is identified by the position and shape of the bone and the muscle.  A 
roast is a thick cut of meat while a steak is a thinner cut.) 

 
  A. Arm cuts 
 
  B. Shoulder blade cuts 
 
  C. Rib cuts 
 
  D. Short loin cuts 
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  E. Sirloin cuts 
 
  F. Leg or round cuts 
 
  G. Brisket cuts 
 

XV. Retail cuts of beef listed under the wholesale cuts they come from 
 
  A. Chuck 
 
   1. Beef Chuck Arm Pot-Roast 
 
   2. Beef Chuck Arm Pot-Roast Boneless 
  
   3. Beef Chuck Arm Steak 
  
   4. Beef Chuck Arm Steak Boneless 
 
   5. Beef Chuck Shoulder Pot-Roast Boneless 
 
   6. Beef Chuck Shoulder Steak Boneless 
 
   7. Beef Chuck Cross Rib Pot-Roast 
 
   8. Beef Chuck Cross Rib Pot-Roast Boneless 
 
   9. Beef Chuck Short Ribs 
 
   10. Beef Chuck Flanken Style Ribs 
 
   11. Beef Chuck Blade Roast 
 
   12. Beef Chuck Blade Steak 
 
   13. Beef Chuck 7-Bone Pot-Roast 
 
   14. Beef Chuck Steak 
  
   15. Beef Chuck Top Blade Pot-Roast 
 
   16. Beef Chuck Top Blade Steak 
 
   17. Beef Chuck Under Blade Pot-Roast 
 
   18. Beef Chuck Under Blade Steak 
  
   19. Beef Chuck Under Blade Pot-Roast Boneless 
 
   20. Beef Chuck Under Blade Steak Boneless 
 

  21. Beef Chuck Mock Tender 
 
   22. Beef Chuck Top Blade Roast Boneless 
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   23. Beef Chuck Top Blade Steak Boneless 
 
    (Note:  The Top Blade Roast and Steak are naturally boneless.) 
 
   24. Beef Chuck Eye Roast Boneless 
 
   25. Beef Chuck Eye Steak Boneless 
 
  B. Rib 
 
   1. Beef Rib Roast Large End 
  
   2. Beef Rib Roast Small End 
 
   3. Beef Rib Steak Small End 
  
   4. Beef Rib Steak Small End Boneless 
  
   5. Beef Rib Eye Roast 
 
   6. Beef Rib Eye Steak 
 
  C. Loin 
 
   1. Beef Loin Top Loin Steak 
 
   2. Beef Loin Top Loin Steak Boneless 
 
   3. Beef Loin T-Bone Steak 
 
   4. Beef Loin Porterhouse Steak 
 
   5. Beef Loin Wedge Bone Sirloin Steak 
 
   6. Beef Loin Round Bone Sirloin Steak 
  
   7. Beef Loin Flat Bone Sirloin Steak 
 
   8. Beef Loin Pin Bone Sirloin Steak 
 
    (Note:  The above Sirloin Steaks may also be simply called Beef Loin  

Sirloin Steak.) 
 
   9. Beef Loin Shell Sirloin Steak 
  
   10. Beef Loin Sirloin Steak Boneless 
 
   11. Beef Loin Top Sirloin Steak Boneless 
  
   12. Beef Loin Tenderloin Roast 
 
   13. Beef Loin Tenderloin Steak 
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 D. Round 
 
   1. Beef Round Steak 
 
   2. Beef Round Steak Boneless 
 
   3. Beef Round Rump Roast 
 
   4. Beef Round Rump Roast Boneless 
 
   5. Beef Round Heel of Round 
 
   6. Beef Round Bottom Round Roast 
 
   7. Beef Round Eye Round Roast 
 
   8. Beef Round Eye Round Steak 
 
   9. Beef Round Tip Roast 
 

  10. Beef Round Tip Roast Cap Off 
 
   11. Beef Round Top Round Roast 
 
   12. Beef Round Top Round Steak 
 
   13. Beef Round Tip Steak Cap Off 
 
   14. Beef Round Cubes for Kabobs 
 

 E. Flank 
 
   1. Beef Flank Steak 
 
   2. Beef Flank Steak Rolls 
 
  F. Short Plate 
 
   1. Beef Plate Skirt Steak Boneless 
 
   2. Beef Plate Skirt Steak Rolls Boneless 
 
  G. Brisket 
 
   1. Beef Brisket Point Half Boneless 
 
   2. Beef Brisket Flat Half Boneless 
 
  H. Fore Shank--Beef Shank Cross Cuts 
 
  I. Miscellaneous cuts 
 
   1. Beef for Stew 
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   2. Beef Cubed Steak 
 
    (Note:  Cubed effect is made by a machine that mechanically tenderizes  

the meat.) 
 
   3. Ground Beef 
 

XVI. Retail cuts of lamb listed under the wholesale cuts they come from 
 
  A. Shoulder 
 
   1. Lamb Shoulder Square Cut Whole 
 
   2. Lamb Shoulder Roast Boneless 
 
   3. Lamb Shoulder Blade Chops 
 
   4. Lamb Shoulder Arm Chops 
 
   5. Lamb Shoulder Neck Slices 
 
  B. Rib 
 
   1. Lamb Rib Roast 
 
   2. Lamb Rib Chops 
 
   3. Lamb Rib Crown Roast 
 
  C. Loin 
 
   1. Lamb Loin Chops 
 
   2. Lamb Loin Double Chops 
 
   3. Lamb Loin Double Chops Boneless 
 
  D. Leg 
 
   1. Lamb Leg Sirloin Chops 
 
   2. Lamb Leg Whole 
 
   3. Lamb Leg Roast Boneless 
 
   4. Lamb Leg Short Cut Sirloin Off 
 
   5. Lamb Leg Shank Half 
 
   6. Lamb Leg Frenched Style Roast 
 
   7. Lamb Leg American Style Roast 
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 E. Breast 
 
   1. Lamb Breast 
  
   2. Lamb Breast Riblets 
 
  F. Fore Shank--Lamb Shank 
 
  G. Miscellaneous cuts 
 
   1. Lamb for Stew 
  
   2. Lamb Cubes for Kabobs 
 
   3. Ground Lamb 
 

XVII. Retail cuts of pork listed under the wholesale cuts they come from 
 
  A. Picnic Shoulder 
 
   1. Pork Shoulder Arm Picnic 
 
   2. Pork Shoulder Arm Roast 
 
   3. Pork Shoulder Arm Steak 
 
   4. Pork Hocks 
 
   5. Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic Whole 
 
   6. Smoked Pork Hocks 
 
  B. Boston Shoulder 
 
   1. Pork Shoulder Blade (Boston) Roast 
 
   2. Pork Shoulder Blade (Boston) Roast Boneless 
 
   3. Pork Shoulder Blade Steak 
 
   4. Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll 
 
  C. Loin 
 
   1. Pork Loin Blade Roast 
 
   2. Pork Loin Blade Chops 
 
   3. Pork Loin Country Style Ribs 
 
   4. Pork Loin Back Ribs 
 
   5. Pork Loin Center Rib Roast 
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   6. Pork Loin Rib Chops 
 
    (Note:  This may be called Center Cut Chops.) 
 
   7. Pork Loin Rib Chops for Stuffing 
 
   8. Pork Loin Center Loin Roast 
 
   9. Pork Loin Top Loin Chops 
 
   10. Pork Loin Butterfly Chops 
 
   11. Pork Loin Top Loin Roast Boneless (Double) 
 
   12. Pork Loin Chops 
 
   13. Pork Loin Sirloin Roast 
 
   14. Pork Loin Sirloin Chops 
 
   15. Pork Loin Sirloin Cutlets 
 
   16. Pork Loin Tenderloin Whole 
 
   17. Pork Loin Tenderloin Pieces 
 
   18. Smoked Pork Loin Canadian Style Bacon 
 
   19. Smoked Pork Loin Rib Chops 
 
   20. Smoked Pork Loin Chops 
 
  D. Leg or Ham if smoked 
 
   1. Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) Whole 
 
   2. Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) Roast Boneless 
 
   3. Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) Shank Portion 
 
   4. Smoked Ham Whole 
 
   5. Smoked Ham Shank Portion 
 
   6. Smoked Ham Rump Portion 
 
   7. Smoked Ham Center Slices 
 
   8. Smoked Ham Boneless Center Slices 
 
  E. Side Pork or Bacon if smoked 
 
   1. Fresh Side Pork 
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   2. Slab Bacon 
 
   3. Sliced Bacon 
 
  F. Spareribs--Pork Spareribs 
 
  G. Miscellaneous cuts 
 
   1. Pork Cubed Steaks 
 
   2. Pork Cubes for Kabobs 
 
   3. Pork Pieces 
 
   4. Ground Pork 
 
   5. Sausage 
 

XVIII. Variety meats 
 
  A. Livers 
 
  B. Kidneys 
 
  C. Hearts 
 
  D. Tongues 
 
  E. Brains 
 
  F. Sweetbreads 
 
   (Note:  These are the thymus glands or the pancreas.) 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--CALCULATE YIELD GRADES 
FOR BEEF AND LAMB 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Using one of the methods for calculating yield grades, determine the yield grades for the following 
carcasses. 
 
Beef 
 
     Fat       Carcass         Rib Eye       Kidney, Pelvic        Calculated 
 Thickness     Weight  Area       and Heart Fat         Yield Grade     Yield Grade 
  (inches)         (lbs)         (sq. inches)  (%) 
 
1.    0.1          625   13  3.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
2.    0.6          550   11  4.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
3.    0.3           600   12  3.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
4.    0.2           500   10  3.0 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
5.    0.8           750   14  3.0 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
6.    0.2           600   14  3.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
 
 
Lamb 
 
 Adjusted Fat Conformation    Kidney and Pelvic      Calculated 
   Thickness      Grade            Fat (%)          Yield Grade     Yield Grade 
    (inches) 
 
7.      .40  High Prime  4.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
8.      .05  High Utility  1.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
9.      .20  Average Choice  3.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
10.      .30  Low Prime  4.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
11.      .10  Low Good  2.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
 
12.      .10  Average Prime  2.5 =   ______________ ______________ 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--IDENTIFY WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
CUTS OF MEAT 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Using slides or actual meat cuts, identify them using the meat identification card on the next page. 
 
Identify meat cuts from the slides or actual meat cuts by matching the number on the right hand of the card 
to the blanks on the left. 
 
Example: If the meat cut labeled No. 1 is a lamb roast the number to be placed in the blank 
  beside number 1 is 39. 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--DETERMINE QUALITY GRADES OF BEEF, 
PORK AND LAMB FROM A DESCRIPTION OF THE CARCASSES 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Using what you know about quality grading, determine the probable quality grades for the carcasses 
described below. 
 
Beef 
 

1. The rib bones of this carcass are slightly rounded and red and the lumbar vertebrae show 
slight ossification.  It has no pizzle muscle.  It has a slightly abundant amount of marbling 
and the lean is firm and light red. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

2. The rib bones of this carcass are white and flat and the sacral vertebrae are fused.  The 
tips of the feather bones still have soft cartilage.  The carcass has no pizzle muscle.  The 
rib eye muscle has a maximum small amount of marbling. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

3. The tips of the feather bones of this carcass have only a thin ring of cartilage and the 
cartilage of the lumbar vertebrae is ossified.  The pizzle eye is large.  The lean is dark 
with a slight amount of marbling. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

4. This carcass has sacral vertebrae that are still separated and some slight ossification of the 
lumbar vertebrae.  The rib bones are slightly rounded and red.  The lean is firm and light 
red and contains a modest amount of marbling.  The pizzle eye is small. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

5. This carcass is the same as above except it has a very dark colored lean and a moderate 
amount of marbling. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 
Lamb 
 

6. This carcass has moist, porous break joints and a bright pink color in the flanks.  It has 
traces of flank streaking and has a choice conformation. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
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7. This carcass has slightly red but dry break joints.  It has a small amount of flank  
streaking.  It has a low choice conformation. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
Swine 
 

8. This carcass has light colored, firm lean with a modest amount of marbling.  It has thick 
muscling and 1.4 inches of backfat.  It is 34 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

9. This carcass has light colored lean with a slight amount of marbling.  It has thick 
muscling with 1.8 inches of backfat.  It is 34 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

10. This carcass has light colored lean with  a modest amount of marbling.  It has very thick 
muscling nd  
1.3 inches of backfat.  This fat is soft and oily.  The carcass is 33 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

11. This carcass has light colored lean with  a modest amount of marbling.  It has very thick 
muscling and 1.6 inches of backfat.  It is 34 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

12. This carcass has light colored lean with a moderate amount of marbling.  It has slightly 
thin muscling and 2.2 inches of backfat.  It is 32 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
 

13. This carcass has light colored lean with a moderate amount of marbling.  It has 
moderately thick muscling and 2.2 inches of backfat.  It is 34 inches long. 

 
    Quality grade___________________________ 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4--GRADE BEEF CARCASSES 
FOR QUALITY AND YIELD 

 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
Visit a packing plant where you can get permission to grade some beef carcasses.  Then answer the 
following questions about each of the carcasses and decide on a quality and yield grade for them.  Record 
your information on the chart provided. 
 
1. Is the carcass a bull, bullock or otherwise? 
 

(Hint:  Check for the pizzle muscle and pizzle eye.  The pizzle muscle is large and dark red in a 
bull or bullock and the pizzle eye is large.  The bull or bullock also often has a noticeable crest.  
Remember that a bull is yield graded only and a bullock is designated bullock.  A cow cannot 
grade prime.  Check the vertebrae and chine bone to distinguish between the bull and the bullock.  
The pelvic cavity and the aitchbone should be checked to distinguish between a cow and a heifer.) 

 
2. What maturity classification does this carcass fall into? 
 

(Hint:  The categories are A, B, C, D and E with A being the youngest.  Remember that the 
youngest animals have the most cartilage and the least fusion of vertebrae.  They also have 
rounder and redder rib bones.) 

 
3. What is the degree of marbling? 
 
4. What is the quality grade? 
 
 (Hint:  Use the chart included with this assignment sheet.) 
 
5. How many inches of fat are there over the rib eye muscle? 
 
 (Hint:  Take the measurement three-fourths of the length of the rib eye from the chine bone end.) 
 
6. How many square inches in the rib eye muscle? 
 
 (Hint:  It may be helpful to use a plastic grid until you gain some experience.) 
 
7. Is there an average amount of kidney, pelvic and heart fat? 
 

(Hint:  The average amount is 3.5% of the carcass weight for yield grade 2.  It is 2.5% for yield 
grade 1, 4% to 4.5% for yield grade 3 and 4.5% to 5% for yield grade 4.  Good luck on this one!  
It will take a little experience to make this judgement.) 

 
8. What is the carcass weight? 
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9. What is the yield grade of this carcass? 

 
(Hint: Use the formula provided with this information sheet or the Preliminary Yield Grade 
method which is also outlined for you.) 
 

Yield Grade Formula for Beef 
 

Yield grade = 2.5 +(2.5 x adjusted fat thickness, inches) +(.2 x % kidney, pelvic and heart fat) + 
(.0038 x hot carcass weight) – (.32 x rib eye area, square inches) 
 
 

Preliminary Yield Grade Method for Beef 
 

Fat Thickness Over       Fat Thickness Over 
Rib Eye (inches)  PYG     Rib Eye (inches)  PYG 

 
    0.0  =  2.0   0.6  =  3.5 
    0.1  =  2.25   0.7  =  3.75 
    0.2  =  2.5   0.8  =  4.0 
    0.3  =  3.0   0.9  =  4.25 
    0.4  =  3.25   1.0  =  4.5 

 
 
Carcass weight – Subtract .1 for each 25 pounds under 600 pounds and add .1 for each 25 pounds over  
600 pounds. 
 
Rib eye area – Subtract .3 for each square inch over 11 square inches and add .3 for each square inch under 
11 square inches. 
 
Kidney fat – Subtract .1 for each .5% under 3.5% and add .1 for each 5% over 3.5%. 
 

Relationship Between Marbling, Maturity and  
Carcass Quality Grade 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS 
 
Assignment Sheet #1 
 
 Calculated yield grade 
 
Beef        Using PYG   Using Formula  Yield Grade 
1.  1.75          1.67          1 low 
2.  3.5          3.47          3  average 
3.  2.45          2.39          2  average 
4.  2.3          2.3          2  high 
5.  3.6          3.47          3  average 
6.  1.6          1.5          1  average 
 
Lamb 
 
7.  4.72          4.70          4  low 
8.  2.08          2.07          2  high 
9.  3.33          3.32          3  high 
10.  4.15          4.13          4  high 
11.  2.62          2.60          2  average 
12.  2.27          2.25          2  high 
 
(Note:  Discrepancies between the two calculated figures are due to rounding errors in the development  
of the PYG.) 
 
Assignment Sheet #2 
 
Answered to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
 
Assignment Sheet #3 
 
1. Low Prime    7. Choice 
2. High Select    8. U.S. No. 1 
3. None since animal is a bull  9. U.S. No. 2 
4. Average Choice    10. Utility 
5. High Select    11. U.S. No. 1 
6. Choice     12. U.S. No. 4 
      13. U.S. No. 3 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #4 
 
Answered to the satisfaction of the instructor. 
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 
Name________________________________________ Score____________________________ 
 
1. Match the terms on the right to their definitions. 
 
 _____a. Firm, resilient tissue forming parts of   1. Maturity 
  the skeleton; more abundant in young animals 
         2. Pizzle eye 
 _____b. Cartilage changing into bone 
         3. Bullock 
 _____c. Weight of carcass before cooling 
         4. Enzyme 
 _____d. Body of animal with skin or hide, 
  entrails and outer extremities removed   5. PYG 
 
 _____e. A type of protein which causes changes in other  6. Yield 
  substances without being changed itself 
         7. Rib eye 
 _____f. Young bull 
         8. Aging 
 _____g. Thin cut of meat usually less than 1 1/2 inches 
         9. Marbling 
 _____h. Attachment of the retractor penis muscle 
         10. Cartilage 
 _____i. Amount of meat in comparison to bone and fat 
  (not to be confused with dress yield or dressing  11. Steak 
  percentage) 
         12. Hot carcass  
 _____j. Preliminary yield grade      weight 
   
 _____k. Large muscle laying outside the rib; used as an   13. Conformation 
  indicator of quality and yield 
         14. Cod 
 _____l. Thymus glands or pancreas 
         15. Carcass 
 _____m. Hump over the back of a bull above the shoulders 
         16. Quality 
 _____n. Allowing time for enzymes naturally in the meat to 
  break down meat fibers     17. Crest 
  
 _____o. Visual appearance of the carcass    18. Lean 
 
 _____p. Age of animal as indicated by carcass   19. Sweetbreads 
  characteristics 
         20. Roast 
 _____q. Part of the flesh consisting of muscle without the 
  fat       21. Ossification 
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 _____r. Thick cut of meat usually 2 inches thick or more 
 
 _____s. Edibility of the meat 
 
 _____t. Part of the scrotum left after castration 
 
 _____u. Flecks of fat within the meat 
 
2. Describe basic regulations affecting meat distribution in the United States by completing the  

following: 
 

Meat packing plants must operate according to a._____________________ or 

_____________________ standards.  State standards are b.__________________________ 

federal standards.  Meat inspection is carried out by c.______________________ or 

____________________ inspectors.  Federally approved carcasses carry an 

d.________________________________.  Meat must be from e.______________________ 

animals that are slaughtered and processed under f.__________________ conditions.   

Quality and yield grading are (voluntary or required) g.____________________.  All beef  

graded for quality must also h.___________________________________________. 

 
3. List in order the steps meat goes through from slaughter to market. 
 
 a. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 f. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
4. Describe how aging occurs and the three types of aging. 
 
 a.  How aging occurs _____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.  Natural aging ________________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.  Dry-aging method _____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________  
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 d.  Fast-aging method ____________________________________________________________  
 
  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
5. Distinguish between quality grades (QG) and yield grades (YG) by placing a QG or YG in front of 

the appropriate statements. 
 
 _____a. Reflect the ratio of lean to fat 
 
 _____b. Reflect the  edibility of the meat 
 
 _____c. Primarily determined from carcass maturity and amount of fat within the meat 
 
 _____d. Primarily determined from amount of external and internal fat and size of rib eye muscle 
 
6. List in order from highest to lowest the quality grades of beef, lamb and pork. 
 
 Beef 
 
 a. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 f. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 g. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 h. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Lamb 
 
 i. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 j. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 k. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 l. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 m. ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Pork 
 
 n. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 o. ____________________________________________________________________________  
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 p. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 q. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 r. ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
7. Match the sex conditions listed on the right to the carcass characteristics that indicate that  

condition.  (Note:  The sex conditions may be used more than once.) 
 
 _____a. Noticeable crest         1. Steer 
 
 _____b. Relatively small pizzle eye       2. Heifer 
 
 _____c. Large pelvic cavity; no pizzle eye       3. Cow 
 
 _____d. Rough, irregular fat in cod region; light colored pizzle muscle    4. Bull, bullock 
 
 _____e. No pizzle muscle or pizzle eye; slightly curved aitchbone 
 
 _____f. Nearly straight aitchbone; no irregular fat in cod region 
 
 _____g. Small, round muscle next to hip bone 
 
 _____h. Relatively large area of lean exposed under the aitchbone; small pelvic cavity 
 
8. Match the carcass maturity categories for beef on the right to the correct description of their 

carcass characteristics. 
 
 _____a. Tips of feather bones beginning to ossify in center      1. 15-30 months of age 
 
 _____b. Sacral vertebrae fused; Cartilage on lumbar        2. 30-42 months of age 

vertebrae ossified; Rib bones white and flat;  
Feather bones still have soft cartilage on tips       3. 42-72 months of age 

         
 _____c. Tips of feather bones completely ossified       4. 72-96 months of age 
 

_____d. Slightly red and slightly soft chine bones;        5. 96+ months of age 
Cartilage on ends of thoracic vertebrae is starting  
to ossify; Sacral vertebrae are fused; Cartilage on       6. Maximum maturity  
lumbar vertebrae is almost completely ossified  for a bullock carcass 
 

 _____e. Only a thin ring of cartilage left on tips of feather  
bones 

 
_____f. Sacral vertebrae still separated; Slight ossification  

of lumbar vertebrae; Rib bones slightly rounded  
and red 
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9. Describe the standards for grading beef, pork and lamb by completing the following information. 
 

Beef 
Carcasses under a._________________________________________ months may grade 

b._______________________________ through c.________________________________.  

Carcasses over d.________________________________ months grade 

e._________________________ through f._______________________________.  Carcasses in 

the "B" maturity category need more g.__________________________________ to remain in the 

same grade as carcasses in the "A" maturity.  Marbling is determined in the 

h.______________________________ muscle.  Carcass grade increases as marbling 

i._________________________________.  Beef that is j._______________________________ 

in color can lower the quality grades of Prime, Choice and Select one full grade and Standard or 

Commercial k._______________________ grade. 

 

Lamb 
Lamb grades are determined by combining l._______________________________________, 

m._______________________________, and n.__________________________.  Carcasses  

must have o.___________________________ on both front shanks to be graded as lambs.  

Quality is based on the p.___________________________________ of the flanks, 

q.___________________________________ on the inside of the flanks.   

 
 

Pork 
A pork carcass will grade r._____________________________ unless lean is slightly firm, 

contains a slight amount of s.____________________________ and is grayish pink to  

moderately dark red.  t._________________________________ fat will cause a carcass to  

grade utility.  The yield of the four lean cuts is based primarily on the relationship between 

u.________________________________ and v._____________________________.  Muscling 

for grades are, w._________________________________(3); 

x.____________________________________ (2); and, y._________________________(1).  

z.___________________________________ and aa.________________________________ 

determines grade for the carcass.   
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10. Calculate yield grades for the carcasses described. 
 

Beef 
 
 Adjusted Fat Carcass          Rib Eye Kidney, Pelvic Calculated 
   Thickness Weight             Area  and Heart Fat Yield Grade Yield Grade 
     (inches)   (lbs)        (sq. inches)         (%) 
 

a.    .4    550  13          2.5      =     ___________ ___________ 
 

b.    .8    650  14          3.5      =     ___________ ___________ 
 

Lamb 
 
 Adjusted Fat Conformation     Kidney and Pelvic  Calculated 
   Thickness     Grade   Fat    Yield Grade Yield Grade 
     (inches) 
 

c.    .4  High Prime  4.5 =  ___________ ___________ 
 

d.    .2  Low Choice  3.5 =  ___________ ___________ 
 

11. Calculate yield grades for the carcasses described using the preliminary yield grade method. 
 

Beef 
 
 Preliminary Carcass           Rib Eye Kidney, Pelvic Calculated 
 Yield Grade Weight              Area  and Heart Fat Yield Grade Yield Grade 
    (lbs)  (in)         (%) 
 

a.    3    650  15          3.5      =     ___________ ___________ 
  
b.    2.5    550  12          2.5      =     ___________ ___________ 
 
Lamb 

 
 Preliminary         Leg    Kidney and Pelvic  Calculated 
 Yield Grade Conformation  Fat    Yield Grade Yield Grade 
 

c.    3  Low Choice   2.5 =  ___________ ___________ 
 
d.    4  High Prime  4.5 =  ___________ ___________ 
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12. Label the wholesale cuts of beef, lamb and pork. 
 

 
 
a. ________________________________ f. ________________________________ 
 
b. ________________________________ g. ________________________________ 
 
c. ________________________________ h. ________________________________ 
 
d. ________________________________ i. ________________________________ 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

j. ________________________________ m. ________________________________ 
 
k. ________________________________ n. ________________________________ 
 
l. ________________________________ o. ________________________________ 
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 p. _________________________________  t. _________________________________  
 

q. _________________________________  u. _________________________________  
 
r. _________________________________  v. _________________________________ 
 
s. _________________________________   
 
 
 

13.  Distinguish between undesirable (UD) and desirable (D) characteristics of wholesale cuts of beef  
and pork by putting  UD or D in front of the appropriate statements. 

 
 _____ a.   Soft, coarse fat 
 
 _____ b.   Yellow fat 
 
 _____ c.   White fat 
 
 _____ d.   Dark colored lean 
   
 _____ e.   Firm, fine texture 
 
 _____ f.   Well muscled with a minimum of external fat 
 
 _____ g.   Moisture “weeping” from the lean 
 
 _____ h.   Well marbled 
 
 _____ i.   Soft, oily fat 
 
 _____ j.   Small muscles 
 
 _____ k.  Skeletal characteristics indicating acceptable maturity 
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14. Identify the seven basic retail cuts of meat. Choose from arm cuts, shoulder blade cuts,  

rib cuts, short loin cuts, sir loin cuts, leg or round cuts, and brisket cuts. 
 
 

 
 
 a. ______________________________ b. ______________________________ 
 

 
 
 c. ______________________________ d. ______________________________ 
 

 
 
 e. ______________________________ f. ______________________________ 
 

 

       
 
g. ______________________________   
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15. List the retail cuts of beef under the appropriate wholesale cut.  You need only list the number  
 indicated although there are probably more retail cuts than the number calls for. 

 
 Chuck 
 
 a.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 f.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Rib 
 
 g.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 h.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 i.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Loin 
 
 j.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 k.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 l.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 m.  ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Round 
 
 n.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 o.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 p.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 q.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 r.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Flank 
 
 s.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Short plate 
 
 t.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
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 Brisket 
 
 u.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Fore shank 
 
 v.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
16. List the retail cuts of lamb under the appropriate wholesale cut.  You need only list the number  
 indicated. 
 
 Shoulder 
 
 a.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 c.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Rib 
 
 d.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Loin 
 
 f.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Leg 
 
 g.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 h.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 i.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Breast 
 
 j.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Fore shank 
 
 k.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
17. List the retail cuts of pork under the appropriate wholesale cut.  You need only list the number  
 indicated.  Include at least one smoked cut under each wholesale cut. 
 
 Picnic Shoulder 
 

a.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
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b.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 

c.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Boston Shoulder 
 
d.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
e.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
f.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
Loin 
 
g.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
h.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
i.  ____________________________________________________________________________  

 
 j.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 k.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 l.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 m.  ___________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Leg or Ham if smoked 
 
 n.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 o.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 p.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 q.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Side Pork or Bacon if smoked 
 
 r.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 s.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 Spareribs 
 
 t.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
18. List the variety meats. 
 
 a.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 b.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
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 c.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 d.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 e.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
 f.  ____________________________________________________________________________  
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MEAT TECHNOLOGY 
 

AG 140 - G 
 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
1. a. 10  g. 11  m. 17  s. 16 
 b. 21  h. 2  n. 8  t. 14 
 c. 12  i. 6  o. 13  u .9 
 d. 15  j. 5  p. 1   
 e. 4  k. 7  q. 18 
 f. 3  l. 19  r. 20 
 
2. a. federal or state  e. healthy 
 b. equal to   f. sanitary 
 c. federal or state  g. voluntary 
 d. inspection stamp  h. be yield graded 
 
3. a. slaughter  d. carcass inspection and grading 
 b. dressing out  e. shipment to retailers 
 c. aging   f. packaging and labeling 
 
4. a. Enzymes naturally found in the meat break down the fibers making the meat taste better 
 b. Occurs as meat moves through the normal channels of distribution 
 c. Meat is held 2 to 3 weeks at 34oF to 38oF 
 d. Meat is held for 2 days or less at 70oF and high humidity under ultraviolet lights 
 
5. a. YG   c. QG 
 b. QG   d. YG 
 
6. Beef:  Prime; Choice; Select; Standard; Commercial; Utility; Cutter; Canner 
 Lamb:  Prime; Choice; Good; Utility; Cull 
 Pork:  U.S. No. 1; U.S. No. 2; U.S. No. 3; U.S. No. 4; U.S. Utility 
 
7. a. 4  d. 1  g. 4 

b. 1  e. 2  h. 2 
 c. 3  f. 3 
 
8. a. 3  d. 6 
 b. 2  e. 4 
 c. 5  f. 1 
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9. Beef   Lamb    Pork 
 
 a. 42  l. Maturity *  r. Utility 
 b. Prime *  m. Conformation *  s. Marbling 
 c. Standard * n. Quality *  t. Soft and oily 
 d. 42  o. Break joints  u. Length * 
 e. Commercial * p. Fullness and firmness v. Backfat thickness * 
 f. Canner * q. Fat streaks  w. Thick 
 g. Marbling     x. Average 
 h. Rib eye      y. Thin 
 i. Increases     z. Fat thickness * 
 j. Unusually dark     aa. Muscling * 
 k. 1/2 
 
 (Note:  Adjacent answers with an * can be switched and still be correct.) 
 
10. a. 1.93  or  1 low 
 b. 3.19  or  3 high 
 c. 4.75  or  4 low 
 d. 3.37  or  3 high (or 3 average) 
 
11. a. 2 or  2 high 
  b. 1.8 or  1 low 
  c. 2.8 or  2 low 
  d. 4.05 or  4 high 
 
12.      Beef          Lamb             Pork 
 
 a. Chuck  j. Shoulder  p. Jowl 
 b. Rib  k. Rib   q. Shoulder (Boston) 
 c. Short loin l. Loin   r. Loin 
 d. Sirloin  m. Leg   s. Ham 
 e. Round  n. Breast   t. Bacon 
 f. Flank  o. Fore shank  u. Spareribs 
 g. Short plate     v. Picnic shoulder 
 h. Brisket 
 i. Fore shank 
 
13. a. UD  d. UD  g. UD  j. UD 
 b. UD  e. D  h. D  k. D 
 c. D  f. D  i. UD 
 
14. a. Leg or round cut  e. Rib cut 
 b. Sirloin cut  f. Short loin cut (T-bone) 
 c. Arm cut   g. Shoulder blade cut 
 d. Brisket cut 
 
15. Answers should include the number indicated of the retail cuts listed under each wholesale cut. 
 
 Chuck (6) 

Beef Chuck Arm Pot-Roast; Beef Chuck Arm Pot-Roast Boneless; Beef Chuck Arm Steak; Beef 
Chuck Arm Steak Boneless; Beef Chuck Shoulder Pot-Roast Boneless; Beef Chuck Shoulder 
Steak Boneless; Beef Chuck Cross Rib Pot-Roast; Beef Chuck Cross Rib Pot-Roast Boneless; 
Beef Chuck Short Ribs; Beef Chuck Flanken Style Ribs; Beef Chuck Blade Roast; Beef Chuck 
Blade Steak; Beef Chuck 7-Bone Pot-Roast; Beef Chuck Steak; Beef Chuck Top Blade Pot-Roast; 
Beef Chuck Top Blade Steak; Beef Chuck Under Blade Pot-Roast; Beef Chuck Under Blade 
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Steak; Beef Chuck Under Blade Pot-Roast Boneless; Beef Chuck Under Blade Steak Boneless; 
Beef Chuck Mock Tender; Beef Chuck Top Blade Roast Boneless; Beef Chuck Top Blade Steak 
Boneless; Beef Chuck Eye Roast Boneless; Beef Chuck Eye Steak Boneless 

 
 Rib (3) 

Beef Rib Roast Large End; Beef Rib Roast Small End; Beef Rib Steak Small End; Beef Rib Steak 
Small End Boneless; Beef Rib Eye Roast; Beef Rib Eye Steak 

 
 Loin (4) 

Beef Loin Top Loin Steak; Beef Loin Top Loin Steak Boneless; Beef Loin T-bone Steak; Beef 
Loin Porterhouse Steak; Beef Loin Wedge Bone Sirloin Steak; Beef Loin Round Bone Sirloin 
Steak; Beef Loin Flat Bone Sirloin Steak; Beef Loin Pin Bone Sirloin Steak; Beef Loin Shell 
Sirloin Steak; Beef Loin Sirloin Steak Boneless; Beef Loin Top Sirloin Steak Boneless; Beef Loin 
Tenderloin Roast; Beef Loin Tenderloin Steak 

 
 Round (5) 

Beef Round Steak; Beef Round Steak Boneless; Beef Round Rump Roast; Beef Round Rump 
Roast Boneless; Beef Round Heel of Round; Beef Round Bottom Round Roast; Beef Round Eye 
Round Roast; Beef Round Eye Round Steak; Beef Round Tip Roast; Beef Round Tip Roast Cap 
Off; Beef Round Tip Steak Cap Off; Beef Round cubes for kabobs; Beef Round Top Round 
Roast; Beef Round Top Round Steak 

 
 Flank (1):  Beef Flank Steak; Beef Flank Steak Rolls 
 
 Short plate (1):  Beef Plate Skirt Steak Boneless; Beef Plate Skirt Steak Rolls Boneless 
 
 Brisket (1):  Beef Brisket Point Half Boneless; Beef Brisket Flat Half Boneless 
 
 Fore shank (1):  Beef Shank Cross Cuts 
 
16. Answers should include the number indicated of the retail cuts listed under each wholesale cut. 
 
 Shoulder (3) 

Lamb Shoulder Square Cut Whole; Lamb Shoulder Roast Boneless; Lamb Shoulder Blade Chops; 
Lamb Shoulder Arm Chops; Lamb Shoulder Neck Slices 

 
 Rib (2) 
 Lamb Rib Roast; Lamb Rib Chops; Lamb Rib Crown Roast 
 
 Loin (1):  Lamb Loin Chops; Lamb Loin Double Chops; Lamb Loin Double Chops Boneless 
 
 Leg (3) 

Lamb Leg Sirloin Chops; Lamb Leg Whole; Lamb Leg Roast Boneless; Lamb Leg Short Cut 
Sirloin Off; Lamb Leg Shank Half; Lamb Leg Frenched Style Roast; Lamb Leg American Style 
Roast 

 
 Breast (1):  Lamb Breast; Lamb Breast Riblets 
 
 Fore shank (1):  Lamb Shank 
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17. Answers should include the number indicated of the retail cuts listed under each 
wholesale cut.  Answers should also include at least one smoked cut under each 
wholesale cut except for spareribs. 

 
 Picnic Shoulder (3) 

Pork Shoulder Arm Picnic; Pork Shoulder Arm Roast; Pork Shoulder Arm Steak; Pork Hocks; 
Smoked Pork Shoulder Picnic Whole; Smoked Pork Hocks 

 
 Boston Shoulder (3) 

Pork Shoulder Blade (Boston) Roast; Pork Shoulder Blade (Boston) Roast Boneless; Pork 
Shoulder Blade Steak; Smoked Pork Shoulder Roll 

  
Loin (7) 
Pork Loin Blade Roast; Pork Loin Blade Chops; Pork Loin Country Style Ribs; Pork Loin Back 
Ribs; Pork Loin Center Rib Roast; Pork Loin Rib Chops; Pork Loin Rib Chops for Stuffing; Pork 
Loin Center Loin Roast; Pork Loin Top Loin Chops; Pork Loin Butterfly Chops; Pork Loin Top 
Loin Roast Boneless (Double); Pork Loin Chops; Pork Loin Sirloin Roast; Pork Loin Sirloin 
Chops; Pork Loin Sirloin Cutlets; Pork Loin Tenderloin Whole; Pork Loin Tenderloin Pieces; 
Smoked Pork Loin Canadian Style Bacon; Smoked Pork Loin Rib Chops; Smoked Pork Loin 
Chops 

 
 Leg or Ham if smoked (4) 

Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) Whole; Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) Roast Boneless; Pork Leg (Fresh Ham) 
Shank Portion; Smoked Ham Whole; Smoked Ham Shank Portion; Smoked Ham Rump Portion; 
Smoked Ham Center Slices; Smoked Ham Boneless Center Slices 

 
 Side Pork or Bacon if smoked (2):  Fresh Side Pork; Slab Bacon; Sliced Bacon 
 
 Spareribs (1):  Pork Spareribs 
 
18. Livers; Kidneys; Hearts; Tongues; Brains; Sweetbreads 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

UNIT OBJECTIVE 
 

After completing this unit, students should be able to choose and plan a Supervised Agricultural Experience 
Program.  Students should be able to list sources and steps involved in securing a loan.  Students should 
also be able to complete the SOEP Planning and Accounting Book.  This knowledge will be demonstrated 
by completing the assignment sheets and unit test with a minimum score of 85 percent accuracy. 
 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES AND COMPETENCIES 
 

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to: 
 
 1. Match terms associated with SAE to their correct definitions. 
 
 2. Describe the three types of SAE programs. 
 
 3. List six reasons for participating in a Supervised Agricultural Experience Program. 
 
 4. Select from a list factors to consider when choosing an SAE program. 
 
 5. List four factors to consider in developing a plan for a long-term SAE program. 
 
 6. List five characteristics of a good SAE program. 
 
 7. List six student responsibilities in conducting SAE programs. 
 
 8. Select an occupational objective. 
 
 9. Prepare a plan for a long-term SAE program. 
 
 10. List four sources for financing productive enterprises. 
 
 11. Arrange in order the steps involved in obtaining a loan from a credit source. 
 
 12. List the types of SAE program records. 
 
 13. List five reasons for keeping records on your SAE program. 
 
 14. Select from a list standards for keeping records on your SAE program. 
 
 15. Record all transactions and activities pertinent to a sample SAE program. 
 
 16. Evaluate the overall quality and value of your current SAE program. 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
 
 I. Suggested activities for instructor 
 
  A. Order materials to supplement unit. 
 
   1. Literature 
 

a.  SOEP Planning and Accounting Book.  Available from  
  Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois  

(Sold in packages of 20). 
 
   2. Filmstrips, slide shows, etc. 
 

a. SOE:  Bridging the Gap.  Color, 12 minute film.  Available 
from National FFA Center, 5632 Mount Vernon Memorial 
Highway, P.O. Box 15160, Alexandria, Virginia 22309.  (Also 
available on a free loan basis from Vernard Films, Box 1332, 
Peoria, Illinois 61654.) 

 
b. Keeping America on the Grow.  Available on 16 mm film, 

slide show or filmstrip from the National FFA Center, 5632 
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, P.O. Box 15160, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22309,  (703) 360-3600. 

 
c. SOE Series.  A set of five filmstrips available from the 

National FFA Center, 5632 Mount Vernon Memorial 
Highway, P.O. Box 15160, Alexandria, Virginia 22309,  (703) 
360-3600. 

 
  B. Make transparencies. 
 
  C. Provide students with objective sheet. 
 
  D. Provide students with information and assignment sheets. 
 
  E. Discuss unit and specific objectives. 
  

F. Invite a more experienced or former FFA member to discuss how the SAE 
program and record keeping are the starting points for students who wish to 
receive various proficiency awards and to earn advanced degrees. 

 
G. Relate the detailed planning of successful SAE programs to business planning. 

 
H. Discuss other students' successes related to SAE program activities and 

expansions. 
 

I. Challenge students to make the most of their SAE program--explain how others 
are involved.  (For example:  parents, employees, etc.) 
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  J. Invite two or three former FFA members to discuss how important record  
  keeping is to them and to those they work with.  Try to include a variety of 

occupations, such as farmer, banker, business owner, business manager, 
accountant, sales clerk, etc. 

 
   K. Discuss financial records required when applying for loans. 
 
   L. Discuss information and assignment sheets. 

(Note:  All assignment sheets will require extensive guidance from the 
instructor.) 

 
   M. Review and give test. 
 
   N. Reteach and retest if necessary. 
 

II. Instructional materials 
  
   A. Objective sheet 
  
   B. Suggested activities 
  
   C. Information sheet 
  
   D. Transparency masters 

 
 1. TM 1--What is an SAE Program? 
 
 2. TM 2--SAE Program Structure 
 
 3. TM 3--Relationship Between Classroom - Laboratory   
  Instruction, SAE and FFA 
 
 4. TM 4--Where Can I Get Agricultural Experiences? 
 
 5. TM 5--Occupational Areas in Agriculture 
 
 6. TM 6--Ownership SAE Programs Requires... 
 
 7. TM 7--Examples of Ownership Programs in SAE 
 
 8. TM 8--Indicators of Successful Ownership SAE Programs 
  
 9. TM 9--Examples of Placement Programs in SAE 
 
 10. TM 10--Characteristics of an Effective Placement SAE Program 
 
 11. TM 11--Indicators of Successful Placement SAE Programs 
 
 12. TM 12--Tips for Successful Employment 
 
 13. TM 13--Tips on Making a Job Interview 
 

    14. TM 14--Comparing Two Jobs 
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    15. TM 15--Examples of Improvement Projects 
 
 16. TM 16--Examples of Occupational Skills 
 
 17. TM 17--How Do People Learn New Skills? 

 
    18. TM 18--Characteristics of a Good SAE Program 
 
    19. TM 19--Two Ways to Expand Ownership SAE Programs 
 
    20. TM 20--Ways to Expand a Placement Program 
  
    21. TM 21--Student Responsibilities in Conducting SAE Programs 
 
    22. TM 22--Types of SAE Program Records 
 
    23. TM 23--Why Keep Records on Your SAE Program? 
 
    24. TM 24--Crop Records Help Determine: 
 
    25. TM 25--Livestock Records Help Determine: 
 
    26. TM 26--Efficiency Factors 
 
    27. TM 27--Standards for Keeping Records on Your SAE Program 
 
    28. TM 28--Records Are Important 
 
   E. Assignment sheets 
 
    1. AS 1--Select an Occupational Objective 
 
    2. AS 2--Prepare a Plan for a Long-Term SAE Program 
 
    3. AS 3--Sample Record Book Problem 
 
    4. AS 4--Supplemental Record Book Problem:  Supervised Occupational  
     Skills Record 
 
    5. AS 5--Self-evaluation of My SAE Program 
 
   F. Answers to assignment sheets 
 
   G. Test 
 
   H. Answers to test 
 
 
 III. Unit references 
 
   A. Agricultural Education Curriculum.  College of Agriculture, University of  
    Illinois,   Urbana, Illinois. 
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  B. Carwin, Merle A.  Supervised Occupational Experience Manual for Students of 
 Vocational Agriculture.  The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, 
 Illinois 61832. 

 
  C. Cooper, Elmer L.  Agriscience Fundamentals and Applications.  Delmar 

 Publishers, Inc., Albany, New York, 1990. 
 
  D. Model Agricultural Core Curriculum.  State Department of Education, 

 University of California, Davis, August 1989. 
 
   E. Supervised Occupational Experience Handbook.  National FFA Foundation. 
 
  F. Vocational Agriculture I.  Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and 

 Technical Education, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

INFORMATION SHEET 
 

 I. Terms and definitions 
 
  A. Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE) Program--Consists of practical 

 agricultural activities performed by students outside of scheduled classroom and 
 laboratory time 

 
  B. Occupational experience--Part of SAE program that involves production 

 farming or agribusiness employment to gain knowledge, skill, on-the-job 
 experience and income 

 
  C. Laboratory experience--Part of SAE program that involves ownership or 

 placement experiences in school or community facilities under the direction of 
 the vocational agriculture instructor.  Students are not paid for this experience 

 
  D. Occupational skills--Part of the SAE program that involves jobs or practices 

 performed to improve the student's occupational competence 
 
   E. Occupational objective--A person's career goal 
 
  F. Enterprise--Category of the total business for which individual records are kept 

 as a part of the total record-keeping system 
    Example: Swine, beef, wheat, agribusiness, etc. 
 
   G. Scope--Extent, size or volume of the SAE program or an enterprise of the SAE  
    program 
 
  H. Beginning inventory--Itemized list of assets and their values pertaining to the  

 SAE program; listed according to enterprises at the start of the record-keeping  
 period 

 
   I. Asset--Any item of value owned or claimed as part of the business 
 
  J. Unit--Any fixed quantity, amount, distance, or measure used as a standard for 

 counting or measuring items or assets 
    Example: Livestock counted by the head, harvested crops can be measured by  
    bushels, etc. 
  
   K. Unit price--Monetary value assigned to individual units; used to figure overall  

  value 
    Example: Price/bushel 
 
  L. Ending inventory--Itemized list of assets and their values pertaining to the SAE 

 program; listed according to enterprises at the close of the record-keeping period 
 
   M. Net worth--Difference between total assets and total liabilities 
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   N. Liabilities--Financial claims against a business 
    Example: Unpaid bills, notes or mortgages owed to individuals or lending  
    institutions 
 
   O. Lien--Claim against property for an amount of money owed to someone or a  

  business 
 
  P. Financial statement--A statement that lists the assets and liabilities of the 

 business at a particular time, usually at the end of the accounting year (also 
 called a balance sheet) 

 
 
 II. Types of SAE programs  (Transparencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
 
  A. Occupational experience (OE)--Part of SAE program that involves production 

 farming or agribusiness employment to gain knowledge, skill, on-the-job 
 experien1ce and income 

 
    (Note:  Sometimes referred to as Supervised Occupational Experience or SOE.) 
 
   1. Ownership experience (production program)  (Transparencies 6, 7, 8)-- 

 A type of OE in which students have personal ownership of the 
 materials and other inputs  required and have managerial 
 responsibilities 

 
     Example:   Beef cattle, wheat, apples, etc. 
 

    (Note:  Ownership programs are not limited to production agriculture.   
    A student operating a lawn/garden service with an investment in tools  
    and equipment has ownership and managerial involvement.) 

 
    2. Placement experience (agribusiness employment) 

 (Transparencies 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14)--A type of OE in which students 
 work for other people (on farms or agribusinesses) or are self-employed 
 in agriculture (building projects, custom baling or stacking, etc.) 

 
    3. Improvement program  (Transparency 15) 
 
     a. Improve appearance and/or real estate value of home or farm 
 
     b. Increase efficiency and/or profits 
 
     c. Increase family comfort and/or convenience 
  
     d. May or may not provide financial return 
 
     e. Carried out in addition to other SAE components 
  
  f. Programs include new construction; the repair or renovation of 

 existing facilities; painting; the improvement, repair and 
 construction of farm equipment and machinery; property 
 beautification; recreational facilities; and the improvement of 
 and, irrigation and utilities 
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  B. Laboratory experience (LE)--Part of SAE program that involves ownership or 
 placement experiences in school or community facilities under the direction of 
 the vocational agriculture instructor.  Students are not paid for this experience.  
 Possibilities include:  raising bedding plants in the vo-ag greenhouse, working as 
 a veterinarian assistant, etc. 

 
   C. Occupational skills (OS)  (Transparency 16)--Part of the SAE program that  

   involves jobs or practices performed to improve the student's occupational  
   competence.  The student is not generally paid to master these skills.  Usually,  
   these skills are not directly related to the student's occupational choice or  
   improvement projects, but should serve to enrich the student's background.   
   Some examples of these skills are castrating, controlling lice, servicing and  
   adjusting machinery, etc.  

 
 III. Reasons for participating in an SAE program  (Transparency 17) 
 
   A. Learning responsibility 
 
   B. Gaining experience 
 
   C. Earning money 
 
   D. Developing management abilities 
 
   E. Preparing for a career 
 
   F. Learning record keeping 
 
   G. Learning skills or improving skills in agriculture 
 
   H. Becoming established in farming or an agribusiness occupation 
 
   I. Developing self-discipline 
 
   J. Developing human relations skills 
 
   K. Gaining experience in money management 
 
 IV. Factors to consider when choosing an SAE program 
 
   A. Personal interest 
 
   B. Background and knowledge 
 
   C. Finances available 
 
   D. Facilities available (adequate facilities are necessary for a production agriculture 
    program) 
 
   E. Transportation needs and availability 
 
   F. Local agriculture department requirements 
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 V. Factors to consider in developing a plan for a long-term SAE program 
 
   A. Occupational objective area 
 
   B. Facilities and finances available, as needed for expansion 
 
   C. Net income expected 
 
   D. Degree of independence expected 
 
   E. Anticipated scope of program in four years 
 
   F. Areas of interest 
 
   G. Support of parents or other parties 
  
 VI. Characteristics of a good SAE program  (Transparencies 18, 19, 20) 
 
   A. Based upon the student's interests 
 
   B. Has an agricultural focus 
 
   C. Provides for the development of a large number of abilities 
 
   D. Sufficient in scope to be challenging 
 
   E. Contains diversity 
 
   F. Provides an opportunity to make management decisions 
 
   G. Has the potential for profit 
 
   H. Requires student's involvement most of the year 
 
   I. Provides opportunities for expansion 
 
   J. Can lead to future business ownership or employment in agriculture 
 
 VII. Student responsibilities in conducting SAE programs  (Transparency 21) 
 
   A. Consider the responsibilities 
 
   B. Keep teacher, parents and employers informed 
 
   C. Set goals for yourself 
 
   D. Keep records of financial concerns and experiences gained 
 
   E. Seek advice/assistance from your ag instructor 
 
   F. Meet financial obligations 
 
   G. Carry out your SAE program plan 
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   H. Self-evaluate your progress 
 
   I. Develop an SAE program that will be valuable to you 
 
 VIII. Sources for financing productive enterprises 
 
   A. Local bank or other credit institution 
 
   B. FFA chapter loan program 
 
   C. Parents or other individuals 
 
   D. Self-financing 
 
    1. With job 
 
    2. Savings account 
 
 IX. Steps involved in obtaining a loan 
 
   A. Develop a budget and financial statement 
 
   B. Prepare presentation 
 
    1. Need for a loan 
 
    2. Plans for enterprise 
 
    3. Be prepared to answer questions pertaining to your budget and  
     financial statement 
 
   C. Identify possible credit sources 
 
   D. Call to make appointments with credit sources 
 
   E. Meeting with credit sources 
 
    1. Your appearance--clean, professional 
  
    2. Make planned presentation 
  
    3. Question lender's policies 
 
     a. Finance charge 
 
     b. Interest rate 
 
     c. Due date 
 
     d. Requirements 
 
   F. Compare advantages and disadvantages of each credit source contacted 
 
   G. Select credit source preferred 
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   H. Complete application papers 
 
   I. Draw up and sign contract (both parties must sign) 
 
  
 X. Types of SAE program records  (Transparency 22) 
 
   A. Inventories 
 
    1. Beginning 
 
    2. Ending 
 
   B. Skills and experience records 
 
    1. Diary 
 
    2. Self-employment or production program agreement 
 
    3. Work experience agreement 
 
    4. Improvement program 
 
    5. Supervised occupational skills record 
 
   C. Financial records and planning guides 
 
    1. Planning ahead 
 
    2. Financial statement 
 
    3. Budget guides 
 
    4. Breeding and loss records 
 
    5. Income 
 
    6. Expenses 
    
    7. Annual program summary 
 
   D. FFA and other leadership activities 
 
 XI. Reasons for keeping records on your SAE program  (Transparencies 23, 24, 25, 26) 
 
   A. Cash flow analyzation 
   
   B. Money management 
 
   C. Profit/loss determination 
 
   D. Financial progress observation over several years 
 
   E. Basis for sound management decisions 
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   F. Investment and purchasing guidance 
 
   G. FFA awards 
 
   H. Information for income tax returns 
 
   I. Information for obtaining a loan 
 
 XII. Standards for keeping records on SAE program  (Transparencies 27, 28) 
 
   A. Use appropriate record book section for each phase of program 
 
   B. Use a pencil for entries 
 
   C. Keep records on a calendar year basis (January 1-December 31) 
 
    (Note:  Your first record book should begin in September, instead of January.) 
 
   D. Make entries neat, complete, easy to read 
 
   E. Enter income and expenses as they occur 
 
   F. Review and update record book each week 
 
   G. Keep record book accessible and protected 
 
   H. Complete all relevant pages in record book 
 
   I. Ask instructor for help as needed 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1--SELECT AN OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE 
 

Name_____________________________________________ Score________________________ 
 
As you begin your agriculture career, you should have in mind an appropriate area of interest or 
occupational objective. 
 
Study the following list of occupational objectives and their descriptions.  Then choose the objective that 
most closely matches your area of interest, and record it at the end of the assignment sheet.  If you are 
uncertain about your particular interest, please choose Agricultural Production.  You will have an 
opportunity to change your occupational objective later in the secondary agriculture program if you desire.  
If you cannot decide between two areas of interest, list them both. 
 
OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE     DESCRIPTION 
 
Agricultural Production      Planning and economically  
         using facilities, land, water,  
         machinery, chemicals, finance, 
         and labor in the production of  
         plant and animal products 
 
 
 
Agricultural Electrification, Power and Controls   Safe use of electricity, 
         electrical power, equipment, 
         and automatic controls 
 
 
 
Agricultural Mechanics, Construction and Maintenance Skills  Selecting, safely using, and 
         maintaining hand and power 
         tools, arc and acetylene 
         welding equipment, and 
         construction materials 
 
 
 
Agricultural Power Machinery     Selecting, operating, servicing, 
         maintaining and repairing a 
         variety of agricultural power 
         units and agricultural 
         machinery and equipment to 
         include gas, diesel, and electric 
         units; welding, refrigeration, 
         hydraulics and other power 
         systems 
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OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE      DESCRIPTION 
 
Agricultural Structures, Equipment and Facilities   Planning, selecting materials 
         for, constructing, utilizing, and 
         maintaining agricultural 
         structures, equipment, and 
         environmental facilities such 
         as barns, sheds, milking 
         parlors, manure and other 
         waste handling structures and 
         equipment, forage and grain 
         storage structures, and 
         greenhouses 
 
 
 
Soil and Water Mechanical Practices    Implementing soil and water 
         management by surveying, 
         planning, laying out, 
         constructing, using, and 
         maintaining irrigation, 
         drainage, and run-off systems 
 
 
 
Animal Production      Selection, breeding, 
         physiology, nutrition, health, 
         housing, feeding, and 
         marketing of animals such as 
         dairy cattle, beef cattle, horses, 
         swine, sheep, poultry, bees, 
         rabbits, cats, dogs, and 
         earthworms 
 
 
 
Crop Production       Production of all types of 
         marketable agricultural crops; 
         soils work and all types of 
         plant work and identification, 
         including use of chemicals in 
         plant, pest and disease control 
 
 
 
Food Products       Processing food products such 
         as meat, fish, poultry, eggs, 
         dairy products, fruits and 
         vegetables, and cereal grains 
         for sale and consumption 
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OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE      DESCRIPTION 
 
Nonfood Products      Processing nonfood products 
         such as cotton, tobacco and 
         wool 
 
 
 
Agricultural Services      Providing agricultural services 
         such as custom work, 
         equipment operation and 
         maintenance, management 
         and finance; includes small 
         animal services such as 
         breeding, horseshoeing, pet 
         services and animal hospital 
         services 
   
 
 
Agricultural Supplies Marketing     Purchasing, storing, grading, 
         transporting and marketing 
         agricultural supplies such as 
         feeds, seeds, fertilizers, 
         chemicals, machinery and 
         parts, and products such as 
         livestock and grains 
 
 
 
Animal Grooming      Grooming animals by clipping, 
         bathing, cutting and 
         conditioning hair, and caring 
         for hooves and nails 
 
 
 
Animal Training       Teaching animals to obey 
         commands, competing in 
         shows, and performing all 
         types of activities necessary for 
         animal competition and 
         performances 
 
 
   
Horseshoeing       Selecting and fitting shoes; 
         shaping and nailing shoes to 
         animals' hooves 
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OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE      DESCRIPTION 
 
Arboriculture       Cultivating and maintaining 
         woody plants and trees used 
         for decoration and shade 
         purposes 
 
 
 
Floriculture       Producing flowers, foliage, and 
         related plant materials in 
         fields and greenhouses for 
         ornamental purposes;  
         arranging, packaging and 
         marketing these materials 
 
 
 
Greenhouse Operation and Management    Producing plants under glass 
         and in other artificial 
         environments 
 
 
 
Landscaping       Locating, planting, and 
         maintaining turf, plants, 
         shrubs, or devices for the 
         beautification of home 
         grounds or other areas of 
         human habitation and 
         recreation 
 
 
 
Nursery Operation and Management    Producing turf, plants, shrubs, 
         and trees for the purpose of 
         transplanting or propagating 
         them 
 
 
 
Turf Management      Establishing, managing, and 
         maintaining grass areas for 
         ornamental or recreational 
         purposes 
 
 
 
Forest Products Utilization      Selecting, grading, and 
         marketing forest raw materials 
         for conversion to consumer 
         goods; maintenance, safe 
         operation, and repair of 
         related equipment 
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OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE      DESCRIPTION 
  
Logging        Harvesting and transporting 
         trees as a crop; maintaining, 
         safely operating, and repairing 
         logging equipment and 
         machinery 
 
 
Other_____________________________________   _________________________ 
 
  
 
Your occupational objective title 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2--PREPARE A PLAN FOR A LONG-TERM SAE PROGRAM 
 

Name__________________________________________ Score_______________________________ 
 
In order to gain experience, it is necessary to set some goals and expectations.  These goals should include 
expansion and broadening into other areas when possible. 
 
Study the sample plan on the next page.  On the form that follows, write your own plan for the long-term 
Supervised Agricultural Experience Program.  Organize your plan by school year and by individual 
enterprise. 
 
Your chosen or planned enterprise(s) is/are 
 
_________________________________________   _________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________   _________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________   _________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________   _________________________________________ 
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 
 

STUDENT'S PLAN FOR A LONG-TERM SAE PROGRAM 
(sample) 

 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1991-92 
 
SWINE:  I plan to purchase a bred gilt in the fall of my freshman year, and to keep one or two gilt pigs 
from the first litter to expand my swine breeding program. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
1992-93 
 
SWINE:  I plan to purchase my own boar in the fall and possibly start doing outside breeding to provide 
income for my swine enterprise.  I plan to expand to breeding six of my own sows by the spring of 1993.  I 
also plan to purchase adequate equipment as my swine enterprise grows. 
WHEAT:  I plan to start a crop-share wheat enterprise with my parents in the fall of 1992. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
1993-94 
 
SWINE:  Continue with swine enterprise at the same level, with a farrowing to finishing operation. 
WHEAT:  Continue crop-share enterprise with parents and try to locate land to cash rent for additional 
wheat acreage. 
BEEF:  Purchase stocker calves for wheat pasture; sell the calves in the spring. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
1994-95 
 
SWINE:  Continue and expand as profits allow. 
WHEAT:  Continue previous year's level and possibly cash rent additional acres. 
BEEF:  Increase number of stockers as wheat pasture is available. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 
 
 

STUDENTS PLAN FOR A LONG-TERM SAE PROGRAM 
 

  
20______ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20_____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20_____ 
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 (cont.) 
 

  
20______ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

20_____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20_____ 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3--SAMPLE RECORD BOOK PROBLEM 
 

The following is a sample record book problem.  This sample problem has been developed to help you 
understand how to use your record book.  Use a pen to fill out the front and inside cover information; use a 
#2 pencil for the rest of the information.  As you complete the information in each section of your sample 
record book, you should also complete the information in your personal record book for your own 
Supervised Agricultural Experience Program (as is possible).  Your Ag Instructor will tell you the correct 
year dates for the blanks. 
 
  1. COUNSELING INFORMATION 
 
   You will be completing a record book for Mark Dawson, who is a freshman, first- 
   year, vo-ag student and FFA member at Glenview High School.  Mark is the son of  
   Zach and Tara Dawson, Route 2, Box 56, Englewood, Idaho 83999.  His telephone  
   number is 397-5225.  Mark was born on May 18, 19__; he is 14 years old.  He has two  
   brothers, Jake, 17, who is a high school senior this year and Mike, 8, who is in grade  
   school.  He also has two sisters.  Marie, 19, is a freshman at the University of Idaho,  

 and Sara, 13, is in junior high school.  Mark will be keeping records on his dairy cows 
 and corn projects.  This summer he is going to be on a corn topping crew.  Put your  

name on the outside cover of the record book and fill in the inside cover with the 
information for Mark.   

 
  2. ACTIVITIES 
 
   Mark has the following activities to record on page 3 of his record book.  He was  
   initiated as a Greenhand in November.  He received first place in the Chapter Creed  
   Speaking contest and went on to receive first place in the district as well.  Mark is an  
   active athlete, competing in basketball and cross-country.  He is also a member of the  
   Spanish Club, Key Club, and Rodeo Club.  He is president of his church youth group  
   and actively takes part in all activities.  List Mark's other activities on this page as they  
   are reported later. 
 
 3. PLANNING AHEAD 
 
   Mark is working hard to win the State FFA Creed Speaking contest at the State FFA  
   Convention.  He also hopes to make the chapter Livestock, Dairy, Food Products, and  
   Parliamentary Procedure teams in order to attend the district contests and also the  
   State FFA Judging contests.  He wants to run for the office of chapter Sentinel next  
   year. 
 
   Mark is going to raise two springer heifers and cultivate 10 acres of corn this year.   
   This summer he is going to work on a corn topping crew.  He wants to rebuild the 
   fences around his home farm as an improvement project.  After graduation, Mark  
   thinks he will attend the University of Idaho to major in Agricultural Education.   
   Mark wants to be a Secondary Agriculture Instructor/FFA Advisor in Idaho. 
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  4. FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
 
   As of January 1, Mark has the following items to report on his financial statement:   
   $74.69 in his checking account; his heifers valued at $1,050.00 and $1,100.00   
   respectively.  He got a loan of $350.00 from his father to pay for livestock expenses on  
   December 31, 20__ at 8 percent interest due at the end of the following year; the grain he  
   has is worth about $17.00.  Jake borrowed $25.00 on September 20.  He has $1476.39  
   in his savings account.  Calculate Mark's net worth with this information   
   (Assets - Liabilities = Net Worth). 
 
 5. LIVESTOCK BUDGET 
 
   Mark's springer heifers should produce 2,400# of milk a month for 11 months at   
   $12.00 cwt (hundred weight).  At the end of the year, Mark hopes to have 2 cows  
   worth $1,010.00 each and 2 calves worth $400.00 apiece.  Mark figures that he will  
   need about 15 hours of labor excluding himself.  He would pay $4.00 an hour.  Mark  
   will rent his father's milking equipment at $5.00 a month for 11 months.  He will also 
    rent corral space from his father at $5.00 a month for 7 months.  During the summer  
   months, Mark will pasture his stock at a rate of $10.00 a head per month for the 2  
   yearlings and older, and $7.00 a head per month for the 2 calves under one year of age  
   for 5 months.  Mark's father will sell him approximately 3,600# of rolled barley at  
   $6.00 cwt, approximately 27,500# of alfalfa hay at $80.00 a ton, and approximately  
   5,000# of corn silage at $20.00 a ton.  Mark estimates $25.00 for veterinary expenses  
   and $30.00 for breeding fees.  The beginning inventory for Mark's dairy project was  
   $2,167.00.   
 
 6. CROP BUDGET 
 
   Mark is going to raise 10 acres of silage corn and hopes to gross $400.00 an acre when  
   he sells the crop.  He figures that he will need to hire some extra help for about 5  
   hours at $4.00 an hour.  Mark can rent his father's tractor for $10.00 an hour.  He can  
   rent the other equipment for $3.00 an hour.  It should take about 7 hours to plow, 3  
   hours to groundhog, 4 hours to harrow, 3 hours to seed, 2 1/2 hours to corrugate, 5  
   hours to cultivate, and 5 hours to landplane.  He will need 5,000# of fertilizer at   
   $200.00 a ton.  He will have Lasso chemical applied with the fertilizer at $15.00 an  
   acre.  He will rent the land from his father at $100.00 an acre.  He will buy 3 bags of  
   corn seed at $50.00 each.  He will pay $21.00 an acre to insure the crop.  (Harvesting  
   expenses will be included in the selling price.)  He has no beginning inventory.   
    
 7. PRODUCTION PROGRAM AGREEMENT 
 
   On January 1, 20__, Mark and his father agreed upon the following practices to be in  
   effect for the current year in association with his 2 Holstein springer heifers and 10  
   acres of silage corn. 
 
   Land --  Mark will rent ground for his corn from his father at $100.00 an acre.  In the  
   summer months Mark will pasture his dairy herd at the rate of $10.00 a head per  
   month for the yearlings and older and $7.00 a head per month for any stock under one  
   year of age. 
 
   Facilities -- Mark will rent corral space for his cows for $5.00 a month. 
 
   Machinery -- Mark can rent his father's tractor at the rate of $10.00 an hour. 
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Equipment -- Mark will rent his father's milking equipment for $5.00 a month; he can 
also rent the plow, groundhog cultivator, land plane, harrow and corn planter for  
$3.00 an hour. 

 
  Livestock/Crops -- Mark bought 2 Holstein springer heifers and plans to have both of  
  them bred; he will be raising 10 acres of silage corn. 

 
   Production Costs -- Estimate the total production costs for Mark's livestock and crop  
   enterprises for one year.  The dairy production costs should include hired labor,   
   machinery costs, feed costs, breeding fees and veterinary expenses.  The corn   
   production costs should include hired labor, equipment and machinery costs,   
   fertilizer, chemicals, insurance, land rent and seed.  You will find this information in  
   your completed budgets.   
 
   Management -- Mark will manage his projects on his own; if he decides he needs 
    help, he can hire someone for $4.00 an hour. 
 
   Financing -- Mark's father will finance the program and Mark will pay him back at the  
   end of the year when he has received his receipts on the silage, corn and milk. 
 
   Other -- Mark will pay for his feed every 2 months. 
 
 8. GENERAL BREEDING RECORD 
 
   Tina, #431, was bred to ABS bull #1859 on April 21, 20__, and is due to calve on  
   January 29.  Tonya, #645, was bred to ABS bull #1859 on April 26, 20__, and is due  
   to calve on February 3. 
 
 9. OPENING INVENTORY 
 
   Mark owns two Holstein springer heifers.  One is worth $1,050.00 and the other is  
   worth $1,100.00.  He also has $17.00 of feed on hand in the beginning inventory.   
   There is no opening inventory for Mark's corn project.   
 
 10. JOURNAL 
 
   The following is a chronological listing of the events Mark reported in his first record  
   book.  List each item in the appropriate place.  Some items may be listed somewhere  
   other than just the journal.  Leave one blank line between each month's entries.  Be  
   neat and careful when making your entries.  Use a #2 pencil to make your entries. 
 
  January 1 bought a ton of alfalfa hay for $80.00 a ton, 900# of rolled barley  
      at $6.00 cwt, and a ton of corn silage at $20.00 a ton 
            25 spent 3 hours preparing the calving pens; paid friend, John, to   
      help for 3 hours 
           31 feed and care for month - 5 hours labor; corral rent - $5.00 
 
   February  1 both heifers calved 
     Tina - twin heifers 
     Tonya - bull 
     spent 3 1/2 hours caring for calves after they were born; paid  
     friend, John, to help for 3 hours 
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 2 bought 500 board feet of lumber to build a small calf shed and 
 pen for $56.50 and 20# of nails for $.25 a pound, 10 1/2 hours 
 labor, paid Dad for 4 hours of help 

      3 competed in the District Food Products Contest 
       5 talked to Meadow Gold representative.  They will pick up  
      milk twice a week, but pay for it at the end of every month 
      6 one of Tina's heifers came down with pneumonia; bought a  

     plastic syringe for $.25, needle for $.25, and 250 cc's of Tylan- 
     200 for $13.95; spent 2 hours doctoring heifer 

      7 Tina's heifer died, worth $100.00 
      9 decided to take the calves off their mother's milk and put them 
      on milk replacer; purchased two 50# bags of milk replacer at  
      $50.00 each 
     22 sold 1,200# of milk for $12.00 cwt = $144.00; advertising fees 
      = $.84 and hauling charges = $2.40 
     28 milk equipment rent - $5.00 
     28 feed, care and milking for month - 10 hours labor; corral rent - 
      $5.00 
 
    March   2 competed in the District Parliamentary Procedure Contest 
     18 competed in the District Livestock Contest 
     31 bought 1,500# of alfalfa hay at $80.00 a ton, 1,500# of corn  
      silage at $20.00 a ton, and 900# of rolled barley at $6.00 cwt 
     31 milking equipment rent - $5.00 
     31 feed, care and milking for month - 15 hours labor; corral rent - 
      $5.00 
     31 sold 2,600# of milk for $12.00 cwt: advertising fees = $1.64  
      and hauling charges = $6.00 
 
    April  3 placed second in State Creed Speaking Contest 
     6 sold bull calf to neighbor for $150.00 
     7 joined high school track team 
     15 Tina isn't milking up to Mark's expectations so he decided to  
      sell her at the local auction.  She brought $1,200.00.  He had  
      to pay $8.25 for an auction commission, $.25 for brand  
      inspection, and $8.50 for a trucking charge 
     17 spent 5 hours repairing the corral 
     18 competed in the District Dairy Cattle Contest 
     23 spent 3 hours working on the fence line 
     28 bought 3 bags of corn seed at $50.00 each 
     30 used tractor for 25 hours this month at $10.00 an hour; (Note:   
      Self labor for tractor work is included in total self labor for  
      putting in the corn crop, which is listed below.) 
     30 used the following for $3.00 an hour:  plow - 7, groundhog - 3, 
      landplane - 5, corn planter - 3, harrow - 4, corrugator - 3 
     30 milking equipment and corral rent - $10.00 
     30 feed, care and milking - 10 hours labor 
     30 sold 2,400# of milk this month for $12.00 cwt; advertising  
      fees = $1.44 and hauling charges = $5.80 
     30 30 hours labor putting in corn crop 
     30 paid for fertilizer at $50.00/acre, Lasso for $15/acre =  
      $65.00/acre 
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May 1        called ABS representative to artificially inseminate Tonya to  
  ABS bull #1888 for a fee of $15.00 (Note:  Consult the  
  gestation table on the inside back cover of the record book to  
  determine the  due date.) 
 5        elected Chapter Sentinel 

     10      spent 6 hours repairing fences 
   25      bought a canvas dam for $15.00 and shovel for $8.95 to use  
      when irrigating the corn 
     31    pasture rent - 1 head at $10.00 
     31    bought 1,000# of corn silage at $20.00 a ton, 700# of rolled  
             barley at $6.00 cwt and 12 ton of alfalfa hay at $80.00 a ton 
     31      milking equipment rent - $5.00 
     31      feed, care and milking - 10 hours labor 
     31      sold 1,600# of milk this month at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees  
      = $1.04 and hauling charges = $2.80 
 
  June 15       irrigated corn for 4 hours (will irrigate corn on a rotation basis  
     every 15 days from 6/15 to 8/31) 
     16 - 20 attended State FFA Contests as a member of the Livestock,  
      Dairy Cattle and Food Products Teams.  Placed 9th high  
      individual in the Livestock Contest 
     20 paid brother, Jake, for doing 5 hours worth of chores while at  
      State contests for $4.00 an hour 
     25 got a call from the corn topping crew boss; will be topping  
      corn for Eliot Farms from July 1 to August 31 
   
 11. WORK EXPERIENCE AGREEMENT 
 
   Mark was hired by Eliot Farms for the summer.  The address is Rt. 2, Box 5,   
   Englewood, Idaho  83999.  The telephone number is 397-2121.  Eliot Farms raises  
   sweet corn that needs topped.  Mark will generally work from 7 a.m. to 12 p.m. every  
   day, but the hours are flexible.  He will make $5.00 an hour since he has been topping  
   for several years now.  He will be paid every two weeks.  If Mark is injured while on  
   the job, the company insurance will pay for all costs up to $4,000. 
 
 12. AGRIBUSINESS EMPLOYMENT BUDGET 
 
   Mark already has gloves worth $1.75; a hat worth $2.50; and boots worth $12.00.  His  
   neighbor, Katelyn Mustoe, is also on the corn topping crew, and has agreed to give  
   Mark a ride to and from work for $4.00 a week.  (His clothing will have depreciated  
   by the end of the year - gloves at $1.25, hat at $2.15 and boots at $10.50.) 
 
 13. OPENING INVENTORY 
 
   Gloves:  $1.75;  Hat:  $2.50;  Boots:  $12.00 
 
    June 30 irrigated corn for 4 hours 
     30  pasture rent - 1 head at $10.00 
     30 milking equipment rent - $5.00 
     30 feed, care and milking - 10 hours 
     30 used tractor for 5 hours this month; used cultivator for 5 hours  
      this month; 5 hours labor cultivating 
     30 paid $21.00 an acre for crop insurance on corn 
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     30 sold 1,500# of milk this month at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees  
      = $.99 and hauling charges = $2.70 
 
    July 10 won a blue ribbon with Tonya at the county fair and received a 
      $5.00 premium 
     15 irrigated corn for 4 hours 
     15 worked for 70 hours in 2 weeks at $5.00 an hour 
     27 went on Chapter Leadership Retreat 
     30 irrigated corn for 5 hours 
     31 sold 1,400# of milk at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees = $.94 and  
      hauling charges = $2.60 
     31 paid Jake for irrigating corn for 3 1/2 hours at $4.00 an hour 
     31 feed, care and milking for month - 9 hours labor 
     31 bought 550# of rolled barley at $6.00 cwt and 500# of corn  
      silage at $20.00 a ton 
     31 worked 75 hours in 2 weeks at $5.00 an hour 
     31 paid Katelyn for carpool - 4 weeks = $16.00 
     31 pasture rent - 1 cow at $10.00 
 
    August 15 irrigated corn for 5 hours 
     15 sold Tonya for $800.00 
     15 worked for 72 hours for 2 weeks at $5.00 an hour 
     25 bought 3 registered Holstein heifers for $1,000.00 each, 2  
      hours labor, hauling charges of $8.50 
     30 irrigated corn for 4 hours 
     31 sold 1,350# of milk this month at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees  
      = $.91 and hauling charges = $2.55 
     31 paid Jake for irrigating corn for 4 hours at $4.00 an hour 
     31 pasture rent - 1 cow for 1/2 month and 1 calf for entire month 
     31 milking equipment rent for 1/2 month - $2.50 
     31 feed, care and milking - 5 hours labor 
     31 worked 78 hours in 2 weeks at $5.00 an hour 
     31 paid Katelyn for carpool - 4 weeks = $16.00 
 
   September 22 harvested 10 ton of corn at $6.00 per ton (harvesting expense)  
      and sold it to his dairy project for $20.00 a ton (Make two  
      entries:  one as income in the crops section, and the other as an 
      expense for dairy; don't forget the harvesting expense.) 
     23 sold the remaining 190 ton of corn standing in the field to  
      Tony Yochum for $15.00 a ton (no harvesting expense) 
     25 competed in District Meats Contest; first high individual 
     30 sold 4,750# of milk at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees = $1.75  
      and hauling charges = $6.15 
     30 paid father field rent of $100.00 an acre for 10 acres 
     30 bought 600# of rolled barley at $6.00 cwt 
     30 pasture rent - 3 head at $10.00 each and 1 head at $7.00 
     30 feed, care and milking for month - 12 hours labor 
     30 milking equipment rent - $5.00 
 
   October   1 paid in advance for the breeding fees of the 3 registered  
      heifers at the rate of $15.00 each 
      3 had Amanda (#822) bred to ABS bull #1899 
     13 had Susi (#840) bred to ABS bull #1977 
     18 had Katy (#905) bred to ABS bull #1878 
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18 sold Tina's heifer to another FFA member for $350.00 
     20 first frost of the season 
     21 competed in District Crops Contest; fifth high individual 
     31 feed, care and milking for the month - 15 hours; corral and  
      milking equipment rent - $10.00 
     31 sold 4,750# of milk at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees and  
      hauling charges = $7.91 total 
 
   November 30 sold 4,700# of milk at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees and  
      hauling charges = $7.85 total 
     30 feed, care and milking - 13 hours; corral and milking   
      equipment rent - $10.00 
 
   December 31 sold 4,700# of milk at $12.00 cwt; advertising fees and  
      hauling charges = $7.85 total 
     31 feed, care and milking - 15 hours; corral and milking   
      equipment rent - $10.00 
     31 paid off loan to father - $350.00, plus an additional $28.00 for  
      interest (only the interest is recorded as an expense) 
 
 14. Total and balance the journal 
 
 15. CLOSING INVENTORY 
 

 As of December 31, Mark had the following items on hand:  3 registered Holstein  
 heifers worth $700.00 each, 1 Springer heifer worth $960.00, 9 ton of alfalfa hay at  
 $80.00 a ton, 9 ton of corn silage at $20.00 a ton, and calf shed worth $50.00.  From 
 work, as of August 31, 20__, he has his gloves worth $1.25, hat at $2.15 and boots at  
 $10.50.  From his crops project, he has a canvas dam worth $12.00 and a shovel worth  
 $7.00. 

 
 16. Fill in the summary page to determine the profit or loss of the projects. 
 
 17. CLOSING FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

 
  On December 31, Mark has the following to report:  $150.00 in his checking account;  
  $1,243.87 in his savings account.  The value of livestock, equipment and feed on hand  
  will be taken from the closing inventory.  Jake also paid back the $25.00 he owed Mark.   
  With this information determine Mark's new net worth. 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 -- SUPPLEMENTAL RECORD BOOK PROBLEM:  SUPERVISED 
OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS RECORD 

 
The following is a sample problem for the Supervised Occupational Skills Record in the Idaho SOEP 
Planning and Accounting Book.  Use the following information to fill out the Supervised Occupational 
Skills Record and to complete the Annual Summary of S.O.E. Programs in your sample record book. 
 
 
 September  6 attended beef herd disease seminar at vet clinic - 3 hours 
    20 helped neighbor pull calf - 2 hours 
    23 assisted vet with c-section on heifer - 4 hours 
 
 October  2 helped neighbor castrate pigs - 3 hours 
    16 attended Hereford Association field day - 6 hours 
 
 November  20 helped neighbor vaccinate cows - 5 1/2 hours 
    22 assisted vet to castrate horse - 1 1/2 hours 
 
 January  20 watched hog butchering demonstration - 2 hours 
    24 attended seminar on meat cutting - 6 1/2 hours 
 
 February   8 assisted vet treat wire cut on horse - 4 hours 
 
 March  4 helped neighbor brand/dehorn calves - 10 hours 
    20 assisted vet with c-section on cow - 4 1/2 hours 
    24 assisted vet with cow prolapsed uterus - 3 hours 
 
 April  15 assisted vet with cow herd vaccinations - 7 hours 
 
 May  4 assisted vet with bull semen tests - 6 hours 
 
 August  8 assisted vet with cow pregnancy testing - 8 hours 
 
 September  15 helped neighbor pull breech calf - 3 hours 
 
 October  3 assisted vet with heifer c-section - 3 1/2 hours 
 
 November  18 helped neighbor vaccinate cows - 7 1/2 hours 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5--SELF-EVALUATION OF MY SAE PROGRAM 
 
Student Name_____________________________________ Date __________________________ 
        SAE Program for 20______________ 
 
 

I. Use the checklist below to complete a year-end evaluation of your SAE program. As you 
rate each item, think about what is possible and desirable for you in your SAE program. 

 
 

II. Write a one-page analysis of your SAE program, using the items list in the rating scale 
below. Focus on your strengths and weaknesses of your SAE program. 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5--SELF-EVALUATION OF MY SAE PROGRAM (cont.) 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS 
 

 
Assignment Sheet #1 
 
 Evaluated to satisfaction of the instructor. 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #2 
 
 Evaluated to satisfaction of the instructor. 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #3 and #4 
 
 Answers begin on the following page. 
 
 
Assignment Sheet #5 
 
 Evaluated to satisfaction of the instructor. 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

UNIT TEST 
 
Name __________________________________________ Score__________________________ 
 
   1. Match terms associated with SAE to their correct definition.  Write the correct numbers   
 in the blank. 
 
 _____a. Category of the total business for which  1. Supervised 
   individual records are kept as a part of   Agricultural 
   the total record-keeping system    Experience (SAE) 
          Program 
 
 _____b. Itemized list of assets and their values   2. Occupational 
   pertaining to the SAE program; listed    experience 
   according to enterprises at the close of the  
   record-keeping period    3. Laboratory 
          experience 
 _____c. Part of SAE program that involves 
   ownership or placement experiences in school 4. Occupational 
   or community facilities under the direction   skills 
   of the vocational agriculture instructor; 
   students are not paid for this experience  5. Occupational 
          objective 
 _____d. Itemized list of assets and their values 
   pertaining to the SAE program; listed   6. Enterprise 
   according to enterprises at the start of the  
   record-keeping period    7. Scope 
 
 _____e. Consists of practical agricultural activities  8. Beginning inventory 
   performed by students outside of scheduled 
   classroom and laboratory time   9. Asset 
 
 _____f. Any fixed quantity, amount, distance, or   10. Unit 
   measure used as a standard for counting or  
   measuring items or assets    11. Unit price 
   
 _____g. A statement that lists the assets and liabilities 12. Ending inventory 
   of the business at a particular time, usually at  
   the end of the accounting year (also called a  13. Net worth 
   balance sheet) 
         14. Liabilities 
 _____h. Monetary value assigned to individual units; 
   used to figure overall value   15. Lien 
  
 _____i. Financial claims against a business   16. Financial statement 
 
 _____j. Part of the SAE program that involves jobs or 
   practices performed to improve the student's 
   occupational competence 
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 _____k. Extent, size or volume of the SAE program 
   or an enterprise of the SAE program 
 
 _____l. Difference between total assets and total 
   liabilities 
 
 _____m. Part of SAE program that involves production 
   farming or agribusiness employment to gain 
   knowledge, skill, on-the-job experience and 
   income 
 
 _____n. Any item of value owned or claimed as part of 
   the business 
 
 _____o. Claim against property for an amount of 
   money owed to someone or a business 
 
 _____p. A person's career goal 
 
   2. Describe the three types of SAE programs. 
 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 
b. _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  
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c. ______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

 
   3. List 6 reasons for participating in a supervised agricultural experience program. 
 

a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

e.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

f.  _____________________________________________________________________________  
 
   4. Select from the following list factors to consider when choosing an SAE program.  Write   
 an "X" in the blank before each correct answer. 
 
 _____a.  Personal interest 
  
 _____b.  Relatives' agricultural backgrounds 
 
 _____c.  Local secondary agriculture department requirement 
 
 _____d.  Facilities available  
 
 _____e.  Current feed prices 
 
 _____f.  My friends' interests 
 
 _____g.  Background and knowledge 
 
 _____h.  Transportation needs and availability 
 
 _____i.  Personal preference of ag instructor 
 
 _____j.  Finances available 
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   5. List four factors to consider in developing a plan for a long-term SAE program. 
 

a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   6. List five characteristics of a good SAE program. 
 

a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

e.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  
 
   7. List six student responsibilities in conducting SAE programs. 
 

a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  
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d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

e.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

f.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  

   8. List four sources for financing productive enterprises. 
 
 a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

   9. Arrange in order the steps involved in obtaining a loan from a credit source.  Write a "1"  
 before the first step, a "2" before the second step, and so on. 
 
 _____a.  Complete application papers 
 
 _____b.  Meeting with credit sources 
 
 _____c.  Prepare presentation 
 
 _____d.  Identify possible credit sources 
 
 _____e.  Select credit source preferred 
 
 _____f.  Develop a budget and financial statement 
 
 _____g.  Compare advantages and disadvantages of each credit source contacted 
 
 _____h.  Call to make appointments with credit sources 
 
 _____i.  Draw up and sign a contract 
 
   10. List the types of SAE program records. 
 
 a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  
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   11. List five reasons for keeping records on your SAE program. 
 
 a.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 b.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 c.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 d.  _____________________________________________________________________________  

 e.  _____________________________________________________________________________  
 
   12. Select from a list standards for keeping records on your SAE program.  Write an "X" in  
 the blank before each correct answer. 
 
 _____a.  Review and update record book each week 
 
 _____b.  Keep records on a calendar year from July 1 to June 30 
 
 _____c.  Ask instructor for help as needed 
 
 _____d.  Make entries neat, complete, easy to read 
 
 _____e.  Use pen for entries 
 
 _____f.  Complete all relevant pages in record book 
 
 _____g.  Use one record book for your entire 4-year program 
 
 _____h.  Enter income and expenses at the end of each month 
 
 _____i.  Use a pencil for entries 
 
 _____j.  Keep record book accessible and protected 
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SUPERVISED AGRICULTURAL EXPERIENCE (SAE) 
 

AG 140 - H 
 
 

ANSWERS TO TEST 
 
 1. a. 6  g. 16  l. 13 
   b. 12  h. 11  m. 2 
   c. 3  i. 14  n. 9 
   d. 8  j. 4  o. 15 
   e. 1  k. 7  p. 5 
   f. 10 
 
 2. a. Occupational experience (OE)--Part of SAE program that involves production f 
    arming or agribusiness employment to gain knowledge, skill, on-the-job  
    experience and income 
 
    Includes: 
    Ownership experience (production program)-- a type of OE in which students  
    have personal ownership of the materials and other inputs required and have  
    managerial responsibilities   
 
    Placement experience (agribusiness employment)--A type of OE in which  
    students work for other people or are self-employed in agriculture  

 
  Improvement program--Improve appearance and/or real estate value of home or  
  farm; Increase efficiency and/or profits; Increase family comfort and/or  
  convenience; May or may not provide financial return; Carried out in addition to 
  other SAE components; Programs include new construction; the repair or  
  renovation of existing facilities; painting; the improvement, repair and   
  construction of farm equipment and machinery; property beautification;  
  recreational facilities; and the improvement of land, irrigation and utilities 

 
   b. Laboratory experience (LE)--Part of SAE program that involves ownership or  
    placement experiences in school or community facilities under the direction of  
    the vocational agriculture instructor.  Students are not paid for this experience   
 
   c. Occupational skills (OS)--Part of the SAE program that involves jobs or  
    practices performed to improve the student's occupational competence.  The  
    student is not generally paid to master these skills.  Usually, these skills are not  
    directly related to the student's occupational choice or improvement projects, but 
    should serve to enrich the student's background   
 
 3. Answer should include six of the following: 
 
   Learning responsibility; Gaining experience; Earning money; Developing management  
   abilities; Preparing for a career; Learning record keeping; Learning skills or improving  
   skills in agriculture; Becoming established in farming or an agribusiness occupation;  
   Developing self-discipline; Developing human relations skills; Gaining experience in  
   money management 
 
 4. a, c, d, g, h, j 
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 5. Answer should include four of the following: 
 
   Occupational objective area; Facilities and finances available, as needed for expansion;  
   Net income expected; Degree of independence expected; Anticipated scope of program in 
   four years; Areas of interest; Support of parents or other parties 
 
 6. Answer should include five of the following: 
 
   Based upon the student's interests; Has an agricultural focus; Provides for the   
   development of a large number of abilities; Sufficient in scope to be challenging;  
   Contains diversity; Provides an opportunity to make management decisions; Has the  
   potential for profit; Requires student's involvement most of the year; Provides   
   opportunities for expansion; Can lead to future business ownership or employment in  
   agriculture 
 
 7. Answer should include six of the following: 
 
   Consider the responsibilities; Keep teacher, parents and employers informed; Set goals  
   for yourself; Keep records of financial concerns and experiences gained; Seek   
   advice/assistance from your ag instructor; Meet financial obligations; Carry out your  
   SAE program plan; Self-evaluate your progress; Develop an SAE program that will be  
   valuable to you 
 
 8. Local bank or other credit institution; FFA chapter loan program; Parents or other  
   individuals; Self-financing with job or savings account 
 
 9. a. 8  d. 3  g. 6 
   b. 5  e. 7  h. 4 
   c. 2  f. 1  i. 9 
 
 10. Inventories; Skills and experience records; Financial records and planning guides; FFA  
   and other leadership activities 
 
 11. Answer should include five of the following: 
 
   Cash flow analyzation; Money management; Profit/loss determination; Financial progress 
   observation over several years; Basis for sound management decisions; Investment and  
   purchasing guidance; FFA awards; Information for income tax returns; Information for  
   obtaining a loan 
 
 12. a, c, d, f, i, j 
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